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SUMMARY 
 
This paper identifies a common patriarchal framework found in the secular 
Singapore nation and the sacred institution of Christianity.  Singapores national identity 
is a composite configuration: a vulnerable female space which is molded, protected, and 
surrounded by a masculinized authority.  Similar to the Singapore model, Christianity 
contains within its patriarchal framework a feminized place that is integral to the stability 
of the religions identity.  From examining the implications of these setups, we can 
conclude that both the Singapore government and Christianity are modernizing forces 
with a gender imbalance.  This paper attempts to show the actual ideological and 
institutional powersthe Singapore government and Christianitythat endeavor to fix 
the body of a woman in an economically practical and uncontested position.  
Literature is complicit in the confluence of the Singapore government and 
Christianity, as texts play a crucial role in the codification of ideals for the role of women 
in Singapore and in the church.  When Christian Singaporean women engage in the act of 
writing themselves, they all point to the patriarchal machinations of Singapores Christian 
and secular institutions as configurations that deny women power and authority.  The 
novels examined in this thesis depict the cultural territorialization of religion and 
nationhood.   
However, we will see that Christianity is a dual force.  Despite the confines of its 
patriarchal framework, Christian identity often provides more focus on the individual 
than the community-centered national identity, when it comes to writing in the Singapore 
context.  Although Christianity was employed as a tool of imperialism and oppression, it 
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also can serve as a subversive force for liberation; it can be co-opted as an empowering 
countercultural voice in opposition to patriarchal hegemony.   
Pinned into a corner by their Singaporean and Christian identities, women writers 
find a way of slipping through the cracks; they explore a spiritual identity, inspired by 
Christianity but distinct from the institution.  Women writers are marginalized within the 
national framework of Singapore and by Christianity, but women writers are playing 
God in the act of writing.  Thus women writers are both pulled into Christianity and are 
rewriting Christianity.  These writers and the characters they create are not submitting to 
things as they are; these female authors negotiate things that are beyond their control, 
that which seems non-negotiable: the past, foreignness, and rape.  They portray the 
difficulty of the womans condition, but they do this in an attempt to demonstrate their 
own powers of transcending and creating.  By negotiating through writing, they allude to 
a non-patriarchal imaging of Christianity, Singapore, writing, and the world around them.   
Even though the metaphors of weakness, vulnerability, and victimhood are 
typically associated with women, women writers call attention to the disregarded and 
powerfully contained femininity behind the act of creation itself. In creating these novels, 
Singapore women writers are reclaiming their stake in creation, not as passive soil, but 
rather as colonizers of their own texts.   
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR SOURCES 
 
(These abbreviations are only used in the citations in the main body of the thesis.) 
 
Fistful of Colours = FOC 
 
Following the Wrong God Home = FTWGH 
 
Foreign Bodies = FB 
 
Gift from the Gods = GFTG 
 
Lee Hsien Loong = LHL 
 
Lee Kuan Yew = LKY 
 
Love and Vertigo = LAV 
 
Loves Lonely Impulses = LLI 
 
Mammon Inc. = MI 
 
Rice Bowl = RB 
 
Sold for Silver = SFS 
 
The Straits Times = ST 
 
The Bondmaid = TB 
 
The Serpents Tooth = TST 
 
The Song of Silver Frond = TSOSF 
 
The Teardrop Story Woman = TTSW 
 
The Womans Book of Superlatives = TWBOS 
 
This Place Called Absence = TPCA 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
(RE)CREATION OF THE CIVILIZING MISSION 
From this land we are made. 
For this land we will fight. 
Singapore Armed Forces Advertisement (2005) 
This Singapore Armed Forces advertisement resonates with the primal idea 
that land plays an integral part in the formation of identity; it then uses this emotional 
stirring as a motivational force and a reassuring promise to the citizens of the 
vulnerable city-state. It accepts, as a given, loyalty to ones homeland, but what role 
does land really play in the making of the human body? The emergence of nation 
states has inverted the mythological dust-to-man creation process, because the 
ownership and the boundaries of the land, in the case of a nation, are both 
manmade.  Despite the artificiality of this imagined community, the nation is 
frequently portrayed as organic through the vocabulary of kinship or home (Anderson 
1983:131) and most crudely through the birth metaphor. In fact, as Anne McClintock 
elucidates, The term nation derives from nation: to be born (McClintock 1997:91).  
Children are born out of the womb, the innermost space, and they find themselves 
already standing within the wider perimeter of another womb, the nation.   
Feminine qualities are often attributed and inscribed upon national identities.  
Indeed, motherland, defined as ones native country in the Oxford English 
Dictionary, carries this trope of origin. One would think that the connection between 
mother and land as a place of birth and origin would be an empowering 
metaphor. However, there lies some implied powerlessness in this link between a 
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woman and land, as exemplified by this story from Aeschylus Eumenides: Apollo 
excuses Orestes his matricide on the grounds that the father is the sole parentwhile 
the mother is but the soil for his seed. In other words, she is but the passive 
medium of creation (Rooney 1991:101).  As soil, the woman is reduced to 
reusable waste that contains generative properties, the outcome of which is solely 
dependent on what type of seed or man plants himself.   
We arrive then at a hierarchal social construct, whereby men are seen as above 
women; women tend to be viewed as inferior, weaker, and closer to things of the 
earth, particularly as they have to do with reproduction.  The Singapore Armed 
Forces advertisement demonstrates these female/male, weak/strong, passive/active 
binaries.  From this land we are made signifies the femininethe birth sitewhile 
For this land we will fight connotes the masculinethe dictating authoritythat 
actively protects and enfolds the vulnerable land.  The image produced by this 
advertisement presents the composite configuration of the national identity of 
Singapore. Singapores national identity is constructed around a vulnerable female 
space which is molded, protected, and surrounded by a masculinized authority.   
Not only does the Singapore Armed Forces advertisement display this 
composite configuration of Singapore nationhood, but also From this land we are 
made is a resolutely secular arrangement of the Genesis creation story.1 The passive 
voice (we are made) removes the divine creator from the arrangement.  However, 
the allusion to the Biblical creation story, whether it is intentional or not, leads us to 
recognize a common patriarchal framework found in the secular Singapore nation and 
the sacred institution of Christianity, a link whose importance has modern day 
                                                
1 God formed the man from the dust of the ground (Genesis 2:7).  
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ramifications as we will see later on.  Similar to the construction of nationhood in 
Singapore, Christianity relies on gendered language and the man-woman/strong-weak 
binaries in order to express a relationship of authority.2  In the Christian context, 
Daphne Hampson contends:  
Since men see themselves as above women, humanity has been 
designated as feminine in relation to God.God takes on the 
characteristics of being good and strong and spiritual in relation to 
humankind, which is by contrast designated as sinful and weak and 
more material in relation to God. What female and the feminine stand 
for thus becomes locked into a whole interpretation of reality. It should 
be noted that it is a hierarchal interpretation in which women and the 
feminine are conceived as inferior and often as sinful (Hampson 
1990:97). 
 
The establishment of this dynamic is the creation story where God made a woman 
from the rib he had taken out of man (Genesis 2:22).  Saint Thomas Aquinas 
reasoned, Gods image is found in man in a way in which it is not found in woman; 
for man is the beginning and end of woman, just as God is the beginning and end of 
creation (qtd. in Horowitz 1979:178).  Eve is held responsible for the fall of man and 
instructed by God that her husband will rule over [her] (Genesis 3:16).  The fall 
defines the female: she was to be subordinate to her husband, and she would bring 
forth her children in pain (Lerner 1986:196).  Eves punishment makes the lot of 
women painful and inferior.   
Similar to the configuration in Singapore, Christianity contains within its 
patriarchal framework a feminized place that is integral to the stability of the 
                                                
2 Christianity, Judaism, and Islam share a similar creation story, and most religions rely on gendered 
language in order to express a relationship with authority. However, the distinction with Christianity 
and the reason why this thesis focuses on the commonalities between Christianity and the state of 
Singapore is that Christianity shaped colonial Singapore, and it continues to have a greater impact on 
Singapore society than would be expected from a religion whose adherents make up only 15% of the 
population (Goh 2003a:308). These ideas will be explored in greater depth later in the chapter. 
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religions identity.  The church is frequently referred to as the bride of Christ.  The 
birth metaphor is also important for understanding Christianity, just as it is important 
in understanding the nation.  When a person becomes a Christian, he or she is said to 
be born again into the feminized space of the church.   
 Thus, we observe that the patriarchal authority of Christianity and the nation 
of Singapore are dependent on a common metaphor, the female body.  As George 
Lakoff and Mark Johnson argue, The conceptual systems of cultures and religions 
are metaphorical in nature (Lakoff 1980:40).  It logically follows that we would 
view the world around us in terms of our bodies, for [w]e are physical beings, set off 
from the rest of the world by the surface of our skins, and we experience the rest of 
the world as outside us (Lakoff 1980:29).  What is surprising is that this 
metaphorical body is feminized in the cases of Singapore and Christianity.  Lakoff 
and Johnson assert, The most fundamental values in a culture will be coherent with 
the metaphorical structure of the most fundamental concepts in the culture (Lakoff 
1980:22).  Exploring the gender politics embedded in these metaphors is an important 
task, because metaphors cohere with the most fundamental values in a culture.   
In this case, we see the metaphor spill over into reality and affect how women 
are viewed by the Singapore government and Christianity; we could say that 
language is made to honor its referential obligations to the material world (Scarry 
1988:xiv).  Both the Singapore government and Christianity are modernizing forces 
with a gender imbalance.  This commonality undermines the assumptions that drive 
this modernization.  Modernization theory3 contains the implicit assumption of a 
                                                
3Modernization theory speculated that civil or national identities would eventually replace 
primordial identities, associated with traditional religious, ethnic, or linguistic communities.  
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mutually exclusive opposition between the sacred and the secular (Wee 1990:1).  In 
the case of the woman, we see the secular and the sacred not functioning as mutually 
exclusive opposing entities, but rather overlapping and converging in a disturbing 
way.  They both compartmentalize feminized places within themselves in order to 
legitimize their identities and authority.  From biblical and sociological angles, the 
woman is still subject to the man.  As they determine the purpose of her functioning, 
her wellbeing and desires often get overlooked.  The formation of the Christian 
Singaporean womans identity is deeply affected by the numbers-oriented mentality 
of her government and her religion.  Both expect an output from her; one expects 
children, while the other expects converts, spiritual children.  This is not merely an 
analogy, but how Christianity and the Singapore government intersect. This paper 
attempts to show the actual ideological and institutional powersthe Singapore 
government and Christianitythat endeavor to fix the body of a woman in an 
economically practical and uncontested position.  
In order to set up this convergence, first we will look at the ways that 
Christianity4 has contributed to the Singapore identity, particularly with the civilizing 
mission, the project that justified colonialism as a means of redeeming the 
undeveloped heathens of the non-European world by incorporating them into the 
universal civilization of Europe.  Not only was Singapore shaped by the civilizing 
mission, but also it has recreated the civilizing mission within its own borders in 
defining the womans role as subordinate.   
                                                
4 It is helpful to keep in mind that this thesis is not about Christianity in any objective way; the thesis 
examines perceptions of, attitudes towards, and reactions to Christianity and what these responses say 
about influence of Christianity within socio-cultural dynamics.   
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THE CIVILIZING MISSION IN SINGAPORE 
Singapores compartmentalization of a vulnerable female space protected by a 
strong masculine force was set up when the colony was founded.  Sir Stamford 
Raffles landed on the small island on January 29, 1819; he had been charged with 
setting up a British port to prevent the Dutch from gaining control of the region.  
Raffles valiantly proclaimed in his writings, With this single station alone would I 
undertake to counteract all plans of the Mynheer;5 it breaks the spell; and they are no 
longer the exclusive sovereigns of the Eastern Seas (Jayapal 1992:6).  Susan Morgan 
argues, The founding of Singapore is represented as a masculine heroic event. What 
follows that founding, the second phase of the imperial historiography of nineteenth 
century Singapore, is not only no longer represented in terms of the masculine 
imperial heroic but on the contrary, may well be read as a feminine event (Morgan 
1996:35).  The relationship between the colonizer and the colonized is often viewed 
as parallel to the relationship between man and woman, and the relationship between 
Raffles and the island of Singapore is portrayed in these terms.  Reminiscent of the 
Pygmalion myth, Raffles created by civilizing Singapore, a port city designed to fit 
the needs of the expanding British Empire.  Morgan contends: 
Singapore could be written as a case of civilizing, of making a 
civilized place, because its history was originary, a matter of making 
what was glossed as an always British city from the raw materials of a 
tropical island. Before the British, what existed on that island was 
only, in Wallace Stevens words, the nothing that is.Raffles 
literally founded a city where there was none.6 He created a place. 
Singapore could be read as civilized, indeed, it had to be read as 
civilized, because it was British. And as a result of the Raffles creation 
                                                
5 Dutchman. 
6 The island was mostly unused at this time. The population was around five hundred; many of these 
people were Malay fishermen who did not actually live on the island, but in their boats. 
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narrative, Singapore was represented as always having been British 
(Morgan 1996:38). 
 
The feminized nothing that is which was colonized relates to Susan Gubars 
investigation of the blank space as a metaphor for the female body. Gubar also 
reminds, Christianity, as feminist theologians have shown us, is based on the power 
of God the Father, who creates the natural world of generation out of nothing (Gubar 
1993:101).  Raffles, positioned as a god-like visionary hero, likewise generates 
civilization in a place where there was none. He immediately established Singapore 
as a free port, giving the island, as Dennis Bloodworth says, the kiss of life 
(Bloodworth 1986:4).  Talk about Singapore from the 1830s as a British colonial 
city means talk about business (Morgan 1996:41), and talk about Singapore today 
means the same.  The colonial enterprise has written itself onto the ethos of the 
island.  
It is important to acknowledge that the colonizers mission hinged onwhat 
David Livingstone referred to as those two pioneers of civilization (qtd. in 
Davidson 1949:323)Christianity and commerce.  The colonizers were trying to 
transform the colonies into Christianized business centers.  Christianity provided the 
moral horsepower and foundation for the civilizing mission, and Christianitys 
influence on civilizing Victorian values is undeniable.  According to Christopher 
Dawson, The religious background which formed and which underlies the general 
acceptance of common moral ideals is the basis of the Victorian solution (Dawson 
1949:28-29).  Canon Charles Smyth concurs: More than any other single factor, the 
Evangelical Movement transformed the whole character of and imparted to the 
Victorian Age that moral earnestness which was its distinguishing characteristic 
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(Smyth 1949:98). These assessments can be seen in a declaration by W. T. Stead, 
editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, in 1879: The English race had a world wide mission 
to civilize, colonize, Christianize, conquer, police the world, and fill it with an 
English speaking law-abiding Christian race (qtd. in Mills 1995:33).   
In this spirit, Christianity came to Singapore the same year as Raffles.  A 
significant part of the first mission group in Singaporethe Ultra Ganges Mission
was the operation of a press, which printed and distributed religious information.  As 
the missionary presence in Singapore increased, this desire to inform gradually 
transformed into a strong mission school system, which remains one of the distinctive 
elements of Christianity in Singapore.  Robbie Goh explains, The educational 
ministry was a very effective way for the churches to bridge the initial divide between 
the British colonizersand the large numbers of immigrant workers rapidly filling 
the island (Goh 2005a:38).  Many immigrants converted, becauseGoh reveals
the mission societies adopted a strategy of conciliation with the native races, and a 
pedagogy that would syncretize Christian values with the commercial ethos and 
social ambitions of the immigrant population in Singapore (Goh 2003b:32). 
Although the use of English language and the intensely capitalist philosophy 
are the most obvious remnants from colonialism in Singapore, Christianitys close 
association with the citys origins has allowed it to continue to be a mechanism for 
social influence (Goh 2003a:308).  Christianitys contemporary influence is neither 
institutional nor overt, because Singapore is an adamantly secular state.  The 
Religious Harmony Act prohibits any action that will cause offense to someone of 
another religion. The Parliament document Maintenance of Religious Harmony 
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preaches, We can only enjoy harmonious and easy racial relationships if we practice 
religious tolerance and moderation (1989:1).  The Religious Harmony Act has 
consequences for the Christian Singaporeans practice of faith.  Christianity 
encourages, and some believe requires, evangelism.  Dean M. Kelley says, The 
purpose of the church is not to comfort or to challenge, to meet peoples religious 
needs or to explain the ultimate meaning of life, but to preach the Gospel and 
win others to Christ (qtd. by Quah 1987:16). Evangelismtrying to change 
another persons faithopposes the foundations of the Religious Harmony Act.7  
Since the Religious Harmony Act makes evangelism difficult within 
Singapore, many churches focus on mission activity in other countries.  Christians in 
contemporary Singapore manage evangelism in ways that mirror the governments 
management of Singapores internationally-driven economy.8 Goh explains,  
It suffices to note the coincidence of the development in Singapore of 
a mature evangelical Christianity intent on extending its operations in 
other countries with Singapores regional and global push in its major 
government-linked industriesand the governments general 
encouragement of an entrepreneurial ethos of expansion. The 
coincidence of these ideologies, especially in the 1990s and into the 
new millennium, means that the idea of Singapore as a Christian hub 
feeds into and is reinforced by secular forces of global capitalism, 
communications links, and global citizenship (Goh 2003a:315). 
 
Singapore must be evangelistic and make foreign investments in order to survive, just 
as Christianity in Singapore must evangelize outside Singapore in order to fulfill its 
main aim.   
                                                
7 It is technically legal to propagate religion under Article 15 of the Constitution, but cautionary 
clauses put limits on evangelism: Proselytization must be exercised very sensitively (Maintenance of 
Religious Harmony 1989:4). Since evangelism implies that non-Christians need to change their faith, 
many non-Christians find any form of evangelism offensive. If someone is offended, then the 
Religious Harmony Act has been violated.  
8 Singapores economy depends on outside nations. This approach is due to a small domestic market 
and negligible natural resources.  Chua Beng-Huat states, [Singapores] economic growth has been 
largely fueled by transnational capital engaged in non-traditional industries (Chua 1997:124). 
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Due to its integral role in the early formation of Singapore, Christianity 
presents a problem for the Religious Harmony Act that is less apparent than 
evangelism. Vivienne Wee clarifies, The implication [of the Religious Harmony 
Act] is that the correct interpretation of religion, any religion, must be one that fits 
in with the prevailing secular values (Wee 1990:8).  Besides the more publicized 
influence of Confucianism,9 Singapores secular values are in many ways indebted to 
the Victorian values passed on from the nineteenth century, values which one could 
argue focus on the twin aims of economic progress and the spread of Christianity.   
Despite its resolute secularism, the foundation of Singapore has colonial 
Christian influences that are inferential and significant, most apparently in the 
commercial ethos and moralism found in contemporary Singapore.  In the Victorian 
period, commercial ethos and moralism were inextricably linked.  In his seminal 
work, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism, R.H. Tawney argued that economic 
progress found a new sanction in the identification of labor and enterprise with the 
service of God.For the world exists not to be enjoyed, but to be conquered. Only its 
conqueror deserves the name of Christian (Tawney 1948:249).  England was viewed 
as par excellence the pioneer of economic progress (Tawney 1948:231), and 
conquering the uncivilized confirmed Gods approval of the work.   
Christians today in Singapore could be seen as carrying on this legacy of 
being capitalists par excellence.  The 15 percent of the Singapore population who 
                                                
9 The Singapore government emphasizes Asian values, which refers to traditional Chinese or 
Confucian values. These values favor the interests of the community over those of the individual and 
place stress on hierarchy, respect, consensus, discipline, obedience, hard work, and frugality (Trocki 
2006:133). Christianity shares many of these same values and so does not represent the Western, 
hedonistic, liberal impulses that the government tries to minimize. In fact, in the 1960s, when the 
Singapore Babas (Straits born Chinese) were openly belittled as deculturalized,many embraced 
Christianity (Trocki 2006:142) in order to better fit into society. 
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consider themselves Christian are nothing close to being the majority, nor is 
Christianity the fastest growing religion in Singapore. What is interesting is that 
Christianity is 
most strongly associated with the indices of socioeconomic progress 
and upwardly mobile class status in Singapore: It is the dominant 
religion of those with a university education (33.5 percent to 
Buddhisms 23.6 percent), among those with English as the language 
most frequently spoken at home (39.8 percent, to Buddhisms 24.8), 
and among those who live in the more exclusive private housing as 
opposed to the dominant public housing (34.3 percent to Buddhisms 
30.1) (Goh 2003a:308). 
 
In other words, there still remains in Singapore today a strong correlation between 
being economically successful and being Christian10 or at least being educated at a 
mission school.11  Wee quotes Dr. Goh, an alumnus of the Anglo-Chinese School 
(ACS)a Methodist institutionas saying, If you want evidence of business 
success, do attend an ACS old boys dinner. Youll never find more Mercedes cars 
parked outside a school ground than at an OBA12 dinner (Wee 1990:18).  Wee 
shows that Dr. Goh associates such material success with religious upbringing.  The 
modern-day link between success and Christianity demonstrates the lasting success of 
the civilizing mission, a vision expressed by Anthony Trollope in 1872: 
We are called upon to rule them (the colonies)as far as we do rule 
them, not for our glory, but for their happiness.And when we part 
                                                
10The correlation between economic success and Christianity is famously explored in Max Webers 
The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. John Wesley was quoted in the essay: For 
religion must necessarily produce both industry and frugality and these cannot but produce riches 
(Weber 1998:331). Wesley asserts that Christianity promotes values that inevitably garner financial 
success for adherents. It should be noted that industry (or hard work) and frugality are also 
principles that the Singapore government promotes as Asian values. 
11Goh notes, Many more students pass through the gates of mission schools than those who formally 
convert to Christianity; public discourses, texts, and signs may embody Christianity-reinforcing values 
without requiring conversion. Although religious conversion is not required of students during the 
term of their studies in mission schools, the entire spatial, cultural, and textual logic of these schools is 
evangelicalaimed at producing an influential climate that if it does not lead to immediate religious 
conversion, will abide with the student long after graduation (Goh 2003a:308,309). 
12 Old Boys Association. 
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with them, as part with them we shall, let us do so with neither 
smothered jealousy nor open hostility, but with a proud feeling that we 
are sending a son out into the world able to take his place among men 
(qtd. in Davidson 1949:326). 
 
The colonial man set out to fertilize the feminized, colonized soil. At the moment 
of decolonization, masculine qualitiesthose of a sonable to take his place among 
menare transferred to the new governing authority.   
 This transfer of masculinity was apparent when Singapore became a sovereign 
state; Geraldine Heng and Janadas Devan argue the Singapore government became a 
model of State Fatherhood, a label which recalls Trollopes portrayal of the 
relationship between England and the colonies as a relationship between parent and 
child.  The State Fatherhood label suggests that the Singapore government has 
recreated the colonial dynamic of an unquestionable authority and a vulnerable 
subject within the borders of the city-state. Thus, we see that independent, masculine 
qualities are not attributed to the former colonySingaporeas a whole, but only to 
the government.   This is typical of postcolonial states; Anghie argues, In the internal 
sphere, the state sought to control and assimilate minorities in order to create a 
coherent nation-state. The civilizing mission is reproduced by the postcolonial state 
itself in its application to minorities (Anghie 2004:10).  Because the concept of 
national sovereignty was fashioned by colonialism, its exercise often reproduces the 
inequalities inherent in that encounter.  In the case of Singapores exercise of 
sovereignty, women are the minority that were colonized and continue to be 
unequivocally positioned within a certain framework by the patriarchal authority of 
the government.13  The dynamic of colonizer-colonized/man-woman is recreated as a 
                                                
13 Kirsten Holst-Petersen and Anna Rutherford call this double colonization (Holst-Petersen 1986:9).   
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feminized, vulnerable space at the core of Singapore that is guarded and surrounded 
by State Fatherhood.  This dynamic shows no signs of changing, as the 
feminization of Singapores core was fortified upon receiving forced independence in 
1965 and is inextricably tied to the foundation of the nation. 
THE NATION OF SINGAPORE AND THE WOMANS BODY: 
Singapore was not only feminized by the colonial encounter, but also in its 
ejection from Malaysia.  Malaysia read the Talak14 three times in Parliament and 
divorced Singapore.  Since only husbands are allowed to initiate a divorce, 
Malaysias act masculinized itself and subsequently feminized Singapore.  Singapore 
portrays the separation as an act of aggression on Malaysias part. The only PAP15 
voice in the House in Malaysia alleged that the agreement had not been freely 
reached but forced on Singapore by threats of repression and violence (Lau 
1998:105).  Separation, the raw 1965 Singapore document which chronicles the 
expulsion, discloses, A candid admission that the Ultra pressure groups within the 
ruling Alliance had demanded totalitarian methods to force the rebellious state of 
Singapore into submission was made by the Tunku16 a few days after Singapores 
separation from the Malaysian Federation (Separation 1965:25).  In cutting off and 
confining the residents of Singapore to such a small space, Malaysia effectively 
                                                
14 According to Muslim-Malay tradition, a man may divorce his wife by declaring Talak (I divorce 
thee) three times.   
15 The Peoples Action Party is the ruling party in Singapore. 
16 Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra al-Haj was the Prime Minister of Malaysia. Ultimately, it was the 
ideological clash between Lee Kuan Yew and Tunku that led to the separation. Tunku was pushing for 
policies which favored Malays over the other races. Lee Kuan Yew, on the other hand, was rallying for 
a Malaysian Malaysia, which would give every citizen equal rights regardless of race. This concept 
of a Malaysian Malaysia was winning support among the Malays in the peninsula, and Tunku and 
his party felt threatened. In order to remove this threat, they cut off Singapore from the Federation. 
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created an Other, and reenacted the colonial dynamic of submission that Malaysia 
itself had experienced with England.   
Still in the contemporary Malaysia-Singapore dialogue, there is an explicit 
feminization of Singapore, a masculinization of Malaysia, and references to an 
intimate former relationship.  Expressing anger over Singapores publicizing of letters 
regarding the water issue,17 former Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir said, 
You write a letter to your girlfriend. And your girlfriend circulates it to all her 
boyfriends. I dont think Ill get involved with that girl (ST 31 Jan. 2003).  
Mahathirs analogy portrays Singapore as an undesirable girl, because with her many 
boyfriends, she is promiscuous, untrustworthy, and unfaithful.  His stand of not 
getting involved with that girl recalls and reaffirms Malaysias action to eject 
Singapore from the Federation.  Mahathir has made other statements that insinuate 
Singapores status as a loose woman, a comparison due in part to Singapores 
dependence on foreign trade and opinion.  After Singapore Foreign Affairs Minister 
S. Jayakumar said that if Malaysia refused to honor the water agreements, it would be 
undermining the sanctity of the Separation Agreement, 18 Mahathir proclaimed it was 
absurd to suggest that sovereignty was a function of the water price: Fantastic, you 
know, the price goes up from 3 sen to 3-1/2 sen and Singapore loses its sovereignty. 
Is that so? Sovereignty is so cheap (ST 31 Jan. 2003).  Cheap is often applied to 
promiscuous women or even prostitutes who sell their bodies. Malaysias 
                                                
17 Singapore receives most of its water supply from Malaysia. The two countries signed Water 
Agreements in 1960 and 1961, which set the price and fixed other terms. Malaysia has frequently tried 
to change the terms, particularly wanting to raise the price. 
18 The Separation Agreement guarantees Singapores independence. 
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feminization of Singapore both at expulsion and in contemporary times trivializes 
Singapores sovereignty.  
Indeed, Singapores outlook for success as a sovereign nation looked bleak in 
1965. Lee Kuan Yew became the patriarchal icon for overcoming these dire 
circumstances; Carlton Hayes argues, Everywhere nationalism has a god, who is 
either the patron or the personification of onesnational state (Hayes 1960:164). 
Similar to Raffles or God in Genesis, Lee Kuan Yew generates something out of 
nothing.  Deputy Prime Minister Tony Tan remarked about Singapores 
independence, We had nothing going for us then (Tan 26 Oct. 2001).  In his 
autobiography, The Singapore Story, Lee Kuan Yew confessed to believing an 
independent Singapore was simply not viable (LKY 1998:22).  Lee Kuan Yew is 
credited with transforming this insignificant island into the high-tech leader of 
Southeast Asia, the commercial entrepot, the scientific centre (Kissinger 2000:10).  
Carl Trocki contends, For Lee Kuan Yew and the PAP, Singapore was a tabula rasa, 
a clean slate on which they had everything to make anew (Trocki 2006:137).  Trocki 
also notes the irony that Lee Kuan Yew and the PAP shared this attitude with 
Thomas Stamford Raffles, who in 1819 also saw Singapore as a place where he could 
recreate society and found a system of order and purity (Trocki 2006:137).  Trocki 
further asserts, Neither [Lee Kuan Yew nor Raffles] quite made the break with the 
preceding periods that they thought (Trocki 2006:181).  Raffles believed he was 
saving the natives and thought he was abolishing slavery (Trocki 2006:181), yet 
Singapore became a hub for the trafficking of women, as we shall explore more in 
Chapter Three. Lee Kuan Yew could not eradicate the inferential Victorian Christian 
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influences on Singapore (which were explained earlier), and he also became 
dependent on the story of Singapores expulsion as a tool to maintain government 
control.  
Despite the incredible success the island nation has achieved, the constant 
references to the trauma of independence and being a vulnerable victimwhich is a 
feminized position as we shall see latercontinue to be an integral part of the PAPs 
rhetoric in the present day.  Lee Kuan Yew writes about Singapores gaining 
independence as his moment of anguish: 
Some countries are born independent. Some achieve independence. 
Singapore had independence thrust upon it.For Singapore, 9 August 
1965 was no ceremonial occasion. We had never sought independence. 
In a referendum less than three years ago, we had persuaded 70 
percent of the electorate to vote in favour of merger with Malaya. 
Since then, Singapores need to be part and parcel of the Federation in 
one political, economic, and social polity had not changed. Nothing 
had changedexcept that we were out (LKY 1998:22).  
 
The rhetoric often returns to this moment of anguish and to Singapores weaknesses: 
having extreme linguistic, ethnic, and religious diversity, being vulnerable to external 
influence, and having no natural resources.   
Singapores vulnerability to external influences seemed especially 
problematic in 1965, as there was fear the Malay Ultras might stage a coup and 
neighboring Indonesia was experiencing a bloodbath under General Suharto (LKY 
2000:25). A major priority was building up the armed forces, as the permeability of 
Singapores border posed grave concern.  Just as the boundaries of a womans body 
can be easily penetrated, the island could not passively wait for more damage to be 
inflicted, and the army sought to ensure that the injury from Malaysia would not be 
repeated.  Military service for a period ranging from two to two and a half years 
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became compulsory for all males.  Frantz Fanon suggests, Militarization and the 
centralization of authority in a country automatically entail a resurgence of the 
authority of the father (Fanon 1986:141-142).  Out of the fear of attack and the 
building up of the armed forces, the patriarchal authority of the PAP was legitimized, 
while simultaneously the feminization and vulnerability of the nation of Singapore 
were augmented.  Even today, the Singapore Navy uses the slogan Nothing comes 
close, as a guarantee that the borders will not be breached.   
Although the military is prepared to battle any potential invader, the language 
of vulnerability is still inextricably tied to the tenure of Prime Minister19 Lee Hsien 
Loong.  Surainder Subramaniam confirms that vulnerability is a constant theme in the 
dominant political narratives, and when it is raised, this theme is almost always tied 
to the circumstances surrounding Singapores independence from the Federation of 
Malaya (Subramaniam 2001:113).  President SR Nathan echoed Lee Kuan Yews 
words in The Singapore Story20 during PM Lee Hsien Loongs inauguration by 
affirming, Singapore was never meant to be sovereign on its own (Nathan 12 Aug. 
2004). Forty years after independence, in spite of the successes that the island nation 
has achieved, the governments rhetoric still focuses on its status as a victim, a move 
which enhances Singapores feminization since there is a prevailing cultural 
construction of women as victims (Cavender 1999:644).  Popular discourse about 
womens victimization corresponds with emphasized feminine ideals of women as 
vulnerable and requiring mens protection.21   
                                                
19 Hereafter, Prime Minister will be abbreviated as PM. 
20 Lee Kuan Yew said, An independent Singapore was simply not viable (LKY 1998:22). 
21 Karlene Faiths Unruly Women: The Politics of Confinement and Resistance and Marian Meyerss 
News Coverage of Violence Against Women: Engendering Blame provide further information. 
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Likewise, Singapores vulnerabilities are emphasized in order to justify and 
maintain government authority. Lee Kuan Yew explicitly refers to this vulnerability 
as one of his primary motives for writing The Singapore Story: I thought our people 
should understand how vulnerable Singapore was and is, the dangers that beset us, 
and how we nearly did not make it (LKY 1998:8).  PM Lee Hsien Loong points to 
Singapores vulnerability in order to justify the governments continued strong role in 
the everyday lives of Singaporeans:  A small and vulnerable state in a challenging 
and turbulent environment cannot fly on autopilot. Our Governments ability to seize 
the initiative and anticipate events is a vital survival trait and competitive advantage 
for Singaporeans.  In a crisis, like during the SARS outbreak, it makes all the 
difference (LHL 6 Jan. 2004).  The governments strong role and language still 
appear to be reactive to the unwanted independence and the subsequent fear of attack 
or disaster.   
Not only do the rhetoric and actual features of vulnerability legitimize the 
strong role of the government, but the weaknesses also seem to be an integral factor 
and a vital motivating force behind the city-states success.  Lee Kuan Yew explains, 
[W]e found ourselves thrown out of Malaysia.  Thereafter it was our duty to make 
Singapore succeed and give our people a future.To survive, we had to be better 
organized and more efficient and competitive than the rest of the region (LKY 
2000:760).  In the words of Henry Kissinger, Lee Kuan Yews vision was of a state 
that would not simply survive, but prevail by excelling.  Superior intelligence, 
discipline and ingenuity would substitute for resources (Kissinger 2000:9).  The 
Singapore story then is one of creativity in overcoming daunting difficulties.  
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However, the successes are articulated in terms of the weaknesses.  Lee Hsien Loong 
stated, We may be small, but we have high hopes and big dreams and so long as we 
are a little red dot in the middle of Southeast Asia, let people know that we are a 
people who will keep on trying and never say die (LHL 22 Aug. 2004).   
In the process of enacting infamously radical policies to shape one of the most 
celebrated Third World to First development stories, Singapore distinguished an 
Other within itself: the woman.  The nineteenth century colonial mission 
demonstrates a theme of great magnitude: the importance of the existence of the 
Other for the progress and development of the self.  John Ruskins discourse on the 
moulding of a woman sounds eerily familiar to the approach taken with the 
development of Singapore: [Y]ou have to first mould her physical frame and then as 
the strength she gains will permit you, to fill and temper her mind with all knowledge 
and thoughts which tend to confirm its natural instincts of justice (Ruskin 1998:508).  
The physical frame of Singapore was altered by reclaimed land, and the strength of 
the economy grew to have an impact on the world stage, as the peoples minds were 
filled with all knowledge and thoughts which tend to confirm [their] natural instincts 
of justice, as defined by the PAP.   
 As the PAP instructed the citizens on building a civic society, it became clear 
that despite Singapores feminized position, Singapore would be similar to other 
nations in that men and women would be treated differently.  As Anne McClintock 
explains, Despite many nationalities ideological investment in the idea of popular 
unity, nations have historically amounted to the sanctioned institutionalization of 
gender difference. No nation in the world grants women and men the same access to 
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the rights and resources of the nation-state (McClintock 1997:89).  In Singapore, 
women have more rights than women in many other countries; Singaporean women 
have the same legal rights as men in most areas, including civil liberties, employment, 
and education.  However, there still remains a difference.  Ann Brooks explains,  
The contradictory position of Singapore in relation to its colonial past 
and contemporary postcolonial politics combined to create a deeply 
ambivalent position for women in relation to the Singaporean state, 
where women are frequently seen as central in ideological 
reproduction, at the same time as being exploited in the framing of the 
relationship between nationalism and sexuality (Brooks 2004:21).   
 
Perhaps what is most striking about the womens position in Singapore is that it 
supports and reinforces fundamental themes in what has come to be thought of as the 
Victorian concept of womanhood: the implication that women were the moral 
educators of the family; the limited social and economic role of the women; the 
monogamous family as representing the highest form of family life (Rendall 
1987:72). Victorian influence in Singapore did not end with Queen Victorias death 
in 1901.  Margaret Shennan argues, [I]n many ways Victoria continued to live on in 
British Malaya. Behind the enduring public face, private individuals wrestled with 
the same preoccupations, the same anxieties and personal constraints, overlaid by 
traditional Victorian values (Shennan 2000:56).  In a telling example, the national 
anthem, Majulah Singapura22 was first performed in 1959 for the opening of the 
renovated Victoria Theatre, which was built as a memorial to Queen Victoria; this 
example shows the construction of Singapores sovereign identity is strongly tied to 
the image and ideals of Victoria.  Even in the present-day context, Susan Morgan 
                                                
22 Onward Singapore in Malay. 
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remarks, It is startling how much Singapores contemporary imagecontinues and 
sustains its Victorian image (Morgan 1996:46).  
The division of the spheres typically associated with the Victorian age can be 
seen most clearly in the Womens Charter, which was enacted in 1961. It provides for 
monogamous marriages and for the solemnization and registration of such 
marriages; to amend and consolidate the law relating to divorce, the rights and duties 
of married persons, the maintenance of wives and children and the punishment of 
offenses against women and girls (1985:7).  The Womens Charter gave women the 
right to own property, conduct trade, and receive divorce settlements.  Heng 
explicates:  
The Charter, in effect, legislated a description of female identity by 
establishing legal responses to a wide-ranging set of presumptive 
questions (What is a woman? What does she need? What is the 
nature/what are the conditions of her sexuality? What is her place?). In 
thus specifying legal conditions pertaining specially to womenthe 
Charter also enacted and codified a description of women as specially 
gendered subjects under the law, a sexualized codification directed 
specially to the states female citizens (Heng 1997:37). 
 
No equivalent legislation determines and defines a mans identity. 
Initially, women were given equal rights, not because of confidence in this 
cultural philosophy, but rather because they were needed in the work force.  Later Lee 
Kuan Yew lamented the consequences of this policy: I may sound like a male 
chauvinist, but then the next generation is left to [the day care of] television.The 
price is paid by the next generation. We have unraveled a system that existed for 
thousands of years from the agricultural era (qtd. by Lin 2001:3).  In another speech, 
Lee Kuan Yew overtly qualifies the so-called equal rights of women: Equal 
employment opportunities, yes, but we shouldnt get our women into jobs where they 
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cannot at the same time, be mothers. You just cant be doing a full-time, heavy job 
like that of a doctor or an engineer and run a home and bring up children.23 
Womens main role is to reproduce and be mothers and homemakers. 
 Even though the laws pertaining to womens issues in Singapore give them 
more freedom than women in many other countries, government policies regarding 
women have consistently been highly interventionist and designed to shape womens 
choices to fit national priorities (Jose 1997:475).  This can be seen particularly in the 
Great Marriage Debate, where Lee Kuan Yew predicted a national disaster if graduate 
women did not have more children.  Since his eugenics argument insisted that 
intelligence was passed down from the mother, Lee Kuan Yew was holding female 
sexuality responsible for the looming societal collapse.  Women could also be the 
nations salvation; Lee Kuan Yew stressed womens primary role as mothers, the 
creators and protectors of the next generation (LKY 14 Aug. 1983).  Although this 
language (creators and protectors) seems to empower women, in practice it narrows 
womens choices and confines them to this reproductive role. Women cannot use 
their position in society to empower themselves, because by definition female 
empowerment works against what is best for society as a whole.  Heng and Devan 
argue that the Great Marriage debate portrayed female sexuality as a rebellious entity, 
which posed a major threat to Singapores continued economic efficiency.  They 
contend, The indictment of womeninscribes a tacit recognition that feminine 
reproductive sexuality refuses, and in refusing, undermines the fantasy of the body-
machine, a conveniently operable somatic device: thus also undoing, by extension, 
                                                
23 Lee Kuan Yews quote is in Remaking Singapore: Views of Half the Nation by the Association of 
Women for Action and Research (AWARE) <http://www.onlinewomeninpolitics.org/sing/aware.pdf>. 
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that other fantasized economy, society as an equally operable contraption (Heng 
1995:199).  If a womans body cannot be controlled, then society cannot be 
controlled.  Once again, we see the easily drawn parallels between the flaw of 
uncontrollability in the womans body and the fragile vulnerability of Singapore 
society. 
 Since Singapores vulnerability is defended by the military, several cabinet 
ministers made the leap and created an analogy between graduate women marrying 
and bearing children and the military National Service performed by the men; both 
were presented as patriotic duties in the interest of national defense.  In this way,  
a sexualized, separate species of nationalismwas being advocated 
for women: as a patriotic duty for men grew out of the barrel of a gun 
(phallic nationalism, the wielding of a surrogate technology of the 
body in national defense), so would it grow, for women, out of the 
recesses of the womb (uterine nationalism, the body as a technology of 
defense wielded by the nation) (Heng 1995:201).   
 
The roles were made very clear: the men fight, while the women bear children.  
During the 1990s, PM Goh Chok Tongs administration introduced the 
discourse of home,24 thus further feminizing and domesticating the nation space. This 
is especially appropriate considering the governments comprehensive housing plan,25 
which is often cited as one of the main reasons Singaporeans enjoy a high standard of 
living.  Despite making use of the domestic space in defining the nation, Goh Chok 
Tong casually dismissed the importance of the governments differing treatment of 
men and women; he said, While some differences remained in the way men and 
women were treated, such as in the countrys immigration laws, these were products 
                                                
24 The main slogan was Singapore my home. 
25 The Housing Development Board (HDB) created a scheme where most Singaporeans could own 
their own home. Today, 84 percent of the Singapore population lives in HDB flats 
<http://www.hdb.gov.sg >. 
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of the largely patriarchal society here and would have to be accepted (qtd. in Heng 
1997:44).  He expects his explicit recognition of Singapore as a largely patriarchal 
society not to be met with ideas for change, but rather with acceptance. 
The separation of spheres and the trope of the home continued into the tenure 
of PM Lee Hsien Loong. Because [t]he family, its viability and its functional 
necessity for the socialization of future Singaporeans, has long been a major concern 
for the PAP government (Jose 1997:479), the government provides guidance or 
incentives for families in every stage, most of which are aimed at encouraging women 
to have more children.  Beginning with the government matchmaking service of 
SDU26 and ending with the role of grandparents, the government makes suggestions 
to the citizens about what is expected of different family members.  Lee Hsien Loong 
answered the pressing how to have children? question with The Government has a 
solution for everything (LHL 22 Aug. 2004); the six day work week was even 
reduced to five days to give people time to focus on having babies and their family 
lives in a comprehensive sense. Singaporean women are given tax breaks for having 
multiple children, and maid levies are reduced for families with young children.  
Unlike Lee Kuan Yews unambiguous words about having more children in 
the 1980s, the current dialogue in encouraging more women to have children has been 
slightly schizophrenic.  PM Lee Hsien Loong expressed the following about being a 
parent: [T]hese are not things you can translate into dollars and cents, or careers and 
promotions.  Its fulfilling. Its sad if you dont have it.  We wish every Singaporean 
                                                
26 The Social Development Unit (SDU) was founded in 1984, during the time of the Great Marriage 
Debate. The mission of this government body is to promote marriage among graduate singles and 
inculcating positive attitudes towards marriage among all singles in Singapore to achieve strong and 
stable families in Singapore <http://www.lovebyte.org.sg/web/host_p_1main.asp>. This dating 
service only caters to Singapores university graduates; others are excluded. 
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do and have a couple of children, three, if you can [sic] (LHL 22 Aug. 2004).  He 
seems to move away from the numbers-oriented mentality by saying having children 
cannot be translated into dollars and cents, but then he returns to it as he advocates 
having three children, if you can. The states promotion of having babies portrays 
the idea that the family and the children the mother carries in her womb are viewed 
more as benefits for the state than for the woman.   
Like Goh Chok Tong before him, Lee Hsien Loong emphasized Singapore, 
my home; he proclaimed, Let us strive to keep Singapore a haven in an uncertain 
world, open to all for business, safe for citizens and friends, a welcoming home that 
gladdens our hearts (LHL 12 Aug. 2004).  Defining the home as the nation and the 
nation as the home goes along with the feminized references to nation.  Ruskin 
suggests that the home contains the woman: And wherever a true wife comes, this 
home is always round her (Ruskin 1998:506); the home, like the body, like the 
nation, is always surrounding the woman, thus confining her, while giving a branded 
meaning to the space around her.  In this fashion, women are subsumed symbolically 
into the national body politic as its boundary and metaphoric limit: Singapore girl, 
youre a great way to fly (McClintock 1997:90). Singapore Airlines is the national 
carrier, and it exploits and sexualizes the image of the Singaporean womanand thus 
also the nation which the carrier representsin a world-famous marketing strategy:  
That the image of the Singapore woman which the airline and the state 
sell on the air services market is a sexual one is readily attested to. 
Singapore law courts recently tried a rash of sexual molestation cases, 
where male air passengers of varied descriptions, races, and national 
origins had apparently found it impossible to resist fondling or 
otherwise sexually handling the stewardesses on SIA flights. Indeed so 
successful at evocation is the soft-focus image of the Singapore Girl 
in her figure-hugging, Pierre Balmain-designed sarong kebaya, that a 
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bar-cum-brothel in Thailand was reported to have clad its hostesses in 
copycat imitations of the SIA flight uniform (Heng 1997:38). 
  
As the example of Singapore Airlines demonstrates, women are typically 
conceptualized as symbols of the nation but are denied any direct relation to national 
agency, and this can sometimes lead to a loss of control over their bodies (as 
demonstrated by the sexual molestations).  The home, the nation would have no 
meaning without her, but she has no power in the use or protection of her own 
identity or body, due to the workings of the patriarchal authority. 
THE CHURCH AND THE WOMANS BODY: 
 Similar to the composite configuration of Singapores national identity, 
Christianity contains within its patriarchal framework a feminized place that is 
integral to the stability of the religions identity.  Paul feminizes the body of the 
church and describes the close bond between Christ and Christians as a marriage 
relationship: I promised you to one husband, to Christ, so that I might present you as 
a pure virgin to him (2 Corinthians 11:2). According to Paul, the church is a pure 
woman, the bride of Christ.  Jesus also refers to himself as a groom (Matthew 9:15).  
An analogy is drawn between Christ/church and husband/wife: For the husband is 
the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which he is the 
Savior. Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives should submit to their 
husbands (Ephesians 5:23-24).  A woman is a fitting symbol of the church, because 
Christians are encouraged to reproduce and create more Christians. Although men 
are also expected to convert people, women are the metaphoric bearers of the 
supreme task. 
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 Analogous to the rhetoric of the Singapore government, female sexuality 
presents a problematic point; the female body is called to function in a certain way in 
order to prevent future problems and tacitly held responsible if sin enters the church. 
The Bible indicts males and females for sexual immorality, but particularly singles 
out female sexuality and instructs women on how to avoid calling attention to 
themselves. Paul writes, I also want women to dress modestly, with decency and 
propriety, not with braided hair or gold or pearls or expensive clothes (1 Timothy 
2:9-10).27  Although female fertility is central in ideological reproduction for 
Christianity, female sexuality is a danger that must be contained and controlled. If a 
womans body can be controlled, then it follows that a mans sexual urges are more 
controlled.   
A womans improper behavior opens the doors for non-Christians to criticize 
the word of God. Titus 2:3-5 calls for women to be subject to their husbands, so that 
no one will malign the word of God.  The opportunity to malign the word of God 
that a womens behavior potentially presents is a perilous weak point for the church; 
just as Singapore fears penetration of her borders, the feminized church fears 
penetration of her body by sin or unbelievers.  2 Corinthians 6:14-17 commands,  
Do not be yoked together with unbelievers.  For what do righteousness 
and wickedness have in common?  Or what fellowship can light have 
with darkness? What harmony is there between Christ and Belial? 
What does a believer have in common with an unbeliever?  What 
agreement is there between the temple of God and idols? For we are 
the temple of the living God.  As God has said, Therefore come out 
from them and be separate, says the Lord. Touch no unclean thing 
and I will receive you.   
 
                                                
27 1 Peter 3:3-4 echoes these instructions: Your beauty should not come from outward adornment, 
such as braided hair and the wearing of gold jewelry and fine clothes. Instead, it should be that of your 
inner self, the unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit. 
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His command to touch no unclean thing implies that the church is a vulnerable 
entity that must be protected from being tainted by unbelievers. 
Similar to the Womens Charter written by the Singapore government, 
husbands and wives are given specific instructions about their roles within the family 
by the Bible.  The man in 1 Timothy is called to be the husband of but one wife, 
just as the Womens Charter dictates that marriages in Singapore must be 
monogamous.28  In these cases, the womans role is defined as a counterpart to the 
mans.  1 Peter teaches: Wives, in the same way be submissive to your husbands so 
that, if any of them do not believe the word, they may be won over without words by 
the behavior of their wives.Husbands, in the same way be considerate as you live 
with your wives, and treat them with respect as the weaker partner (1 Peter 3:1, 7). 
Despite her clear-cut position as the weaker partner, a wifes relationship with her 
husband is seen as having the larger purpose of winning over souls without words. 
Women are also denied a voice within the church.  In 1 Corinthians 14:34-35, Paul 
instructs, Women should remain silent in the churches. They are not allowed to 
speak, but must be in submission.If they want to inquire about something, they 
should ask their own husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman to speak in 
the church. 29  Kevin Harris sums up, Women are portrayed in the Bible quite 
consistently as appendages of men; as possessions of men; as goods which may be 
                                                
28Muslim males are an exception, as they can have more than one wife. 
29 In this study, the Biblical text shall simply be laid out to be read in the way most people have read it 
throughout history and still read it todayliterally (Harris 1984:18).  I am using Scriptures to make 
my point, because Christians regard Scriptures as bearing Gods authority. The result is that Scriptures 
(such as Pauls words) take on a very particular backing and a special kind of authority, which might 
not be recognized by some people. In Christians perception, Pauls statements become impossible to 
argue with, because they were God-breathed (2 Timothy 3:16). As Kevin Harris explains, For two 
thousand years now women have been kept from speaking and officiating in Orthodox Christian 
churches by those who openly and directly seek justification for their position in the claim that Pauls 
pronouncement was divinely inspired and bears Gods authority (Harris 1984:9). 
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sold, disposed of, given away, traded, or just ordered about by men; as things which 
might be better seen but not heard (Harris 1984:30).   
Eves reputation as a temptress cements an explicit hierarchy, where men are 
perceived as being superior and more like God than women. 1 Corinthians 22:7 
proclaims: A man ought not to cover his head, since he is the image and glory of 
God; but the woman is the glory of man.  This scripture implies that women must 
strive to be more like man in order to be more like God.  Specifically, Christian 
women must strive to be more like one particular man: Jesus.  Daphne Hampson 
argues, The problem here is not that Jesus was a man, but that this man has been 
considered unique, symbolic of God, God Himselfor whatever else may be the case 
within Christianity. The Godhead or at least Christology then appears to be biased 
against women. Feminists have been very aware of the power of symbolism and 
ideology (Hampson 1990:51). 
Just like Singapore, Christianity also relies on the rhetoric of vulnerability and 
the possibility of being a victim of Satans schemes. Of course being a victim of 
Satans schemes is epitomized by the actions of Eve and thus in the Christian context 
as well as the secular context, being a victim is a feminized, weak position.  
Singapore revolves around the idea that the body of the nationthe islandis small 
and has no natural resources, and along the same lines, Christianity works around the 
fundamental idea that the human body is weak.  Matthew 26:41 and Mark 14:38 both 
warn, The spirit is willing, but the body is weak.  Indeed, God assumed the form of 
the human body in order to give more people the opportunity to overcome the 
weakness of [their] natural selves (Romans 6:19).   
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Like Singapore, Christianity presents the inherent weaknesses of the body as 
having the potential to be transformed into strength.  The paradoxically climatic 
moment for weakness and strength in the Christian faith is Jesus death on the cross.  
Elaine Scarry argues, 
The weapon becomes the summary of the entire religion precisely 
because the entire religion is at its very heart an alteration in the 
reading of that sign. The alteration insists that omnipotence, as well as 
more modest forms of power, be reconnected to the facts of sentience. 
It is not that the concept of power is eliminated, and it is certainly not 
that the idea of suffering is eliminated: it is that the earlier relation 
between them is eliminated. They are no longer manifestations of each 
other: one persons pain is not the sign of anothers power. The 
greatness of human vulnerability is not the greatness of the divine 
invulnerability. They are unrelated and therefore can occur together: 
God is both omnipotent and in pain (Scarry 1985:214).   
 
Along a similar vein, Singapore is both wildly successful (LHL 22 Aug. 2004) and 
a small and vulnerable state (LHL 6 Jan. 2004).  Since the metaphor of the 
womans body is so integral to the identity of the nation of Singapore and the religion 
of Christianity, is it possible for the woman likewise to find power in pain, weakness, 
and victimizationthe states that women are strongly associated with?  Can the 
metaphor be transformed in this way?  As it stands, the similar nature of these secular 
and spiritual ideologiesboth marking the womans body as weak and as claimed 
territorylimit womens access to power and subsequently the authority necessary to 
evoke a substantive change.   
BOUND BY LITERATURE 
The government ministers source of authority that maintains this dynamic of 
submission is similar to a Christians source of authority: it is a text. Literature is 
inextricably bound to both the conversion process and the everyday lives of 
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Singaporean citizens.  However, the governments text does not purport to be divine, 
despite the fact that it calls for the same commitment.  As the Maintenance of 
Religious Harmony says, The Government must claim ultimate authority from the 
Constitution, and not from any divine or ecclesiastical sanction (1989:2).  Just as the 
Constitution and written laws determine how a citizen should behave, the Bible 
establishes how a Christian should behave.   
Texts play a crucial role in the codification of ideals and expectations for the 
role of women in Singapore and in the church.  Literature is thus complicit in the 
confluence of the Singapore government and Christianity: the compartmentalization 
of the place of the woman.  Power relations are perpetuated by texts and written on 
the bodies of women.   
However, when these women engage in the act of writing themselves, they co-
opt one source of their subjugation and call attention to the debilitating nature of the 
current configuration.  In the following chapters, we will begin to explore the ways 
that women write back.  While attempting to negotiate and transform their own 
identities, they are simultaneously negotiating larger ideologies, particularly these 
patriarchies defining their space. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
NEGOTIATING WRITING  
 Books, these are the real, working effective Church of a modern country. 
Thomas Carlyle 
Shaped by the civilizing encounter and fixed in a specific position by 
patriarchal authorities, women writers attempt to exercise sovereignty within the 
space of the novel. The women writers all point to the patriarchal machinations of 
Singapores Christian and secular institutions as configurations that deny women 
power and authority.   
However, we will see that Christianity is a dual force; despite the confines of 
its patriarchal framework, Christian identity often provides more freedom than 
national identity, when it comes to writing in the Singapore context.  This is true in 
part, because writing is a marginalized vocation in Singapore. In addition, women do 
not see room for liberation within the national identity.  While embracing the 
conveniences and economic benefits of modernization, the Singapore government is 
highly interventionist when it comes to womens issues (as shown in the previous 
chapter) and clings to the Confucian idea that community is valued over the 
individual.  Jasmine Chan confirms, The main concern of the PAP government is to 
ensure the smooth implementation of policies that are believed to benefit the nation as 
a whole, and the confirmation of patriarchy is seen to be so beneficial.Where 
necessary, womens rights may be subsumed for the greater good of society (Chan 
2000:40). Despite its impact in the formation of Singapores contemporary identity, 
Christian identity can also be posed as the antithesis; although it preaches 
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consciousness towards others, Christianity emphasizes the individual, because it calls 
for people to have a personal relationship with God.30 
For this reason, in the novels this thesis examines, there is a clear draw 
towards Christianity sociologically and thematically.  Christianitys modernizing 
Anglophone force offers a point and source for liberation from a Singapore society 
which values the common good over an individual womans needs.   
However, Christian patriarchy must be sidestepped as well. Having moved 
away from Confucian traditionalism and having interpolated into Anglophone culture, 
the women realize that they have traded one net for another, the church as institution, 
whose patriarchal mechanisms were outlined in the previous chapter.  Now a second 
act of escape is needed, and writing provides the means.  This chapter will help us to 
see the dual force and influence of Christianity on these writers.  A paradox emerges: 
women writers are marginalized within the national framework of Singapore and by 
Christianity, but women writers are playing God in the act of writing.  Thus women 
writers both are pulled into Christianity and are rewriting Christianity.  They find 
their religiona feminist rewriting of the individuals place in her culture 
(Jenkins 1995:62)through writing, not necessarily the church. 
In order to free themselves from the incriminating Christian patriarchal 
sourcethe mold of Evewomen assume the place of a different character in the 
creation story: creator.  By reclaiming the story of Eve and feminizing the position of 
creator, women writers authorize their participation in literary production and the 
                                                
30 Relationships with other people are important, but for a Christian, a persons relationship with God 
comes first and foremost. Matthew 22:36-39 demonstrates this quite clearly: Teacher, which is the 
greatest commandment in the Law? Jesus replied, Love the Lord Your God with all your heart and 
with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second 
is like it: Love your neighbor as yourself. 
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subsequent social dialogues even if the Singapore government denies them the 
opportunity.31  A female literary heritage did not exist in Singapore, but an existing 
prophetical literary heritage existed and could be refashioned to fit their endeavor.  
The New Testament tells the story of Christ transcending the ultimate confinement
deathand rewriting the world order set up by the Old Testament.  Associating 
themselves with this heritage of transcending pain and suffering, women writers are 
at the same time subverting the institutional Christian basis for their subjugation. 
Writing, as an act of creation, rewrites the story of Eve and reenfranchises women 
into their rightful spirituality. Women writers are simultaneously usurping the 
patriarchy of Singapore, in that they are empowering their spiritual identity over their 
national identity.  Moreover, this enabling heritage allows these women writers to 
thwart the patriarchal nature of authorship, which Gilbert and Gubar identify as 
literary paternity.32  By negotiating through writing, they allude to a non-patriarchal 
imaging of Christianity, Singapore, writing, and the world around them.   
Although Christianity is working in different ways in each of the authors 
works, all advocate a ratified convention, one defined by individual acts, rather than a 
conceptual doctrine. This reveals itself in the reproduction of individual experiences 
                                                
31 Jasmine Chan clarifies: Singapore has been described as an authoritarian state (Rodan 1993). Since 
its independence in 1965, Singapore has been ruled by one political party, the Peoples Action Party 
(PAP). As a result of the domination of that one party in Parliament, policies that both directly and 
indirectly affect women are made and implemented, sometimes with astonishing speed.The 
Singapore state is also an overtly patriarchal state. The authoritarian nature of Singapore therefore 
establishes the swift implementation of national policies that are patriarchal in nature (Chan 2000:39). 
This swift implementation does not allow much contribution from women in the dialogues about these 
issues. 
32 Gilbert and Gubar argue that the act of writing is a masculine event. They insist: In a patriarchal 
culture, the texts author is a father, a progenitor, a procreator, an aesthetic patriarch whose pen is an 
instrument of generative power like his penis (Gilbert 2000:6). Gubar, in an essay written on her own, 
insists the act of writing is reactionary (a feminized position) rather than active (a masculinized 
position): Because of the forms of self-expression available to women, artistic creation often feels like 
a violation, a belated reaction to male penetration rather than a possessing and controlling (Gubar 
1993:111).   
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rather than allegedly universal ones.  However, by focusing on individual women, the 
women writers are actually working for the common good of all women as well.  
In order to understand the complexity of the women writers paradoxical task 
of being confined, yet playing God through writing, we will first examine the writing 
scene in Singapore, which is limited by the political climate and by writings 
perceived lack of economic value. 
WRITING IN SINGAPORE: 
The literature that any Singaporean authormale or femaleproduces is 
limited to some extent.  Despite the freedom typically inherent in the process of 
writing, literature has been assigned a peripheral place in Singapore society.  
In the early days of Singapores independence, literature was deemed 
unimportant by Lee Kuan Yew; he proclaimed in 1969, Poetry33 is a luxury we 
cannot afford (qtd. in Koh 1992:75). The survivalist mentality marked literature as 
superfluous; the labeling of poetry as a luxury implied that poetry had no value to 
the struggling Singapore.34  As Willie Henderson argues, Value is located in the 
absolute power of anything to support and sustain life in the fullest sense 
(Henderson 1995:118).  At this time, the government and the people needed food to 
sustain life; having things to sustain life in the fullest sense could come later. 
However, literatures marginalized status persists. Forty years after 
independence, Today columnist Liang Dingzi lamented, Writing is often considered 
too personal to be of any commercial value (Liang 2005:3), and this aspect of 
                                                
33 Although this thesis discusses novels and not poetry, novels could be condemned on the same 
grounds. His condemnation of poetry simultaneously condemns other literary genres. 
34 Koh Tai Ann says Lee Kuan Yew was right at the time, of course, as Singapores economic success 
today amply testifies (Koh 1992:75). 
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writing is crippling in a society where the overriding goal of economic growth is the 
single criterion for both initiating and assessing all state activities (Chua 1997:131).  
Indeed, literature does not create food, and the sale of literature is not the easiest 
industry to make a profit in.  Kurt Heinzelman contends, At best, literature seems to 
become merely a chronicle or exemplum, not a creator of economic consciousness 
(Heinzelman 1980:9).  Thus, literatures relationship to economic consciousness 
functions in a similar way as the woman does with regards to the creation of the 
nation; they both can be viewed as passive and marginalized. Literature records an 
economic perception, but does not drive the economy, just as women symbolize the 
nation, but do not play an active role in its creation.  Paradoxically they are voiced 
(written/constructed), but voiceless (marginalized/ignored).  Literature and the 
women are considered intrinsically weaker than their counterparts, sciences and men 
respectively.35 
Despite literatures lesser prestige than the sciences, as the affluence of 
Singapore has grown, the government has made some efforts to recognize and even 
actively encourage development in the arts sector. The $338 million Esplanade 
building is proof of this shift towards appreciating the arts as economically viable.  
The Esplanade symbolizes Singapores desire to become the arts hub of the region.  
In his influential text, The Rise of the Creative Class, Richard Florida maintains, 
Thus creativity has come to be the most highly prized commodity in our economy
                                                
35 The privileging of the sciencesdue to economic practicalityover the arts is one more 
ramification of the Victorian separation of spheres.  Science is associated with the masculine, while the 
arts are typically viewed as a more feminine endeavor.  John Ruskin himself was a victim of the 
concept of a hierarchy of knowledge in which science is superior to literature and masculine 
reason superior to feminine emotions (Henderson 1995:113).   
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and yet it is not a commodity. Creativity comes from people (Florida 2002:5).  
This idea of invaluable creative power is especially important for a nation like 
Singapore that considers its people to be the most important natural resource.  The 
government has also proven quantitatively that investment in the arts will boost the 
economy.  Author Tan Hwee Hwee comments on this change: After years of 
favoring maths and sciences over cultural education, it seems the only way the 
government can view the arts is through that same quantitative prism: in Singapore, 
art apparently sounds like a cash registers ka-ching (Tan Hwee Hwee 2002). Since 
the works of writers and other artists have legitimate economic value according to the 
governments research, therefore the novelas a product of creativityserves the 
aim of the government to maintain a strong economy.   
Due to the youth of the nation and in the process to legitimize Singapore as an 
arts hub, the government has taken an active role in fostering a canon.  The National 
Book Development Council of Singapore and the National Arts Council sponsor the 
Singapore Literature Prize, which offers a generous cash incentive [that] will 
motivate more Singaporeans to write (25 Nov. 2004). The Minister for Information, 
Communications and the Arts confers the Cultural Medallion for artistic excellence 
in literature (2005).  Yet these prizes arguably amount to little sustainable support for 
the writers and the limited channels for creativity often produced the same winners 
for several years (Liang 2005:3).   
Ultimately, the writing process in Singapore is burdened by the political 
climate, which as discussed in Chapter One is a patriarchal authority guarding a 
weaker feminine core.  Just as the government calls for moderation in religious 
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fervor, it also calls for moderation of dangerous ideas presented in novels.  Self-
censoring is commonplace. Prominent author Catherine Lim explains,  
There are no censorship laws as such in Singapore but there is a great 
deal of self-censorship by publishers and by the writers themselves. 
Any topic that could be construed as even remotely touching upon the 
sensitive issues of race, language and religion in this multiethnic 
society is likely to be self-censored out at the manuscript stage (Lim 
1991:39).   
 
Self-censoring steers the authors towards discussing national identity issues, rather 
than confronting the societys controversial subjects. Ruth Morse muses,  
So far from being dangerous, these novels by concentrating on the 
values which are to make the Singaporean national identity, play 
directly into the hands of a government which wants its artists to 
perform that useful function of creating that identity. These are all 
novels which exactly meet the expectations of the governmental 
agenda, which discuss the same kinds of issues raised by the 
newspapers and magazines of the area, the educational establishments, 
and no doubt the papers of government policy makers (Morse 
1991:142). 
 
Rather than being a space for innovative ideas, the novellike the womanis 
molded by the governments hand.    
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, Singaporethe nationhas 
insecurities about autonomy.  What is similarly lacking in the cases of the 
Singaporean woman and the novels she writes is a sense of autonomy.  Diana Meyers 
says autonomy is a theory of how one can differentiate ones own desires, values, 
and goals from the clamor of subordinating discourses and overwhelming social 
demands and how one can articulate and enact ones own desires, values, and goals 
(Meyers 2002:20). Due to the political climate, authors in Singapore do not have 
autonomy when they write. 
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This lack of autonomy became apparent in the Catherine Lim affair.  At the 
end of 1994, novelist Catherine Lim was publicly condemned for two of her articles 
which appeared in The Straits Times.36  Then PM Goh Chok Tong responded by 
declaring his authority should not be challenged by writers on the fringe (ST 17 
Dec. 1994). The marginalized status of writers is explicitly acknowledged in PM 
Gohs statement.  Lee Kuan Yew went even further: 
Supposing Catherine Lim was writing about me and not the Prime 
Minister...She would not dare, right? Because my posture, my 
response has been such that nobody doubts that if you take me on, I 
will put on knuckle-dusters and catch you in a cul de sac...Anybody 
who decides to take me on needs to put on knuckle dusters (qtd. in 
Han 1997:67).     
 
His statement displays the patriarchal muscle that confines the weaker, thus 
feminized, society.  Even though Lim and subsequently the vocation of writing were 
both marginalized by these statements, the heavy condemnation also exposed the 
latent power of the written word and the writer in Singapore, an influence the 
ministers had to restrain.  Lim metonymically comes to symbolize not only the body 
of writers in Singapore, but anyone who would challenge the authority.   
Catherine Lim, despite the public rebuke, has had more popular success than 
any other writermale or femalein Singapore.37 But before the emergence of 
                                                
36The Great Affective Divide (ST 3 Sep. 1994) and One Government, Two Styles. (ST 20 Nov. 
1994). 
37 She has written eleven short-story collections and eight novels. Her short story collections are Little 
Ironies: Stories of Singapore (1978), Or Else, The Lightning God and Other Stories (1980), Three 
Gifts from the Green Dragon and Other Stories from Chinese Literature (1981),  They Do Return 
(1983), The Shadow of a Shadow of a Dream: Love Stories of Singapore  (1987), O Singapore!: 
Stories in Celebration (1989), Deadline for Love and Other Stories (1992), Loves Lonely Impulses 
(1992), The Womans Book of Superlatives (1993), The Best of Catherine Lim (1993), and The 
Howling Silences: Tales of the Dead and Their Return (1999). Her novels are The Serpents Tooth 
(1982), Meet Me on the Queen Elizabeth 2! (1993), The Bondmaid (1995), The Teardrop Story Woman 
(1998), Following the Wrong God Home (2001), A Leap of Love: A Novella (2003), The Song of Silver 
Frond (2003), and Unhurried Thoughts at My Funeral (2005). Catherine Lim has been decorated with 
honors from around the world. In 1999, she was awarded the Southeast Asia Write Award.  Murdoch 
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Catherine Lim and despite the feminization of the arts, the early writing scene in 
Singapore was dominated by males.  Anglophone literary works were mostly by male 
authors, because fewer women were educated, and even fewer had an education in 
English.  Although poetry was initially the dominant writing form, the first local 
anthology of short stories in English, The Compact in 1959 and the first Singapore 
novels in English [If We Dream Too Long by Goh Poh Seng and China Affair by 
Kirpal Singh] which appeared in 1972, were all male efforts (Koh 1994b:606-607).   
The first English novel written by a Singaporean woman was Sing to the 
Dawn, which was published by Minfong Ho in 1975.  However, this novel is rarely 
acknowledged in academic discourses, because Minfong Ho was born in Thailand, 
she was a resident of the United States, and she published the novel abroad.  But Sing 
to the Dawn is important to recognize in this study, because it is a feminist protest 
against a traditional social order, which is held up by a religious authoritythe male 
abbotand that favours the male (Koh 1994a:69).  Recognizing Sing to the 
Dawns place helps to situate the recurring identity struggle and inevitable 
negotiation of the confining institutional powers within the context of Singapore 
womens writing.  Decades later, the issues are the same. 
THE NOVEL AS A SITE OF CULTURAL TERRITORIALIZATION 
What we come to realize after surveying the novels that have been published 
in Singapore over the last forty years is that the novel is a site of cultural 
                                                                                                                                      
University awarded her with an Honorary Doctorate in 2000. The French Minister for Culture and 
Communication awarded her the Chevalier de L'Ordre des Arts et Des Lettres in 2003. She was 
appointed an Ambassador for the Hans Christian Andersen Foundation in 2005.   
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territorialization,38 as linguistic, racial, class, and religious hierarchies come into play 
in the novels production.  Because a vast majority of the female authors are from the 
educated elite, they are often negotiating what it means to be Singaporean, English-
speaking, Chinese, and Christian.   
Although there are four official languages in SingaporeEnglish, Mandarin, 
Tamil, and MalayEnglish, the language of the colonizer, is the main language of 
education, business, and government and therefore the language of the educated elite. 
Thus, Anglophone literature is privileged.   
Being a part of the societys educated elite, like language, has a strong 
connection with race.  Most of the females writing in English in Singapore are 
Chinese.  Part of this can be explained by the fact that the Chinese are the ethnic 
majority and have outnumbered the populations of the other ethnic groups combined 
since 1860 (C. F. Yong 1992:287).39  In addition to being the ethnic majority, the 
Chinese also make up a majority of the elite in Singapore society.  This power 
structure with the Chinese as the elite majority was created by the British and is still 
in place today.40   
 As mentioned in the previous chapter, Christianity is another marker of the 
educated elite.  Christianity is prominent in Anglophone literature, because 
Christianity is the dominant religion among those with English as the language most 
                                                
38 This term, territorialization, further emphasizes the novels feminized position, because the womans 
metaphoric association with the land is part of the rhetoric of that deems her as inferior. 
39 According to the 2000 census, the breakdown is Chinese (76.8%), Malay (13.9%), Indian (7.9%), 
and Other (1.4%). 
40 The British did not overtly practice favoritism or racial discrimination against any specific ethnic 
group in Singapore.  The Indian and Malay populations were in the minority and their problems were 
not as formidable and complicated as were those of the dominant Chinese population (C. F. Yong 
1992:303).  To counter the growing influence of the immigrant Chinese, the British painstakingly 
promoted the development of an English educated [Chinese] elite by expanding English education and 
language and by co-opting them into the power structure of the colony (C.F. Yong 1992:304). 
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frequently spoken at home (39.8 percent, to Buddhisms 24.8) (Goh 2003a:308).  As 
we shall see in the discussion of specific novels, not all the writers have the same 
attitude towards Christianity, and Christianity is not working in the same way all the 
time, but its presence and influence can be felt.   
THE DUAL FORCE OF CHRISTIANITY 
The presence of Christianity in these texts like the use of English language 
and the dominance of the Chineseis an obvious long-lasting influence from the 
colonial experience. During the colonial period and in other locales since its origins, 
Christianity often helped in the creation of Others in its assertion that Christ was the 
only means to salvation (Cary 1994:171).  However, despite the evils of colonialism 
associated with the Christian tradition, Christianity proves to have a positive impact 
as well.  Susan Gallagher contends, Although employed as a tool of imperialism and 
oppression, Christianity also sometimes served to battle imperialism and oppression. 
Christianity occasionally offered a countercultural voice in opposition to the 
hegemony of colonialism (Gallagher 1994:22).   
Although many Asians tend to associate Christianity with colonial expansion, 
it also can be seen as Asias own. Saphir Alhyal in Church in Asia Today: 
Challenges and Opportunities asserts [Christianity] originated in Asia. The Bible, its 
very foundation, was written in its entirety by Asian writers whom God used (Alhyal 
1996:7).  Keith Hinton confirms this appropriation in Growing ChurchesSingapore 
Style: Becoming a Christian in some student circles is seen almost as the enlightened 
thing to do; Christianity has become our religion to a sizeable segment of the 
population (Hinton 1985:101). 
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Christianity superseded its colonial application in some respects, because the 
Christ story can potentially empower marginalized individuals.  Jose Francisco 
explains,  
The Christ story then may be described as subversive; it could not be 
closed definitively, any more than its application might be reduced to 
one plan of action or political program. This explains why particular 
narrative mediations of the Christ story could fulfill contrary functions 
as colonial tool and language for liberation (Francisco 1993:103).   
 
While Christianity was employed as a civilizing mechanism in the oppressive 
colonial system, Christ can be viewed by others as a figure of civil dissent.  Not only 
was he crucified by the Romansthe colonizing power at the timebut also his 
death was the result of an internalized struggle within Jewish society.  The Romans 
and the Pharisees can be viewed as patriarchal structures; thus, Christ epitomizes 
speaking out against the power elite and creating a site of internal contestation.  In 
this manner, Christ can assume a similar position as the woman, in that Christ was a 
part of the vulnerable core of society.  His silence in the face of trumped up 
accusations puts Christ in another feminized position, as women are often associated 
with silence.41 
Christs empowerment of marginalized individuals can be seen in Christs 
relationship to literature, which ironically as discussed earlier is a marginalized 
subject in Singapore. John Schad argues that Christ is inextricably connected to 
literature: English Literature, the discipline founded on the ruins of the Victorian 
church, is itself a kind of church, a community held together by a common passion. 
That passion, a passion for words, is never far from Christs Passion, the Passion of 
                                                
41 Please see Miriam Meyerhoffs Doing and Saying: Some Words on Womens Silence in 
Language and Womans Place. 
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the Word (Schad 2001:177-178).  Schad alludes to the biblical equation of Jesus 
with the Word: The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us (John 
1:14). The equation of Jesus body with the Word makes Christ the personification of 
Gods perfect revelation.  God created himself in the form of Jesus. The women 
writers explored in this thesis co-opt this technique: they create possibilities for their 
own bodies in hopes of bringing about a new world order by writing their bodies.  
Christianity influenced each of the writers explored in this thesis: Catherine 
Lim, Suchen Christine Lim, Janet Lim, Simone Lazaroo, Tan Hwee Hwee, Hsu-Ming 
Teo, and Lydia Kwa.  The foreword to Janet Lims autobiography Sold for Silver 
recounts her baptism, a move which makes her claim to Christianity quite clear. 
However, not all the other writers relationships to Christianity are as obvious, since 
crises of faith can destabilize Christian identity at different stages in individuals 
lives.  Catherine Lim shares, I was a fervent Catholic but after my divorce somehow 
a lot of things happened and I broke away from my religion (Catherine Lim 29 Mar. 
2004).  People may change their relationship with Christianity at different points in 
their life, but the impact of the religion and its ideologies remains.  
For the purpose of this study, whether or not these women writers are 
professed Christians is inconsequential; they all exhibit familiarity with Christianity 
and employ the Christian concept of connecting the body with the Word.  Tan Hwee 
Hwee explains: [I]ts actually more taking the principle of Biblical narrative, which, 
you know, a lot of authors, whether theyre Christians or not, do (Toh 2001).  These 
women writers are rewriting the confines of Eves story by co-opting the principle of 
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the Christ narrative: through writingthe Wordthey can transcend suffering and 
create a new world order.  
Catherine Lim admits that this transcendental spirituality is a crucial 
component of her novels: 
Spirituality yes. Im afraid religion no.Spirituality is important in 
the broad sense of the wordI love anything that is human, anything 
that defines us as human beings with all our flaws, all our struggles, 
but the thing that Im most inspired by, the thing that is the whole 
basis of my spirituality is the conviction that our human spirit will 
transcend in the end all our little faults and feelings and this is 
something Ive tried to capture in my novels (Catherine Lim 29 Mar. 
2004). 
 
The project of this thesis is to examine the ways that women writers demonstrate their 
ability to transcend suffering through their writing. 
The novels discussed in this paper were conceived by women, whose lot 
according to the Genesis creation story is pain.  Singapore novels, like novels from all 
over the world, are filled with tales of suffering.  Koh Tai Ann argues about 
Singapore novels: The main characterstend to be forced to submit to things as 
they are, and the novel ends on a note of defeat (Koh 1992:79).  But I hope to reveal 
that this is not the case.  I will show how that these characters are not submitting to 
things as they are; these female authors negotiate things that are beyond their 
control, that which seems nonnegotiable: the past, foreignness, and rape.  They 
portray the difficulty of the womans condition, but they do this in an attempt to 
demonstrate their own powers of transcending and creating. 
By textually highlighting their positions to the spiritual, they also remove 
themselves from confinement to spiritualitys binaryterrestrialityand show these 
positionsfemale, land, passive, inferior, vulnerable, victimto be comprised in a 
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large part by their supposed opposites. Probing the connections between being female 
and literary production, the women writers show the ways creative links are derived 
from their inferior position as women.  In tracing the transcendental or the spiritual
by which I mean the ability to rise above the suffering of the earthdimension in the 
writings of these authors, this study foregrounds the spiritual as an interrelated 
element in rewriting the limiting relationship between gender, nationhood, and 
Christianity.  
For each of the women writers, irrespective of whether they claimed or broke 
away from traditional religious belief, the novel derived unconsciously from a source 
beyond their control. Catherine Lim admits, Im a compulsive writer (Catherine 
Lim 29 Mar. 2004).  Lydia Kwa says, I didnt want to admit to myself that I was 
writing a novel until I hit page 110 (Kwa 2005). Hsu-Ming Teo said that she never 
thought of becoming a writer (qtd. in Anjum 2005).  Suchen Christine Lim pursues 
the craft of writing despite the loneliness: The novelist must be willing to live 
through the loneliness (qtd. in Landow 2002).  These novels, although they explore 
the ontological status of female bodies, are powered by something outside of their 
bodies. Author Tan Hwee Hwee explicitly links the feeling of being an artist with 
playing God: The artist, like God, can create a thing of beauty out of nothing, a thing 
that can soothe the mind and heal the soul (Tan Hwee Hwee Oct. 2001).  Creating 
out of nothing, these women writers are equating themselves with Raffles, Lee Kuan 
Yew, and God the Father.  With Eves punishment, creativity is severed from 
procreativity. Creativity is reserved for God; procreativity of human beings is the lot 
of women (Lerner 1986:197).  But the women take back these masculinized creative 
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powers, by co-opting the transcendental power of Christ. By showing their 
transcendental and creative power in these texts, the women writers bring the readers 
attention to those forces which have invaded, penetrated, and colonized their 
identities. The novel itself is a materialization of the vision of surmounting these 
forces.  For that reason, the importance to these writers of the novels redemptive role 
cannot be overestimated. 
In these novels, we will see how the ubiquity of government policy, the 
difficulties of Christianity, and inherent inferiority of femininity work towards the 
creation of the female identities. Just as pain was a result of Eves choice to eat from 
the tree, so are the novels a positive, balancing byproduct of womens suffering; 
along the same line, the creative impulses the female characters display are a 
byproduct of the struggles within these texts.  This is also the Singapore Story: under 
the victim rhetoric arose an intense motivation to succeed in an unconventional and 
unexpected manner. And this is also the power behind the Christ story: an innocent 
victim put to death only to rise again in even greater glory. In this way, colonized 
identities, bodies in pain, and the unmaking of worlds, as Elaine Scarry elucidates, 
participate in the making of a world that does not care very much about violated 
bodies.   
By engaging in the creative process, the writers and the characters create 
objects that make the world a little more aware.  The novel as a  
material or verbal artefact is not an alive, sentient, percipient creature, 
and thus can neither itself experience discomfort nor recognize 
discomfort in others. But though it cannot be sentiently aware of pain, 
it is in the essential fact of itself the objectification of that awareness; 
itself incapable of the act of perceiving, its design, its structure, is the 
structure of a perception (Scarry 1985:289).   
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These authors and characters show the power of rising above suffering and of 
creating itself, a power which they have reclaimed.  Through the act of writing, these 
authors create a new version of the Creator/creation dichotomy in which a female 
figure is not held culpable for the failure of the creation but is the creator of 
consciousness about the womens difficult position.  They are transforming and 
enlarging the idea of creation itself; rather than being the project of one, it becomes 
the project of manywomen working to enact small measures of change in their 
lifespan in order for gradual progression to produce permanent and definitive results.  
Paradoxically, they are doing this by focusing on individual women.  Their writing 
demonstrates that women have a stake in the whole dominant history of the world; 
they want to rewrite the history of the world, not just tell my little story (Hall 
1996:349).  Elaine Scarry argues, 
This was earlier apparent out of the changing circumstances out of 
which, or on behalf of which, creating arises: the human being who 
creates on behalf of the pain in her own body may remake herself to be 
one who creates on behalf of the pain originating in anothers body; 
so, too, the human beings who create out of pain (whether their own or 
others) may remake themselves to be those who create out of pleasure 
(whether their own or others) (Scarry 1985:324). 
 
By creating out of their own pain and the pain of other women, the women writers 
demonstrate that painthe womans lotcan be transcended and transformed into 
the pleasure of the novel. 
In Chapter Three, we will see how these writers engage with womens 
position in the past in order to understand their position today.  A closer look at 
Singapores history reveals that women were often sold and commodified in the 
colonial system. Singapores history of prostitution reinforces the idea that women 
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are connected to disreputable roots, and at the same time, it also reveals Christianitys 
duplicitous position as entrapper and liberator.  Janet Lims Sold for Silver sets up the 
engagement as her autobiography recounts being sold like merchandise (SFS 
1985:42) as a slave in Singapore and then being rescued by her training at a mission 
school. Her real life tale engages with the same issues as the narratives of Lydia 
Kwas A Place called Absence, Hsu-Ming Teos Love and Vertigo, Catherine Lims 
The Song of Silver Frond, and Suchen Christine Lims Fistful of Colours and Gift 
from the Gods. But these works of fiction use a different technique: they seamlessly 
shift between the present and the past.  In doing so, these writers challenge 
assumptions about boundaries between colonial and postcolonial times.  While 
acknowledging the improvements in womens lives, ultimately, they point out that 
many changes are still needed.  However, the texts themselves manage to transcend 
the painful lot of women by removing themselves from a linear time progression. 
We will see in Chapter Four that as Singapore women writers negotiate their 
own national identity, they also navigate what it means to be foreign. Since Singapore 
is a global economy, interaction with foreigners and travel to foreign locales is 
commonplace.  These women write about connections with ostensibly Christian 
cultures and people.  Tan Hwee Hwees Foreign Bodies, Catherine Lims Following 
the Wrong God Home, and Suchen Christine Lims Rice Bowl and Fistful of Colours 
depict relationships between Singaporean women and white men, which are 
scandalous in some peoples minds because they literalize the metaphor of 
colonialism.  We will then turn to Singaporean women who travel to or live in foreign 
lands. Hsu-Ming Teos Love and Vertigo and Simone Lazaroos The World Waiting 
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to Be Made show Singaporean women that migrate to Australia, while Tan Hwee 
Hwees Mammon Inc. presents a Singaporean woman whose cosmopolitan impulses 
disconnect her from her Singaporean and Christian roots.  Although cosmopolitanism 
is often viewed positively, it represents a threat to the supremacy of the nation state. 
Christianity also comes into conflict with the materialism of cosmopolitanism, despite 
Christianitys cosmopolitan inclinations.  Ultimately, once again, we will see 
Christianitys dual force as setting up confining mechanisms on the one hand, and 
then providing the source for liberation. 
 In Chapter Five, we will examine how Singapore women writers negotiate the 
ultimate invasion of the body and of identity: rape.  As Mary Layoun argues, rape 
brings to the forefront the sexual, political and national issue of uncoerced female 
agency, of control over her body, sexuality, and reproduction andequallyover her 
place(s) in society (Layoun 1994:74).  The pervasive presence of rapes within 
Singapore novels is a trope that cannot be ignored. This chapter will focus on rape in 
Catherine Lims Following the Wrong God Home and Tan Hwee Hwees Foreign 
Bodies, because they explicitly call attention to the deficiencies of a composite 
configuration where women are deemed as vulnerable. The rapes are 
compartmentalized in the text, just as women are compartmentalized in Singapores 
national and Christian frameworks. However, the women are able to transcend the 
suffering associated with this penetration of body and identity; they create a new 
world order for the world of their individual bodies, for what is quite literally at 
stake in the body in pain is the making and unmaking of the world (Scarry 1985:23). 
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All of these negotiations demonstrate womens transcending suffering and 
their fight for increased awareness about the confines on identity.  These women 
writers are not only searching for self, but also for the lost potential of the collective. 
Gallagher points out, A recurring theme and concern in postcolonial literature is a 
call for justice, a concern with community and equality, a development of lost or 
suppressed cultural potential (Gallagher 1994:32).  The central question that needs to 
be addressed is whether forming spaces of possibility and committing them to the text 
of the novel can come into being without a consequent awareness in the space outside 
the novel. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
NEGOTIATING THE PAST 
The stories that you tell about your past shape your future. 
Eric Ransdell  
The past contains powerful connections that are essential to the revisioning of 
womens identities.  In Stuart Halls essay Ethnicity: Identity and Difference, he 
argues that identity is something that happens over timethat is subject to the play 
of history and the play of difference (Hall 1996:344).  The historical component of 
identity is problematic for women.  Gerda Lerners The Creation of Patriarchy argues 
that looking back to the past has usually been painful for women, because what they 
find is absence; according to the traditional view one would gain from historical 
studies, women contributed very little to the making of human society. Lerner asserts 
that every historian of slavery acknowledges that the first and the majority of slaves 
in every civilization were women (Lerner 1986:78).  Analysis of historical records 
leads to the conclusion that patriarchy arose and stayed in place, because of 
womens victimization and essential inferiority (Lerner 1986:6). Recognizing 
womens minimized impact on history-making is critical in refashioning womens 
identities. 
Women were also excluded from the writing of the historical text of the Bible, 
whose canon formation was part and parcel of the institutionalization of Christianity. 
Only two of the sixty-six books in the New International Version bear womens 
names in their titles (Esther and Ruth). The books themselves are extremely short, 
together comprising only 14 chapters, which is far less than 1 percent of the canon. 
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The labors of transmission, translation, and revision have largely been the work of 
men. The original recording and preserving of the content was done almost 
exclusively by males.  Ruth Jenkins submits, The formation of institutional 
Christianity severely restricted, even denied, women a voice in the dialogues that 
shaped theological doctrines (Jenkins 1995: 16). 
Postcolonial women are all the more slighted by history, as the civilizing 
mission insisted that history began when the colonized people were contacted by the 
civilizers.42  Jeannette Mageo argues, Valorization of certain aspects of the past, as 
well as amnesia about other aspects, is part of the rhetoric or a colonizing culture 
(Mageo 2001:1). Historical accounts try to homogenize the past and silence the 
colonized and marginalized. Sandra Soo-Jin Lee contends that the colonial history 
creates graduated processes of trauma.The making and unmaking of the colonial 
subject within a nexus of political, economic, and intersubjective framings constitute 
for many ongoing trauma with which one must grapple to make sense of oneself 
(Lee 2003:87). What happens when we talk about postcolonial womens historical 
trauma?  
To help clarify the importance of negotiating the past in reconstructing the 
identities of women, we will turn to Raymond Williams Marxism and Literature; 
Williams defines three distinct aspects of culturedominant, recessive, and 
emergent.  The most apparent aspect of culture is the hegemonic, otherwise known as 
the dominant.  Patriarchythe gender imbalance within Singapore and 
Christianityis an example of the dominant.  However, the residual cannot be 
                                                
42 Recall Raffles founding of Singapore. 
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ignoredsuch as the idea that women were the first slavesas it enables the 
dominant to stay hegemonic.  Williams writes,  
The residual has been effectively formed in the past but it is still active 
in the cultural process, not only and often not at all as an element of 
the past, but as an effective element of the present. Thus certain 
experiences, meanings, and valuesare nevertheless lived and 
practiced on the basis of the residuecultural as well as socialof 
some previous social cultural institution or formation (Williams 
1977:122). 
 
The women writers in this thesis and their characters they create are dealing not only 
with the confining power of the dominant, but also with the residual aspects of 
culture, things which were formed in the past and continue to have a significant but 
under-recognized impact, such as the sale of women as commodities.  The 
emergent aspects of culture are what the women writers are aiming to create: new 
meanings and values, new practices, new relationships and kinds of relationships 
(Williams 1977:29).  Adrienne Rich asserts, Until we can understand the 
assumptions in which we are drenched, we cannot know ourselves (Rich 1979:35).  
These Singaporean women writers attempt to create a fresh bond to the past, while 
recognizing the distortion of history and the continued impact of the dominant and 
residual culture in their lives.  The novels demonstrate the major characters 
perceptions of their past as crucial to their personal transformation in the present and 
the possibility of change in the future (Christian 1980:235). 
 In the context of Singapores history, women are largely absent.  Yet deeper 
historical study reveals that women were often commodified by the colonial system.  
The fictional modern Singaporean women we will encounter in this chapter show an 
awareness about the patriarchal past examined in James Francis Warrens Ah Ku and 
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Karayuki-san: Prostitution in Singapore 1870-1940. As large numbers of coolies 43 
arrived from China when Singapore emerged as a trading hub in the nineteenth 
century, an imbalance in the sex ratio appeared, and traffickers took advantage of this 
situation by importing ah ku;44 these prostitutes were perceived as an absolutely 
critical form of labour (Warren 2003:379).  Warren contends: 
The growth and development of prostitution at the end of the 
nineteenth century not only helps to explain social and economic 
conditions, but also prevailing cultural attitudes about the role and 
status of women and girls within these societies.  Patriarchy and 
associated notions of propriety and sexual conduct were used to justify 
the sale or pawning of women to traffickers (Warren 2003:380). 
 
Not all of the women who were sold by their families became prostitutes.  Many 
became bondmaids, which are household slaves who are required to work for no 
wages.  Underlying the growth of these industries is the patriarchal ideology of 
women as property, and this phenomenon has a residual effect on Singapore women 
today, as they are still haunted and affected by the exploitation of their mothers and 
grandmothers; the characters must work through this overwhelming historical 
assault (Warren 2003:x) in order to begin to feel comfortable about their own 
identities.   
It is important to note that the civilizing missions focus on economic growth 
encouraged female slave importation into the British colony, and on the other hand, 
played a crucial part in the rehabilitation of prostitutes and bondmaids.  The high 
demand for prostitutes within the colony of Singapore was not denounced by the 
British engaged in the civilizing mission; instead they segregated the prostitutes in 
certain areas of the city.  H.L. Beales declares, Behind the Victorian barricade of 
                                                
43 An unskilled worker. 
44  Ah ku was the polite way to address a Chinese prostitute in colonial Singapore (Warren 2003:3). 
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conventional rectitude is the vast reality of prostitution.The great cruelty of the 
English lies in permitting evil rather than doing it. The Victorian Age permitted it, did 
it, and looked the other way (Beales 1949:354).  Mission schools reached out to 
women who were forced into these wretched professions; the mission schools 
pioneered the phenomenon of girls education and enabled these women to find some 
level of independence in new professions, such as nursing or teaching.  The antitheses 
of prostitution and the mission school embody the dual force of Christianity we also 
see functioning with the women writers; on the one hand, Christianity is complicit in 
propagating ideologies which reinforce womens subjugation, while on the other 
hand, it provides a means for escape.  
As we will see within the texts of several novels, contemporary mission 
schools continue to shape young womens ideas about faith, marriage, and national 
identity,45 even though not all students at the mission schools convert.  Robbie Goh 
explains, The emphasis on character development and moral behavior in Singapore 
mission schools means that the production of social identity is a lifelong process, 
extending well beyond the physical boundaries of the school and the temporal 
boundaries of the school years (Goh 2003a:310).  But ultimately we shall see that 
the mission schools, while giving freedom from commodification, fail to give women 
the release from the bonds of the past that writing helps them to achieve.  
Since Christianity as a religion is bound by history, the mission schoolsas 
mechanisms of Christianitycannot make a total break with this patriarchal past.  
Daphne Hampson contends: 
                                                
45 Many of these schools that were set up by missionaries in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries are still in operation. 
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Christianity proclaims there to have been a revelation of God in 
history. Therefore that time and that particular history in which the 
revelation is deemed to have taken place becomes integral to the 
religion.It must necessarily speak of Gods act in Christ and recite 
the literature which tells us of the tradition into which Jesus 
came.But Christianity is a religion of revelation with a necessary 
foot in history. It cannot lose that reference so long as it remains 
Christianity. And that reference is to a patriarchal history (Hampson 
1990:5). 
 
Mission schools inability to alleviate the bonds of patriarchy makes an important 
statement about institutionalized Christianity: although its original intention and 
mission was to set people free from the bonds of sin, institutional Christianity is itself 
bound to a patriarchal tradition and unable to fully free women from their 
marginalized role. This relates to my theory about the dual force of Christianity: it 
sanctions patriarchal machinations and then provides the way out.  Writing 
empowered by Christian ideas of redemption ultimately attains the liberation that 
women are seeking.   
In addition to the strong attachment to a patriarchal history that arises out of 
the Christ narrative, Evethe first womanpresents a particularly problematic point.  
Are all women bound to repeat the fall?  The title of Singapore writer Hsu-Ming 
Teos Love and Vertigo implies as much.  The word vertigo means a feeling of 
being about to fall.  Are all women haunted by this feeling, of being destined to fall 
and to fail?  In Love and Vertigo, Grace Tay reflects on the suicide of her mother, 
Pandora; Pandora killed herself by jumping off of a building: She leant over and felt 
the sucking space below her.Nobody was there to see her except God.God, she 
said. Oh, God. She flung herself off the balcony into the void of his love (LAV 
2000:278).  The sucking space below suggests that Grace Tays mother was 
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battling against forces that were literally and metaphorically pulling her down.  The 
portrayal of God at her death is that of an ambivalent power, a rendering which 
supports the idea that Pandoras suicide was the expected outcome for a female 
descendant of Eve.  Grace Tay tries to pinpoint her mothers originary moment of 
her decision, the one incident that broke the dam of her resistance and swept her into 
death (LAV 2000:280).  Can Pandoras situation be extended to all women? Do all 
women have dams of resistance, barriers that delay the inevitable fall that follows 
the patterns of the past or do they have agency and power in their lives? 
Warren asserts that commodified women had agency and cannot be reduced to 
victims (Warren 2003:19), but this is not how the female Singaporean authors view 
their female relatives.  Lydia Kwas This Place called Absence, Catherine Lims The 
Song of Silver Frond, Hsu-Ming Teos Love and Vertigo, and Suchen Christine Lims 
Fistful of Colours and Gift from the Gods depict female characters who are haunted 
by the memory and suffering of their ancestors who were bondmaids or prostitutes.  
The narratives seamlessly shift between the present and the past, a technique which 
gives the impression that the past and the present are occurring simultaneously but on 
different levels.  The combination of the narratives set in the past and the narratives 
set in the present invite comparison.  In doing so, these writers defy notions about the 
boundaries between colonial and postcolonial times.  Perhaps the colonial and 
postcolonial identities of women are harder to differentiate than the terms imply.  
How much has really changed when women are still viewed as commodities and 
territory? By taking apart the traditional narrative, which follows a linear sequence, 
these women writers are able to identify the artificial nature of progress and to reveal 
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authenticand damagingsimilarities between the past and the present.  By denying 
the artificial cohesion of a linear progression used in historical accounts, the writers 
are challenging the very nature of patriarchal authority that situates their position as 
women. Their agenda is to redeem fallen women. 
For Janet Lim, writing was an attempt to redeem herself. Her autobiography 
Sold for Silver (1958) was the first autobiography written by an Asian Singapore 
resident.  Philip Holden explains, Emerging from Christian techniques of confession, 
autobiography represents the preservation of the capital of an individuals life, and 
provides an illustration of a new awareness of the singularity of each individual 
life (Holden 2001:407).  Janets confession was that she was a slavebargained 
for and sold like merchandise (SFS 1985:42) by her mother.  
Sold for Silver situates the argument for this paper in that it reveals the pasts 
residual influence on women.  This non-fiction work highlights two important issues 
that find their Singapore origins in the colonial era: the role of mission schools in 
womens development and the sale of women as commodities.46  Both of these 
colonial products are invasive forces that still have a residual impact on the lives of 
women in Singapore today.   
As a slave, Janet endures the shame and the whips of [her] master and 
mistress (SFS 1985:42) and her masters nightly pursuits to fondle her, but she 
eventually escapes and is sent to the Church of England Zenana Missionary Society 
School.  Janet demonstrates the profound impact the missionary school had on her 
                                                
46 The trafficking of women and prostitution are not new phenomenona in the colonial era.  
However, it is crucial to consider that as Singapore became the key economic and political center for 
the British colonial empire in Southeast Asia, women were brought to balance the large influx of male 
workers.  Many female characters in the novels are bothered that their female relatives came to 
Singapore in this manner. 
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personal development and her perception of world: Scripture was one of my 
favourite subjects. It was rather important in a missionary school and we had to learn 
a hundred verses by heart every year. This gave me time to think more about religion 
and before the year had ended I thought about how wonderful it would be to be a 
Bible woman (SFS 1985:64).  The missionary school not only grants her reprieve 
from the toils of slavery, but also it gives her vision for her future and for the woman 
that she can become.  The mission school not only served as a place of conversion: 
The school tended to stress training for home life for it was expected that most of the 
girls would get married after seven or eight years education. From its earliest days 
the school had provided wives for Chinese converts and it was a normal procedure 
even in my school days for a man to come to the school to get a young wife (SFS 
1985:74-75).  Although the women are not commodified to same extent as prostitutes 
or bondmaids, the women still seem to be products that are on offer, and their roles 
conform with patriarchal notions about the place of the woman.  
The confession aspect of Janets autobiography emphasizes the problems 
with Christianitys Genesis condemnation of women and then its attempts to 
rehabilitate those same women that it condemned. Janets autobiography is really 
quite remarkable in that she publicly acknowledges her shameful background; 
[f]ormer mui tsai47 rarely tell even their own children about their past (Miers 
1994:119).  Coming from slave origins carried a certain stigma, and Janet was warned 
not to discuss her background with the other girls at the missionary school, because 
they might laugh at her (Miers 1994:119).  Even after she left the missionary 
school, people who knew about her past continued to look down on her and make 
                                                
47 A bought servant girl. 
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hurtful remarks. Janet recalls in an interview a specific incident where one woman 
said about her: If you only knew her past you would have nothing to do with her 
(qtd. in Miers 1994:119).  Writing allowed Janet to confront these perceptions and 
even change them.   
Janets use of writing to overcome patriarchy in a way that institutionalized 
Christianity could not do exemplifies the project of all the women writers examined 
in this thesis. Her story allows us to visualize the dual workings of Christianity: 
Christianity condemns Janets origins (as it does all women due to Eves fall), but at 
the same time gives her the confessional and redemptive tools necessary to liberate 
herself from this undesirable past.  Due to Christs sacrifice, at the core of 
Christianity is the powerful idea that anyone can be redeemed. Luke Ferretter 
elucidates, In positing Christian life as a journey from an old self to a new, the 
church opens itself precisely to such split subjects, and in particular to those marginal 
figures who experience this split socially as well as psychologically (Ferretter 
2001:155).  Janet redeems herself in the eyes of society by writing about her 
suffering. The power of autobiography is that facts of personal life, when repeated, 
become social and political (Singh 1994:21). Sold for Silvers publication and 
success brought the issue of female commodification out into the open.  The son of 
the house where she was a bondmaid even visited her and apologised for the way she 
was treated by his family.  Janet Lim was redeemed for her lot. 
Comparing the context which bore Janet Lims autobiography and 
contemporary times, we can see that the fault has shifted from the slave to the slave 
owner, as evidenced by the fact that now Singapore authorities are hypersensitive 
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about the issue of slavery.  Catherine Lims most controversial novelThe 
Bondmaidwas banned in Singapore, because it implied that there was slavery in 
Singapore as late as the 1950s48.  Despite the banning of The Bondmaid, the figure of 
the bondmaid is prominent in many of Catherine Lims works.  In Catherine Lims 
narratives, the symbol of the abused bondmaid is enlarged to embrace the condition 
of all women (Lim Yi-En 1999:92).  The symbol of the bondmaid has further 
applications; Lim Yi En contends, The image of the oppressed bondmaid may be 
extended to express the experiences of post-colonial Singapore (Lim Yi-En 
1999:131).  This image of a young woman inside the housea carer of the house 
and its inhabitants and in house entertainment among the male members of her 
patrons home (Lim Yi-En 1999:104)can be a metaphor for the masculinized 
authority of the Singapore government which houses within its core a vulnerable, 
feminized space.  Catherine Lims works focus on women in a patriarchal society, 
and by using the word bondmaid, which is charged with feudalism, Catherine Lim 
points to and focuses on the roots of this issue in the past (Lim Yi-En 1999:92).   
Bondage is also a prominent theme in the Bible. Women are in bondage due 
to the story of Eve. All women are looked down upon as inferior starting at birth, 
despite having done nothing to deserve this positioning; it is inherited and out of their 
control, just like being a bondmaid.  Certain interpretations of the Bible can be used 
to justify the bondage created by the civilizing mission; notions of Cain, Ham, Hagar, 
Ishmael, and Egypt as metaphors for spiritual states of bondage to sin came to be 
seen applying literally to indigenous peoples.  However, a study of bondage in the 
                                                
48 The Mui Tsai Ordinance of 1932 banned the practice of having bondmaids, but the practice 
continued (Koh 1994a:72), much to the shame of the Singapore, which does not want to be viewed by 
foreigners as practicing slavery in the mid-twentieth century. 
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Bible reveals the dual potential that Christianity has. Many of these same references 
have a subversive potential.  The fallen Empires of the Bible who exploited Israel 
offer hope to bondmaids and could be read as the inevitable fall of the colonialist 
powers. Ezra 9:9 proclaims, Though we are slaves, our God has not deserted us in 
our bondage. Indeed, Christs life was more similar to the life of a bondmaid than 
the master: Whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant, and 
whoever wants to be first must be slave of all. For even the Son of Man did not come 
to be served, but to serve (Mark 10:43-45).  In this way, women who were exposed 
to Christianity could see their service to their master as the route to greatness in 
Gods eyes.  In a strange sense, Christianity justifies the position of subjugation and 
inferiority as being necessary for redemption. It permitssome may even argue 
advocateswomens suffering and then provides the way out. 
Love and Vertigo adds further complexities to the problem that lies at the 
heart of Christianitys dual force, because as mentioned earlier in the chapter, 
mission-school educated Pandora commits suicide. Jenkins argues that the 
temptations of silence and suicide make women complicit in the patriarchal 
interpretations of Gods word (Jenkins 1995:51).  Suicide represents submitting to 
the patriarchal order that women are bound to fall. Grace TayPandoras daughter
tries to redeem this literally and figuratively fallen women by revisiting her mothers 
life and even her grandmothers life. As the narrative shifts back and forth between 
the past and the present, Grace searches the past for the reasons behind her mothers 
suicide, almost trying to find a place to intervene and prevent it from happening.  The 
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women of Graces family are well aware of how the past has fixed their difficult 
positions:  
The first months of my grandmothers marriage have gone down in the 
annals of Lim family history, passed on from woman to woman, 
handed down from mother to daughter, aunt to niece.At any 
gathering of Lim women this story was told and retold until we women 
understood that ours was a family conceived in violence and rape, 
raised in sullen resentment and unspoken grief (LAV 2000:25).   
 
The long lasting effects of this storytelling signifies the priority of language over the 
body, while at the same time proclaiming the materiality of language, its bodily 
effectiveness and foundation (Bal 1988:24).  The womens conceptions of their 
bodies are shaped by the trauma that their female ancestors experienced.  If 
storytelling about this suffering would garner continued suffering in the generations 
to come, then perhaps storytelling about moving past and overcoming this suffering 
would likewise bring about a material change in the lot of the Tay, and really all 
women.   
The concluding lines of Love and Vertigo demonstrate the limitations and 
gains of revisiting the past: Questions remain unanswered; there will never be 
reconciliation with those we have lost. But maybe this is all I can do, maybe this is all 
we can ever do: to make up to the living our debt to the dead (LAV 2000:287).  
Although Grace is specifically referring to mending her relationship with her father, 
who is still alive, the final lines of the novel could be interpreted as embodying the 
womens struggle against confining conditions.  She owes her position, her ability to 
write and reflect on the past; this is her debt to the dead, to the women who have 
struggled before her.  By writing, by doing all that any woman can do at this moment 
in history, she is pushing for and creating a little more change.   
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Yentithe main character in Gift from the Godsembarks upon a similar 
project as Grace Tay in Love and Vertigo; Yenti too uses a nonlinear narrative to 
revisit the commodification of her grandmother and mother in order to redeem them 
and reconcile issues with her own identity.  Gift from the Gods has 28 chapters set in 
the past that are interspersed with 6 entries that are labelled Yentis Journal.  The 
sections set in the past reveal that Yentis mother and grandmother sold their bodies 
for profit.  The degrading career of Yentis mother, Yoke-lin, and her dire financial 
circumstances leave Yoke-lin feeling helpless: Though Yoke-lin could not put it into 
words, her unhappiness was, and is, essentially the womans condition. According to 
women of old, it is the womans fate to suffer pain (GFTG 1990:188).  The project 
of the women writers, which is duplicated by Yentis journal writing, is to put this 
suffering into words so that it can finally be transcended.  Because this suffering is 
bonding,49 the overcoming of this lot of suffering should also be a collective effort, 
focused on individuals, and in that very act of recognizing the individuality of 
women, creating change for the collective.     
Yentis journal writing about the lives of her female relations shows her 
single-handedly fighting against this notion that it is the womans fate to suffer 
pain: 
I used to be ashamed that Mother was a cabaret woman turned 
respectable housewife, and Grandmother Tai Ku was a prostitute 
turned matriarch. But now, seeing them as part of that wave of 
immigrants, the impoverished and inarticulate thousands who farmed 
and mined the land, who worked and married and produced 
descendants like me, assistant curator of a museum, I have chosen to 
give them a voice and I am not ashamed of them anymore (GFTG 
1990:53). 
                                                
49 Gift from the Gods portrays undergoing the pains of prostitution as a bonding experience: This was 
their bond. Both were peasant women sold over the Nanyang to become prostitutes (GFTG 1990:41).   
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Yentis occupation as a curator of a museum demonstrates that the cycle of 
commodification has been breached.  The novel closes with Yentis journal: There! 
Ive finished! I have buried my family, given each one his due, and in the process, 
freed myself of the ghosts which haunt the mind. This writing is an act of 
remembrance as well as a severance of ties that bound me to what I was. From now 
on I shall sculpt a new me! (GFTG 1990:213).  Her necessary severance of the ties 
shows the past as a weight that kept her from becoming who she wanted to be.  The 
idea of sculpting a new me demonstrates Yentis confidence in her powers of 
creation, a confidence that she could not have gained without severing herself from 
the debilitating ties to the past.  At the same time, we cannot take Yentis word as it 
stands. Her words reveal that she is still submerged in patriarchy despite the gains 
that have been made from the times of her mother and grandmother. She uses a 
masculine pronoun when she says given each one his due (my emphasis), despite 
the fact that her narrative has focused on females. This slip exposes the patriarchal 
terms of possession that still encompass Yentis world, in spite of the ways she has 
managed to redeem her own views of her mother and grandmother, and therefore her 
own identity. 
Yentis discomfort with her mother and grandmother selling their bodies 
reflects an obsession with the integrity of the womans body, a recurring theme for 
Singapore women writers.  Issues surrounding womens bodily integrity induces the 
granddaughter in Catherine Lims The Song of Silver Frond to revisit and recount the 
past. Silver Fronds unnamed granddaughter first became fascinated by 
Grandmothers story when one dayquite by chance, a visiting relative told me 
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about the terrible rape by the bogus monk (TSOSF 2003:324).  Silver Frond was 
vilified for the rape, although she could do nothing to protect herself from the assault. 
The victims helplessness and condemnation for being raped calls attention to the 
absurdity of womens being regarded as inferior due to a situation that was outside of 
their control, Eves decision to eat from the tree.  
The granddaughter is moved to create on her behalf of her grandmothers 
pain.  Her fascination with this ancestor inspires her to write a play about  
three generations of women, in a country somewhere in Asia, [who] 
suffered the punishments meted out by society for the loss of virginity, 
and although the forms seemed less severe with the passing of time 
(the grandmother was almost beaten to death), the social stigma 
remained the same (the granddaughter was constantly taunted as 
secondhand goods) (TSOSF 2003:325).  
 
Although the granddaughters play and Catherine Lims novel show that there have 
been advances in the treatment of women, they still are bound by patriarchal 
representations, still portrayed as goods.  They both write bodies in efforts to 
restore bodily integrity to those who were robbed of this claim. The granddaughters 
exploration of virginity calls a little more attention to the problematic nature of this 
subject.  Virginity itself is a patriarchal construction that gives societal power over 
womens bodies.  Lloyd Davis explains, A seemingly archetypal male desire 
manifests itself in a physical, intersubjective, and discursive demand for the virginal. 
This demand is cloaked in reification of nature through which religious, 
philosophical, economic, and political myths of a patriarchal idea are installed 
(Davis 1993:14).  Virginitys boundaries have significance for the nation state: 
Control over virgin defloration becomes a symbolic enactment of control over 
communal integrity and purity (Davis 1993:11).  As representations of virginal 
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impermeability can suggest the sexual undercurrents of a social political phenomenon 
like Victorian imperialism (Douglas 1966:23), so can an impermeable female body 
be extended to symbolize the impenetrability of the nation.  Virginity is also 
significant for the Christian faith. Jenkins blames virginity as a societal construction 
that restrains women in inferior positions: Unable to achieve this impossible sacred 
quality, women found themselves essentially identified with Eve, humanly unable to 
emulate the virgin birth (Jenkins 1995: 21). 
Virginal and bodily integrity is also a prominent theme in Fistful of Colours. 
The novel shifts between Suwens present day and stories about the Japanese 
occupation, the Sepoy Mutiny, and most relevant for this study, a story about a 
bondmaid, Sia Liew.  The women of Sia Liews generation accept that Pain, aye, 
pain is the womans lot (FOC 2003:42).  The novel depicts the immense pain as Sia 
Liew loses her virginity to her master: She clenched her fists and thrust them into 
her mouth when he rammed into her (FOC 2003:58).  Upon hearing the story in 
present day Singapore, NicaSuwens friendremarks, Now if that wasnt marital 
rape, what is?...Long ago, yesterday, today, and tomorrow, whats the diff? [sic] 
(FOC 2003:58).  The fact that Nica can make this judgment about the situation shows 
that there has been some changes in the way women are treated; however, the 
fundamental problem that women are often treated as commoditieswhats the 
diff? [sic])still remains.   
 Engaging in a similar project as Silver Fronds granddaughter, Suwen in 
Fistful of Colours  creates art as a means to investigate and redeem history, for she 
believed that her problems started because she had too much of a sense of her 
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ancestral roots and history (FOC 2003:19). Suwens art becomes a means to remove 
the pasts power over her identity. Suwens first exposure to the wonders of painting 
arise out an episode of pain; an old man tells her, Paint and wait.  Your stomachache 
will go away (FOC 2003:27).  In this way, she comes to believe that paintingthe 
act of creating out of painwill dispel the suffering.  Thus, her pain and the pains she 
bears from her ancestors are remade by being externalized as a created object, a 
painting. Suchens project embodies the project of all Singapore Christian women 
writers: ridding their bodies of pain by imagining and then depicting their bodies as 
having possibilities beyond suffering, the lot of Eve. 
The shifting narrative in Fistful of Colours and Suwens art fulfil the 
confessional and redemptive project that the mission school begins but cannot follow 
through:  
Throughout [Suwens] long dreary years in the boarding school of the 
ConventSister Claire, the young Eurasian novitiate with clear loving 
eyes like those of a cocker spaniels, drew her out and made her 
talk.Then one day, without warning, Sister Claire was transferred 
out of the convent.There were no goodbyes.  It had all been so 
sudden.[Suwen] withdrew deeper into herself (FOC 2003:174).   
 
Like Janet Lim, Suwen is empowered by the liberation that comes with mission 
school life and with confession; however, her writing and her art take the task further 
than the mission school. These novels seem to imply that at this stage in Singapore, 
Christian Chinese women are caught between the residual patriarchal conventions of 
the past and their personal desires to create good rather than merely be virtuous types. 
The mission schools advocate being good, but they do not call on the women to make 
an effective change in society when it comes to womens positions. Suwen wants to 
affect a change in society, so she paints her ancestors, because she believes that some 
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of her pain and her marginalization in society were inherited from them. She wants to 
break the inheritance of shame and inferiority that stems from the view of women as 
commodities: 
Women like my grandmother fell into the category of property.In 
the early nineteen hundreds, thousands of Chinese women were sold 
by their parents and shipped over here.  Twenty to Thirty thousand 
each year. Dyou really, really think all of them were virtuous wives 
and celibate amahs? Many of the women were sold into slavery and 
became prostitutes or bondmaids.So what happened to the 
thousands of poor coolies then? They couldnt afford purity and 
virginity in a woman[T]hey married former bondmaids and 
prostitutes (FOC 2003:189). 
 
Purity and virginity are not portrayed as belonging to women, but rather to the men 
that they marry, whose economic status determines the level of womens purity that 
they can purchase from other men.   
With such an awareness of her past, Suwen has no illusions about the 
difficulty of changing the world around her: she picks up a small stone and hurled it 
into the thick foliage beyond the graves.  The leaves and branches parted as the stone 
fell into their midst, but they sprang back just as swiftly to their original positions, 
and the foliage looked the same as before, as though no stone had passed through it 
(FOC 2003:191).  This image indicates how hard it is to make a visible change.  In 
this way, the novel implies that very little has changed in the world since those days. 
But by exposing this fact, the novel itself creates a little more change. 
It is interesting that in all the novels with non-linear progression the characters 
were English-educated in mission schools and all have a desire to redeem and liberate 
themselves from the pain of their ancestors. Lydia Kwas This Place Called Absence 
continues this pattern.  In This Place Called Absence, the narrative switches between 
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four women: Wu Lan (a Singaporean who has migrated to Canada), Mahmee (Wu 
Lans mother), Lee Ah Choi, and Chow Chat Mui50 (two prostitutes living in colonial 
Singapore). This multivoiced narrative rejects the false unity of the hegemonic, 
patriarchal narrative that demands the reproduction of reality according to one 
transparent metalanguage, recognizing instead the positive nature of the polyphonic, 
polycultural world (DeHay 1994:38).  Wu Lan seems to be controlling the narration, 
but her sections are not labeled with her name, rather they are preceded by three 
asterisks. The others all have their names before their stories.  The absence of Wu 
Lans name before the narrative about her own life could be read as a deficient view 
of her own identity, as inherited from the women of her past.  However, the absence 
of her name could also demarcate a space of freedom.  One of the epigraphs for This 
Place Called Absence is an Adrienne Rich quote: Freedom is daily prose-bound, 
routine remembering. Putting together, inch by inch the starry worlds. From all the 
lost collections (TPCA 2000:i).  Indeed, the project of This Place Called Absence is 
a prose-bound, routine remembering of the lives of Wu Lans grandmother, her 
grandmothers lover, and Wu Lans mother.  Since names are given by parents and 
not chosen, just as ones parents and ones inherited circumstances are not chosen, 
Wu Lan shows that she is choosing her identity as she creates this narrative about 
women who did not have that freedom.  Her efforts also could be interpreted as 
creating a new Biblical canon, one made up of stories of important women in her life, 
rather than being a male-dominated construction.   
Wu Lan confronts these women of her past, because she is haunted by her 
father, who committed suicide.  In Wu Lans dreams, she open [her] eyes and there 
                                                
50 We learn later in the narrative that Chow Chat Mui is actually Wu Lans grandmother. 
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he is, holding a Daily Bread51 in his hand (TPCA 2000:171).  The dreams of her 
father and the Daily Bread booklets come to stand for the haunting, patriarchal nature 
of institutional Christianity, which blames a woman for the original sin.  Wu Lan 
feels guilty about her fathers death despite the fact that his suicide was decision he 
made on his own. 
Wu Lan does not find comfort in the Daily Bread booklets she inherits from 
her father,52 but rather in the pages of James Francis Warrens Ah Ku and Karayuki-
san: Prostitution in Singapore 1870-1940.  Empowered by her research in journals 
and archives, Wu Lan creates voices for prostitutes Lee Ah Choi and Chow Chat Mui 
and enables the sharing of their experiences of suffering.  Sue Zemka notes, The 
recurrent artistic attraction to the image of the prostitute, whose scandalous passage 
between the differential realms of a feminine and a sexual nature presents a unique 
opportunity for conferring fuller subjectivity on women characters, of allotting them 
the ontological status of a subject rather than an object in a salvation narrative 
(Zemka 1997:104).  Indeed Jesus himself praised prostitutes for their faith and 
proclaimed that prostitutes would enter heaven before the chief priests (Matt. 21:32). 
Likewise, This Place Called Absence redeems the prostitutes and gives them the 
position of subject, a position they did not have during their lives.  After visiting the 
brothel houses and opium dens of Lee Ah Choi and Chow Chat Mui through her 
research, Wu Lan concludes: One hundred years ago, the choices were different, yet 
still the samewhether one wants to live and how (TPCA 2000:202).  Womens 
choices still remain within a small space of freedom, but despite these confines, 
                                                
51 Her Methodist father had a collection of these Christian pamphlets. 
52 She remarks, Ive been hoping to find an answer there (TPCA 2000:7), so she was looking in the 
Daily Bread pamphlets for answers. 
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author Lydia Kwa claims that This Place Called Absence has an emphasis on the 
power of the spirit and of the imagination to enable us to transcend suffering (Kwa 
2005).  Rather than identifying with the feminized land, Kwa sees the characters in 
the spiritual realm, as they rise above the inherited patriarchal suffering that tries to 
keep them earthbound.   
How important is Wu Lans foreignnessher Canadian residencyin being 
able to negotiate her past, her Christianity, and her citizenship as a Singaporean? She 
has literally stepped outside the physical boundaries of national confinement.  Her 
migration is not uncommon in the fast modernizing world.  However, 
modernizations rapid changes are tapered by slow change for women.  Addressing 
this slow change is critical in this juncture, as globalization forces people to compare 
their nations values with those of other nations.  In particular, increased interaction 
with foreigners, particularly those from Christianized colonizing powers, calls the 
female characters to negotiate further their positions and identities. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
NEGOTIATING FOREIGNNESS 
But ones own must be learned as well as that which is foreign. 
Friedrich Hölderlin 
The opposing definitions of foreigner and citizen are dependent on one 
another; both must be explored in order to understand either one.  We return to the 
title of this thesis: From This Land We Are Made. What level of allegiance is 
required to the land we are made from, the country of ones birth?  What attaches a 
persons identity to the womb of the nation?  What designates someone as materially 
different, as a foreigner? 
Helpful in setting up this discussion is Benedict Andersons term imagined 
community. Anderson defines nationhood as an imagined community, a shared 
concept based around a set of ideals or characteristics that citizens believe constitute 
their nation and distinguish it from all others: It is imagined because the members of 
even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow members, meet them, or 
even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion 
(Anderson 1991:6).  Although the nation is formed around the concept of 
communityconceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship (Anderson 1991:7)it 
is essentially a space of denial and exclusion.  Julia Kristeva asks a crucial question 
about the distinction that sets the citizen apart from the man: Is it not true that, in 
order to found the rights that are specific to the men of a civilization or a nation
even the most reasonable and consciously democraticone has to withdraw such 
rights from those that are not citizens, that is, other men? (Kristeva 1991:97). The 
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non-citizen, the foreigner, thus assumes the feminized, marginal space as the Other.  
Kristeva defines the foreigner as the one who does not belong to the state in which 
we are, the one who does not have the same nationality (Kristeva 1991:96).  The 
foreigner is the Other to the citizen, and in the same way, the woman is the Other to 
man.  Kristeva concludes: 
This position as a different being might appear to be the goal of human 
autonomy (are we not speaking beings only if we distinguish ourselves 
from others in order to impart to them our personal meaning on the 
basis of such perceived and assumed difference?), and thus as a major 
illustration of the most intrinsic, most essential part of 
civilizationThe foreigner challenges both the identity of the group 
and his own (Kristeva 1991:41-42). 
 
To be foreign is to be an invasive force, as foreignness challenges seemingly stable 
identities.  The foreigner forces a more careful examination of a persons connection 
to the nation.  Oftentimes, the presence of foreigners can change the customs of a 
native society, as was the overwhelming case during the colonial period; on the other 
hand, the introduction of a foreigner makes people cling more fervently to those traits 
that they identify as being their own. Once again we can see the significance of the 
existence of the Otherin this case, the foreignerfor the development of the self.   
This term imagined community can be extended to Christian groups who 
share common religious goals. The question of who can participate in particular 
church communities is a central issue. Christianity is equally concerned with who is 
and who is not a Christian, both for the purposes of evangelism and for maintenance 
of the integrity of the church.  Kristeva points out, Christian cosmopolitanism bore 
in its womb the ostracism that excluded the other belief and ended up with the 
Inquisition (Kristeva 1991:87).  However, there is a clear distinction between the 
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imagined community of the nation and that of the church; Jonathan Culler 
highlights, Nations may be messianic, but no nations citizens imagine that everyone 
should eventually join their nation (Culler 1999:19), unlike Christians who
Anderson addsin certain epochs dream of a wholly Christian planet (Anderson 
1991:7). 
However, Christianity is inextricably bound up with the idea of foreignness. 
Kristeva explains, It is Jesus himself who defines himself as a stranger on the earth: 
he does not belong to the world.The foreignness of Jesus would thus have been 
the basis of Pauls cosmopolitan Ecclesia (Kristeva 1991:83).53  Jesus last words in 
Matthew are a commandment to make disciples of all nations (Matt. 28:19).  Paul, 
who traveled extensively from Cyprus to Asia Minor, created communities of 
foreigners who transgressed their places of citizenship, because they shared a faith in 
Jesus.  Although Paul was preaching a foreign faith in foreign lands, the acceptance 
of Christianity gave a spiritual citizenship to new converts; Ephesians 2:19 promises, 
Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with 
Gods people.  Kristeva encapsulates, As the foreigner is Christ himself, to 
welcome him is to be welcomed by God. The Pauline church thus inherited the 
cosmopolitanism specific of late Hellinism, which already offered material and legal 
conditions more favorable than before to foreigners and their beliefs (Kristeva 
1991:79). 
With its core teaching of evangelism combined with the foreignness of 
Jesus himself and his traveling apostles, Christianity is predisposed to 
                                                
53 The meaning of Ecclesia in Pauls writings evolves from political assembly to ideal 
community (Kristeva 1991:80). 
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cosmopolitanism.  Even in contemporary times, Robbie Goh maintains, In terms of 
geophysical orientations, the Christian cultural machinery predisposes adherents to a 
more far-flung, more arguably global perspective than do the faiths originating in 
Asia (Goh 2003a:317).  However, despite the positive associations with 
cosmopolitanism and being a global citizen, cosmopolitanism represents a threat to 
the supremacy of the nation state in the hearts and minds of citizens.  As we shall see 
in the novels examined here, Christian ties often supersede the connections to the 
nation. 
 The potential of foreignness, as it is portrayed in Singapore womens writing, 
is complex and problematic.  In this chapter, we will encounter fictional Singapore 
women who fall in love with foreigners or who experience being foreigners 
themselves. Tan Hwee Hwees Foreign Bodies, Catherine Lims Following the 
Wrong God Home, and Suchen Christine Lims Rice Bowl and Fistful of Colours 
depict relationships between Singaporean women and white men, which are 
reprehensible in some peoples minds because they literalize the metaphor of 
colonialism.  After examining the identity changes made by women who fall in love 
with foreigners, we will turn to Singaporean women who travel to or live in foreign 
lands. Hsu-Ming Teos Love and Vertigo and Simone Lazaroos The World Waiting 
to Be Made show Singaporean women that migrate to Australia, while Tan Hwee 
Hwees Mammon Inc. presents a Singaporean woman who is tempted by life overseas 
and a seductive job offer from a multinational corporation.   
 Ultimately, the penetration by foreignness necessitates the creation of revised 
identities.  These interactions with foreigners and foreign lands reveal the foreign 
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nature of the womens own identities as Singaporean and Christian.  These novels 
depict the characters searches for locations and situations where women can be 
comfortable with their identities, and the identities they choose are not always the 
ones they were born into.  By tackling the problematic entity of foreignness, the 
women writers are initiating the revision of an Others position.  Kristeva believes 
that this is an essential step: The modification in the status of foreigners that is 
imperative today leads one to reflect on our ability to accept new modalities of 
otherness (Kristeva 1991:2).  If foreigners can be accepted as a revised Other that is 
neither a threat nor a person with unacceptable customs, perhaps women can also 
revise their position, which is often associated with inferiority and victimization.   
ENCOUNTERING FOREIGNERS  
One of Singapores strategies for achieving and maintaining continued 
economic growth and prosperity has been to portray itself as one of the most 
favorable foreign investment environments.  The leadership of Singapore is greatly 
concerned with the way Singapore is perceived by other countries, primarily in terms 
of its soundness as a destination for financial investment.  Many foreigners come to 
Singapore to work or study; Singapores census in 2000 found that more than one in 
four people in Singapore are foreigners.54 The ubiquitous presence of these foreigners 
and the foreign products they bring permeate the culture of Singapore. Catherine Lim 
says this penetration is inevitable: And even though I would describe the 
government as very conservativealmost puritanical, they know that for their 
survival they have to keep up with the times and that means opening the doors to 
foreign influences. We need the business, we need trade (Catherine Lim 2004).  
                                                
54 This information was found at <http://www.getforme.com/population.htm>. 
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These foreign influences, which in government rhetoric are equated with Western 
influences, are seen as potentially crippling.   
This challenge is best captured in the Asian values debate.  The Asian 
values debate fights against the assumption that modernization entails westernization.  
Former President Wee Kim Wee viewed Western values as a threat: The speed and 
extent of the changes in Singapore society is worrying. We cannot tell what dangers 
lie ahead as we rapidly grow more Westernized (Wee 9 Jan. 1989).  Lee Kuan Yew 
took the position that there are fundamental differences between East Asian 
Confucian and Western liberal societies[Asian] values make for a productive 
people and help economic growth (LKY 2000:545-546). The implication is that 
Asian moral values are superior to Western moral values, and in the long term, Asian 
values are more beneficial economically.55   
The Asian values discourse reflects a fear of a change in identity, a change 
brought about by a new external threat that is perhaps more dangerous than the 
nineteenth century form of colonialism: cultural imperialism.  Lee Kuan Yew posited: 
how much of their traditional past can [less developed countries] retain, so that they 
are not just poor imitations of the West, with all the fads and fetishes, the disorders 
and aberrations of contemporary Western societies (qtd. by Chen 1977:22).  
Especially with the rise of China and India as economic superpowers, Singapore fears 
losing its identification with Asia; The Straits Times revealed, Beneath the emphasis 
on the retention of Asian values, there certainly lies the fear that one Monday 
                                                
55 I wish to emphasize that Christian values and Asian values are not mutually exclusive. Since 
Christianity has been reasonably appropriated as Asian and since Christianity remains the religion 
associated with socioeconomic progress and status, they do not openly conflict when it comes to being 
economically beneficial in the Singapore context. 
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morning, a Westernized Singapore would wake up, after a weekend of revelry, to the 
horror that the world economic power centre has shifted to the East, to which the 
country once belonged (qtd. in Bokhorst-Heng 1998:267-268).   
As the Asian values debate reinforces, the foreigner is a sign of the 
penetrability of the nation state.  Kristeva explains, In that sense, the foreigner is a 
symptom: psychologically he signifies the difficulty we have of living as an 
Other and with others; politically, he underscores the limits of nation-states and of 
the national political conscience (Kristeva 1991:103).  The foreigner calls attention 
to the imagined nature of the nation, the idea that national identity is not stable, but 
is easily susceptible to outside influences.  Christians in particular are susceptible to 
influences outside of their nations, as mentioned earlier, Christianitys mechanisms 
for social influence predispose adherents to a more far-flung, more arguably global 
perspective (Goh 2003a:317).  This inclination reveals that Christian faith is often a 
stronger common identity source than being born in the same nation. 
It is interesting to note that Kristeva uses the pronoun he when referring to 
the foreigner, because in Singapore womens writing the threat from foreigners is 
perceived to be strongest with regards to Caucasian men, the descendants of the 
perpetrators of the civilizing mission.  Asian foreigners do not stand out as much in 
Singapore, and there is the perception that Caucasian women are housewives who 
came to Singapore with their husbands.  A Straits Times article reported that there is a 
significant difference between the number of Singapore Chinese men and Singapore 
Chinese women who marry Caucasians: About 40 Chinese men here marry 
Caucasian women each year.But last year, 248 Chinese women wed Caucasian 
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men (ST 31 Oct. 1999).  The article attributes this to the greater presence of 
Caucasian men: The staff sent here are mostly white-collar malesSo it is easier for 
Singapore women to find a Caucasian mate (ST 31 Oct. 1999). The Singapore 
women who date Caucasian men are typically stereotyped as sarong party girls,56 
and some people react to the sight of such couples with disapproval, resentment and 
even xenophobia (ST 31 Oct. 1999).  There is a colonial hangover in the case of 
Caucasian men, since they are viewed as the main perpetrators of colonialism.  Ann 
Stoler argues,  
Sexual domination has figured as a social metaphor of European 
supremacy. Thus in Edward Saids treatment of orientalist discourse, 
the sexual submission and possession of Oriental women by European 
men stands for the pattern of relative strength between East and 
West.In this male-power fantasy, the Orient is penetrated, 
silenced and possessed.Sexuality illustrates the iconography of rule, 
not its pragmatics; sexual asymmetries are tropes to depict other 
centers of power (Stoler 1997:375). 
 
It should be noted that the embodying relationship is between European men and 
Asian women; Asian men and Caucasian women do not figure into the power 
equation.57  The relationship between a Caucasian man and a Singaporean woman is 
the materialization of the metaphor of the colonizer as a masculinized western power 
and the colonized as a feminized land and people.  Despite the racial harmony that 
Singapore boasts, the difficulty surrounding relationships with Caucasian men 
remains a significant trope in Singapore womens writing. Ultimately, the threat from 
                                                
56 Sarong Party Girl refers to Singaporean women who only date Caucasian men. 
57 Caucasian men and Singaporean women are portrayed as desirable in The Straits Times article. 
Singaporean men and Caucasian women are portrayed as having deficiencies; Singaporean men are 
perceived as shy and Caucasian women are perceived as unattractive; Dr. Alfred Choi says, Local 
men are not as daring, some are already quite shy to approach a girl from their own culture, it would be 
even harder for them to approach someone from a different culture.Caucasian women are as big, if 
not bigger, than the average local man. The traditional idea is that the man protects. If the woman is 
bigger, it does not quite fit the stereotype! Due to these perceptions, a Singapore man with an ang 
moh woman does not arise the same kind of intense antipathy (ST 31 Oct. 1999). 
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Caucasian men is not portrayed as fear for the safety or wellbeing of the women, but 
rather as a threat to the authority of the Singaporean male.    
Lim Siu Kiao argues that Singaporean women who date Caucasian men 
share a common disappointment with local men, be they insensitive exboyfriends or 
abusive fathers (Lim Siu Kiao 1999:42).  The novels examined confirm this 
argument; Suwen in Fistful of Colours is assaulted by her stepfather; Yin Ling in 
Following the Wrong God Home is unhappy in her marriage to a Singaporean man; 
Marie in Rice Bowl was disappointed with her relationship with a Singaporean named 
Paul; and Mei in Foreign Bodies is raped by her father.  All of these female 
characters date either British or American men; the mens countries of origin are 
Christianized and respectively the former colonial power and what is widely regarded 
as the most powerful force behind cultural imperialism in contemporary times.  These 
fictional women must reevaluate their own identities as Singaporean and as Christian 
as they become more involved with these foreign men. Although these women see 
these relationships as opportunities to explore aspects of their identities and free 
themselves from their determined place in Singapore, ultimately, they find themselves 
subordinate to another man: a Christian Caucasian.  However, all the novels make 
this new subordination very apparent.  The subordination to the Caucasian male helps 
us to see more clearly how the church as institution represents a second subordination 
in the Singapore context.  Although dating a Caucasian male seems to be liberating, it 
only leads to another subordination, just like the women experienced when they 
moved away from Confucian traditionalism only to realize that they had traded one 
net for another, the church as institution. By revealing this framework, the novelthe 
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womens act of writingthus transcends this second subordination, something that 
the Christianized characters could not do within the religions patriarchal framework. 
Fistful of Colours exposes these difficulties behind having a relationship with 
a foreigner.  Suwens attraction to Mark, a Caucasian from Great Britain, challenges 
her views about her own identity.  She sees her ethnicity as a barrier to their 
relationship: Mark was the foreigner among them. Years ago, in her twenties, 
[Suwen] would never have thought that she minded it. The thought had never even 
occurred to her. Would she ever marry an angmoh?58 She didnt dare commit herself 
to an answer.She could never go to bed with a white man. She was too much of a 
Chink [sic] (FOC 2003:125).  Chink is offensive slang for a person of Chinese 
descent; her use of this word is a sign of internal colonization, as Suwen applies a 
racial epithet of the white Other on herself. 
Sex, penetration of the female body, is the biggest obstacle for Mark and 
Suwens relationship, as the metaphoric meaning of this act breaches not only the 
boundaries of individual identity, but also Singapores territorial claims on the bodies 
of Singaporean women. It has been engrained in Suwens mind that she could never 
go to bed with a white man (FOC 2003:125).  Suwens reticence in pursuing a 
relationship with Mark has its roots in the stereotypes perpetuated about white men, 
despite Suwens convent education and time spent studying abroad, experiences 
which typically eliminate race-based assumptions.  Suwen assumes that Mark, as a 
Western man, is very experienced sexually, and she intensely fears being rejected 
after giving herself sexually:   
                                                
58 Ang moh is an oftentimes derogatory Singlish term for a Caucasian. 
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Private rejection of her intimate self and affectionshe didnt even 
want to think about it any further.Given the fragility and 
vulnerability of her heart, it would matter, and matter to a degree 
unimaginable to a man.  Especially if that man were a Westerner, a 
white man used to dealing with white women who take their virginity 
and chastity far more lightly than Asian women. Most white women, if 
not all, in matters of sexual equality merely wanted to be like the men, 
treating their own sex organs like so many hands and feet (FOC 
2003:302). 
 
Strangely, she attributes Marks sexual experience to the promiscuity of white 
women, rather than a conscious choice on Marks behalf.  Her view shows how 
deeply rooted the ideology of women as temptresses runs, in that even women 
perpetuate the myth about other women.  Attributing Marks sexual exploits to the 
promiscuity of white women is parallel to Eves being blamed for the fall of man, 
despite the fact that Adam made a conscious choice to eat the fruit. Her Christian 
inclinations make Suwen more open to a relationship with a foreigner, but at the same 
time, her Christianity discourages her from associating with someone who has 
engaged in sex before marriage.   
As a woman who will soon turn forty, Suwen questions this life of chastity 
that she has chosen: So what use are chastity and virginity if at the end of ones life, 
all one retains is a sense of waste? Disuse? Unuse? The questions plagued her hard-
won sense of equanimity (FOC 2003:301).  Her view of her body as waste 
connects to the image of the womans body as generative soil, which when not staked 
as territory by a particular male is portrayed as useless, barren soil.   
Suwens chastity has been greatly determined by her Christian education, 
which advocates sex only after marriage. The influence of Christian chastity leads her 
to avoid men: Her ambivalence towards men had been a problem.Sex was 
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perceived as a threat and the road to damnation (FOC 2003:176). She is given 
advice about meeting a husband by Mrs. DSouza from church: [Y]ou girls should 
be like us, you know, in the old days.  Be a little helpless. Pretend, lah! Then maybe 
the men will feel brave and come to your help. However, Suwen believes Mrs. 
DSouza is teaching them low-down tricks to ensnare the men and perpetuating the 
myth of women as artful deceivers (FOC 2003:179).  In this way, we see that 
Christianity inspires structures of helplessness, vulnerability, and virginal purity and 
contributes to a problematic identity for Singaporean Christian influenced women.  In 
rejecting Mrs. DSouzas advice, Suwen is choosing to break free from the artful 
deceiver mold of Eve and from the perception of women as helpless and needing 
men to come to their rescue. 
Suwen also fears intimacy due in part to the fact that she was sexually 
assaulted by her stepfather.  Her years in convent education, a force that stresses and 
enforces sexual propriety, make Suwen question how much she is to blame for the 
assault and makes it difficult for her to meet people outside of Christians: The only 
outgoing ones were the Christians who were eager to pull her into their prayer groups 
and bible study groups (FOC 2003:176).  The Christian-induced guilt surrounding 
the assault and of sex as the road to damnation (FOC 2003:176) resurfaces when 
Mark and Suwen share a bed one night while on a weekend away.  Although initially 
she was quite uncomfortable about the situation, [t]he next morning when she woke 
up, she had found herself lying in his arms. Shed lept out of bed at once. Gosh, I 
was stoned. Did I rape you? Mark scratched his head wickedly; she threw a pillow at 
him and instantly shed remembered with a stab of pain and shame that it was what 
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she had done with her mothers husband [who had assaulted her] (FOC 2003:183).  
Mark represents an opportunity to overcome the trauma of her childhood; however, 
he does not realize that the situation recalls Suwens sexual assault and flippantly 
makes a joke about rape.  This scene exhibits the concept that foreigners do not take 
issues seriously that citizens do, because the foreigner is usually not personally 
invested in, affected by, or often even aware of the problem.  Marks outsideness 
becomes apparent when Suwen expresses her dissatisfaction with the governments 
attempts to mold her identity:   
I dont speak Mandarin. Speaking Cantonese doesnt count these 
days. At least not in Singapore. No dialects. Speak Mandarin. Then 
sometimes I think, so what? Why should I let the authorities define 
who I am?  
 
Now, now, now, Mark was wagging a finger at her and shaking his 
head in mock despair. Thats what your government calls 
individualistic thought, its not good.  
 
Yes, laugh, Mark. You can laugh because youre a foreigner (FOC 
2003:187). 
 
This conversation highlights the difference between a womans Otherness and a 
foreigners Otherness; the foreigner, even though he or she may reside within the 
foreign nation, remains an external Other who can remain unaffected, while the 
woman is an internal Other whose identity is defined and confined by a masculinized 
authority. 
While Suwens Christian and national identity both work to prevent her from 
having a relationship with a foreigner, Mei in Foreign Bodies portrays her Christian 
faith at odds with her Singapore identity with regards to a Caucasian man.  Foreign 
Bodies contains a stereotypical portrayal of a British man, Andy, who likes to spend 
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his days drinking and watching football; he is falsely accused of running a gambling 
syndicate and thrown in jail.  However, in the end, this foreigner provides a closer 
representation of a Biblical character than the Singaporean men in the novel.  Eugene, 
Meis childhood Singaporean friend, is a liar, who is too afraid to tell the truth, 
announce Andys innocence, and accept the punishment himself.  Loong, Eugenes 
Singaporean adversary, is a supposed murderer, who echoes the words of Satan in 
Paradise Lost: I dont need God, because I am a god.Id rather be a king in Hell, 
than a slave in Heaven (FB 1997:109).  Meis grandfather pulls her away from her 
Christian faith and towards damnation: My grandfather was in hell, and he was 
taking me with him (Tan 1997:18).  In addition, Mei was raped by her father when 
she was a young girl.  To state the obvious, the Singaporean men in this novel are not 
portrayed in a good light.   
The only Singaporean man who is portrayed positively is Meis Uncle 
Cheong, who converts her to Christianity; Mei recalls, I became a Christian because 
I wanted to be like Uncle Cheong (FB 1997:23).  Uncle Cheong, although a 
Singaporean citizen, is a foreigner in that he is an outsider in the family; he is 
unsettled, portrayed as unfilial and footloose.  Mei is similarly drawn to Andy, 
because of his genuine faith in Christianity.  In this way, we see that Christian 
connections supersede connections between citizens of the same country.  Although 
Andy has obvious flaws, such as laziness and drunkenness, his faith redeems him in 
Meis mind; she even dreams that he is the Fisher King: 
A long time ago, my Uncle Cheong told me about the Fisher King, the 
guardian of the grail, the maimed monarch who ruled over the dry and 
wasted land. When Andy told me about his vision and the wound in 
his thigh, I thoughtno, it couldnt be. How could Andy be the Fisher 
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King? Joseph of Arimathea collected the blood from Christs wounds 
as it dripped from the cross into the cup. How could Andy possibly 
possess this sacred vessel? Andy was a lager lout who spent most of 
his life performing reverse communion, turning his own blood into 
alcohol. How could he possibly be the keeper of the grail?....Andy had 
always had the cup, but he spent his life denying it. But now he has 
clasped the chalice with both hands, now that he is willing to share the 
cup of love with all the world, who knows what will happen? (Tan 
1997:278-279). 
 
Mei believes that God can work through Andy in powerful ways.  The fact that he is a 
foreigner reveals her acceptance of a more cosmopolitan worldview, but it is a 
neocolonially influenced worldview.  Andy is not just any foreigner; his British 
citizenship cannot be downplayed.  Mei would not view a Malaysian or a Korean 
missionary as the Fisher King, because the legend of the Fisher King has Celtic 
origins, and is most strongly associated with the story of King Arthur, arguably the 
most famous British legend. Even Meis view of fellow Christians has been 
colonized.    
Similar to Mei who idealizes the British Andy, Yin Ling in Following the 
Wrong God Home idolizes an American, Ben Gallagher, quite literally by seeing him 
as Jesus, her Saviour from a miserable marriage.  Her husband, Vincent, is an ardent 
Christian and quite successful; before their marriage, he had been included among 
Singapores Fifty Most Eligible Bachelors by Lifestyle magazine and singled out for 
grooming in public service by the Minister for National Development (FTWGH 
2001:8).  He is also very controlling and has old-fashioned ideas about the place of 
a woman: Call me old-fashionedbut Ill permit makeup only for the wedding 
day.Otherwise just a little for evening functions. In a moment of rebellion [Yin 
Ling] thoughtshe might have her hair cut off, load her eyes with mascara, rouge her 
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cheeks and raise her hemline for the  pleasure of watching his shocked reaction 
(FTWGH 2003:81).  Yin Ling did not want to marry Vincent due to his requirement 
of submission. But she had no way to escape, because Vincent generously helped her 
family financially.  Vincent is a false Saviour and in that sense he embodies 
institutional Christianity; he provides for her and thinks what he is doing is in Yin 
Lings best interests, but in reality he is encouraging helplessness and is confining her 
to place she does not want to be.   
Meeting the American Ben, who is the opposite of Vincent in many ways, is 
Yin Lings true opportunity for salvation.  In the moment she discovers for herself the 
stirrings of democracy, the first right she wants to acquire was the right to a man of 
her own choosing.  Yin Ling remembers the precise details (FTWGH 2001:18) 
about the first time she saw Ben. In Bens first appearance, he is portrayed as a hero, 
as one who will fight for those who cannot protect themselves.  A Filipina maid, 
having fled from her abusive Singaporean employers, was clinging to Bens leg.  The 
Singaporean family was telling Ben You foreigners think you can interfere! 
(FTWGH 2001:26).  Ben had a protective arm around the frightened girl and was 
saying loudly, Im prepared to testify in court (FTWGH 2001:27).  Yin Ling was 
filled with a fervent wish that became a desperate longing. Inexplicably, she longed 
to see this man again (FTWGH 2001:27).  Bens self-righteous chivalry recalls how 
the British viewed themselves in their efforts to civilize the heathens through the 
process of colonization.  Bens status as a god in Yin Lings mind only grows 
stronger the more she gets to know him: 
Her spirit soared to the love of this man, from a foreign land, who had 
come into her life unexpectedly and too late.  It was a call of pure love 
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that enticed her spirit and made it sing and soar, a cosmic yearning, no 
longer tied to the smallness and meanness of earthbound things. As a 
girl in school, during an art lesson when they had to express their 
dearest dream in a painting, [Yin Ling] had drawn a picture of herself 
and the gentle Saviour with the beard and middle-parted hair, in loving 
closeness, among a froth of clouds and a sunburst of haloes.It was 
entitled Love (FTWGH 2001:133).   
 
She replaces the image of the Christian Saviours love, which she learned about 
through her convent education,59 with the reality of Bens love.  Yin Ling had long 
ago abandoned her faith in Jesus: The god, inviting the hungry, sick, and troubled to 
go to him, ignored her and went on his way, leaving her stamping her feet in 
vexation.In time, the god too would become irrelevant and fade away (FTWGH 
2001:118, 119).  Ben literally becomes her new Saviour as he allows her to follow 
her desires.  Ben asks her to leave Vincent: 
Come with me, Ben said to her a month and a half before her 
wedding and her spirit swelled.  The radiant-faced god of love, high up 
in the vast blue sky, was stretching out his arms to her, but he had to 
reckon with his rivals, dark and serious-faced because their realms of 
influence were not love but hard cash, property and status, duty to 
mothers and servants and sheer survival on a cold, hard planetand a 
colder, harder bit of the planet called Singapore (FTWGH 2003:134). 
 
Not only does Ben replace the cold image of the Christian God, but also he offers a 
chance for escape from the colder, harder bit of the planet called Singapore.  Yin 
Ling rejects institutional Christianity and her Singaporean identity in choosing to 
leave her husband and follow her spiritual calling to be with Ben. 
Tragically, Yin Ling dies on a plane crash.  On the passenger list, her name 
was written as Mrs. Yin Ling Gallagher, although she and Ben had not married.  
All Ben could think [when he saw the passenger list] was, She called herself 
                                                
59Following the Wrong God Home mentions that Yin Ling attended the St. Elizabeth convent 
(FTWGH 2001:118).   
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Gallagher (FTWGH 2001:366).  Her use of Bens last name demonstrates her full 
acceptance of the transformation of her identity from trapped, submissive wife to a 
woman who claims her lovers ownership of her without his insistence.  However, it 
must be acknowledged that it is another subordination, even if she chooses it 
willingly.  Here we see the patriarchal implications of Jesus and God being portrayed 
as men.  Yin Ling can only envision her Saviour as a man, rather than claiming an 
independent spirituality. She is still subordinate to male supremacy and obtains a 
relative degree of freedom only through a relationship with another man. 
Similar to Yin Lings earth-bound image of the Saviour, the image of the 
Saviour as a man has residual effects for Maries marriage to an American in Rice 
Bowl. Like Following the Wrong God Home, the novel fortifies the idea that a 
relationship with a Caucasian man is a second subordination to male supremacy. 
Marie is an attractive Singaporean nun who teaches at a convent. She is positioned at 
the intersection of colonial, national, and church patriarchies; she negotiates with 
these powers, but ultimately is portrayed as self-centered and selfish rather than as a 
genuine proponent for change.  Her character personifies the dual force of 
Christianity which has the latent potential to be a liberating force, but often reinforces 
patriarchal subjugation, a fact which the novel highlights. 
As a nun, Marie has chosen a life of chastity, just like her namesake Mary.  
Virgins living together were thought to be reenacting the life of Mary who, according 
to legend, lived in enclosed space for most of her early life (Morgan 2005).  The 
virgin conceptionbecoming the mother to Jesuslocates Mary at the center of 
Christian attempts to control generative power.  Despite the similar name, Marie 
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proves to be very different from the biblical Mary.  By rejecting Paul, Maries 
Singaporean boyfriend before she was a nun, Marie symbolically rejects the 
patriarchy of Singapore and Christianity.  Paul is a Singaporean male who completely 
supports the system; he says, People do value their rice bowls. They want flats, they 
want houses, they want cars, they want money in the banks and theyre getting them 
under this system! (RB 1984:144).  His memories of his relationship with Marie are 
a microcosm for the model of Singapore as a feminized space protected by a 
masculine authority: Like a hurt sparrow she had come quivering into his arms and 
he had enclosed her protectively, shielding her (RB 1984:270). Entering the convent 
is Maries way of escaping her expected roles as wife and mother in the Singapore 
society.  Pauls name bears significance, as Elizabeth Morgan reveals, Christian 
modesty and celibacy movements seem to begin with the admonitions of Paul [from 
the Bible] for women to be covered (Morgan 2005).  Maries rejection of Paul 
foreshadows her later decisions to give up her vow of chastity and also Singapore as 
her home. 
After getting involved with a socially active Christian group, Marie leaves the 
convent and Singapore, because she wants to marry the American Hans, who is 
deported after an anti-war demonstration.  Her Singaporean ex-boyfriend, Paul, 
assisted in Hans deportation, because Paul views him as a menace: he is an expat. 
Expats have no right to get involved. As far as I am concerned they are all still 
neocolonialists. They still think of themselves as the great saviours (RB 1984:145).  
Pauls ironic use of the great saviours not only emphasizes the latent misguided 
notions many foreigners from colonizing powers still have about formerly colonized 
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places, but also ironically highlights that Hans does become a Saviour in Maries 
mindsomething that the Singaporean Paul could not do.  
In marrying a westerner, the foreign other, [Marie] may be seen as rejecting 
three familiesher own, the Church, and the State, thus denying the institutional 
authority each represents, filial, religious, and political, with a radical act of 
disobedience in each instance (Koh 1989:285).  Her relationship with the foreigner 
allows her to affirm what she truly believes in rather than following institutionalized 
expectations. As Marie is leaving the convent for the last time, she notices, High up 
on this side of the [chapels] grey walls a large patch of cement had fallen away 
revealing the orange bricks beneath, and wedging its way through this hardness was a 
green plant, a seed dropped by birds perhaps (RB 1984:251).  This image of a green 
plant symbolizes Maries breaking free not only from the confines of the convent, but 
also from the rigidity of Singapore: She hated this society they had built.So 
perhaps this was indeed Gods way to get her out of a society she had grown to 
resent? Perhaps it was His will that she should serve the cause of freedom and justice 
in another land? (RB 1984:257).   
Marie does not reject all the teachings of Christianity, only the vow of 
chastity. However, one could argue her association with Christianity exposed her to 
people and ideas that led to her deciding to leave her home country.  She was not able 
to do this independently, but only with the inspiration and direction from a man. Her 
dependence on Hans to make new identity associations confirms the residual impact 
of the patriarchal institutions that have shaped her life. 
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Rice Bowl seems at some points to suggest that women are not quite ready for 
authoritative roles.  Due to the mouldable phase Maries students are in, many of 
them hero-worship her,60 but her desire to help is outweighed by her selfish ambitions 
and lust to control.  Maries dealings with these girls put her in the position of 
author in the sense that she believes she has the power to make them do anything 
she wants. Particularly revealing is Maries attempt to reach out to Ser Mei, a 
troubled daughter of a prostitute.  The eighteen-year-old Ser Mei writes Marie a 
desperate letter; it says, This is bad. I need you.  I hate to admit it, but I am afraid to 
lose you (RB 1984:41).  Marie is  
awed at her ability to touch people so deeply and yet remain detached 
herself.  She could move in and out like a freelance gardener invited 
into many private gardens to listen to the murmuring of the leaves, to 
admire the rare blooms or to cure sick plants.  Though honoured and 
grateful she did not want to stay long in any garden. She must move on 
for the other gardens needed her care too.  She knew she must have 
disappointed many people but they must accept this transience, this 
impermanence. It was part of life. It was also part of the condition of 
loving Marie (RB 1984:41). 
 
The images of the garden and gardener are loaded.  In the Genesis creation story, God 
is the gardener and creator of the garden.  Marie puts herself in Gods author(itative) 
position, just as the women writers have done.  But unlike the women writers, Marie 
duplicates the authoritative, judgmental structures that marginalize and confine 
women like Ser Mei.   
Ser Meifeeling misunderstood by Marieaccepts her mothers plea to lose 
her virginity to an old man in exchange for fifty thousand dollars.  The old man dies 
                                                
60 Hero-worshipping nuns was not uncommon. Suchen Christine Lim wrote Rice Bowl, but fellow 
author Catherine Lim admitted in an interview: This was quite common with girls brought up by 
nuns, after a while you hero worship them and you want to be with them in every way. I always 
wanted to become a nun (Catherine Lim 29 Mar. 2004). 
. 
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while he is on top of Ser Mei, and the young girlbelieving she is only a hole; a 
rotten hole; a black hole of death! (RB 1984:96)kills herself.  Koh Tai Ann 
declares this little vignette [as] stock melodrama (Koh 1989:285), and although I 
agree that the scene is sensational, this sensationalism reveals the residual nature of 
commodification and how the next generation can be drawn into it as well. Read 
symbolically, the death of the patriarch who paid for Ser Meis virginity is very 
subversive; the scene could be read as demonstrating how patriarchy kills itself 
through its own lust. But at the same time, it paradoxically suggests that mission 
schools do not help women help one another, in the ways that writing does.  It is 
critical to acknowledge that Marie would never be in the same position as Ser Mei, 
because she has escaped the cycle of commodification through the mission school.  In 
some sense, she is one step ahead of Ser Mei in the structure of confinement. In this 
setup that all of the women writers acknowledge, but which Rice Bowl most explicitly 
exposes, Singapore patriarchy is the deepest-seated, while Christian patriarchy is a 
little more liberating, because it contains tools for liberation that women can employ 
to move out of the net of the church as a confining force. However, at the same time, 
Rice Bowl shows convent education does not help women to help each other.  Writing 
accomplishes what the convent education cannot.  
BEING A FOREIGNER  
 Not only do Singapore women write about the negotiations of identity that 
come with falling in love with foreigners, but also they write about Singaporeans who 
experience being foreigners themselves.  In the case of Singapore, economic 
necessity remains a gangplankor a screenbetween xenophobia and 
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cosmopolitanism (Kristeva 1991:54); as the Asian values debate confirms, the 
government wants the people to remain on this gangplank rather than shifting too 
far to the xenophobia or cosmopolitanism side.   
Christianity encourages cosmopolitanism more than Singapores nationalism 
does; Pauls Ecclesia encourages sibling-like connections with fellow Christians 
regardless of nationality or other discriminating factors. Robbie Goh explains, The 
main impact of these factors is to reinforce the socioeconomic progressivism latent in 
evangelical Christianity, to create a set of social values that call forth a young, wired, 
globally networked Christian identity that is comfortable in an Anglophone and 
multilingual setting (Goh 2003a:312).  This comfort, combined with Singapores 
global economy, opens up the possibility for Singapore Christians to leave their 
country of birth. 
The cosmopolitanism that Christianity encourages conflicts with stable 
national identities. A closer examination of cosmopolitanism discloses the violence 
and strangeness of the subjective facet of cosmopolitanismnot the neutral serenity 
of philosophical wisdom that remains above borders, but the passionate tearing away 
that shakes the identity of one who no longer recognizes himself in the community of 
his own people (Kristeva 1991:142).  Is cosmopolitanism possible without 
renouncing or looking down upon customs or habits of ones native culture or nation?   
As a relatively young nation, Singapores customs and habits are not as 
visibly identifiable as those of long-established civilizations, such as China or India. 
As it stands, Singapores identity revolves around shared values, rather than any 
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plainly identifiable characteristics.  Singapores identity is summed up in the vision of 
the former President Wee:  
We should preserve the cultural heritage of each of our communities 
and uphold certain common values which capture the essence of being 
Singaporean.  These core values include placing society above self, 
upholding the family as the basic building block of society, resolving 
major issues through consensus instead of contention, and stressing 
racial and religious tolerance and harmony (Wee 9 Jan. 1989).   
 
However, with an identity that depends on the preservation of diversity and values, 
the difficulty in pinning down a definitive Singaporean identity can lead to 
insecurities when Singaporeans leave their nation and must describe their identity to 
others. In Fistful of Colours, Suwen studies abroad in England, and an emotional 
situation arises from her use of English.  Her university planned an international night 
where people from foreign countries performed: 
The three of us from Singapore didnt know what to do. I mean our 
national language is Malay, but we didnt know Malay.So, in the 
end, we sang Sing Your Way Home. The applause, well, was 
lukewarm. Some of the Caucasians wondered why we sang in English. 
I was so embarrassed. Then later that night, Mark said something 
stupid.like I had no tongue of my own, and that I had a borrowed 
tongue [sic] (FOC 2003:77-78). 
 
Marks statement not only challenges the authenticity of Suwens identity since she 
speaks English as her native tongue, but also the legitimacy of her identity itself.  The 
song choice, Sing Your Way Home, is quite ironic, because the origins of the song 
are unknown, just as Suwens national identity is not evident to the non-Singaporeans 
she performs for.    
Studying abroad is looked upon favorably by Singaporeans, but it is expected 
that they return to help the local economy, as Suwen does in Fistful of Colours.  
Singaporeans choosing to migrate to other countries presents a concern for the 
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government.  Already troubled by the low birth rate among graduate mothers, Goh 
Chok Tongs regime emphasized Singapore as a home in order to counter the surge of 
Singaporeans migrating.  Goh said, The most important strength of a Singaporean 
must be his commitment to his country.If we are committed to Singaporeif we 
consider this our home and not just a convenient hotelwe will build a better 
Singapore (ST 9 Aug. 1996).  An editorial in The Straits Times compared migrating 
for the good of ones children to the Chinese traditions of foot-binding and 
concubinage: 
How many parents in ancient China who broke their young daughters 
feet in metres of binding cloth had convinced themselves that by doing 
so, they were ensuring that their girls would have one of the most 
desirable attributes?  Maiming the feet of their children this way 
was what those parents believed to be the best step towards securing a 
wealthy husband and a better future. Similarly, how many parents in 
imperial China had sought to catch the imperial eunuchs eye, so that 
he would recruit their daughters for the emperors pleasure and open a 
life of fabulous wealth and power for their children and grandchildren? 
Yet how many of those selected daughters would in reality languish in 
cold chambers, dying premature, ignominious deaths from neglect or 
torture? Thus when modern day parents think moving offis the 
answerthey may want to think again. Is it really good for youngsters 
to be ripped untimely from a half-finished childhood in Singapore? 
(Tan Sai Siong 25 Aug. 1996:3). 
   
The children are perplexingly feminized as young girls with bound feet or concubines 
in order to portray the victimization of migration.  This article also implies that the 
feminized nation of Singapore is also victimized by migration; if she does not retain 
her citizens, the nation loses her greatest asset.  Once again, we see the links between 
victimhood, femininity, and the national identity of Singapore. 
Despite migrations adverse press, Singaporeans still choose to migrate. Love 
and Vertigo and The World Waiting to Be Made portray Singaporean families who 
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migrate to Australia.  The families encounter difficulties with assimilation and a 
hierarchy where Australian customs and lifestyles are considered superior to life in 
Singapore.  The move to Australia for the Tay family in Love and Vertigo forces the 
search for a community to belong to.  The Tay family finds this community in a 
church and quickly become heavily involved.  The Christian influences further pull 
the family away from their Singapore identity.  Graces mother reads 
a book called Pigs in the Parlor, written by two Texas Baptists. The 
simple thesis of the book was that the world was teeming with demons 
who, like bacteria, invaded our bodies and homes and stirred up sinful 
thoughts and practices. The devil needed to be driven out of our lives. 
Deliverance would set us free and turn us into one soppy, sentimental, 
huggy American sitcom family (LAV 2000:224).  
 
Goh emphasizes that Christianitys global identity and network system has its 
problems, most significantly its tendency to follow the lines of historical colonialism 
and to reinforce neocolonial cultural domination by cultural centers like the US (Goh 
2003a:318).  These neocolonial influences work to diminish the power of Singapore 
in the shaping of identity, and Grace does not seem excited about becoming one 
soppy, sentimental, huggy American sitcom family.  It is another restriction on her 
identity rather than a source of liberationDeliverance would set us freethat the 
Christian cultural machinery portray the faith to be. 
In addition to the neo-colonial influences of her Christian faith, Graces 
assimilation into Australian culture breeds contempt for her Singaporean heredity: 
These Singaporean roots of [my mother], this side of herand possibly of me too
were unacceptable. I looked for difference and sought superior disgust as an 
automated response.  I realize now I had gone to Singapore with the attitude of a 
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nineteenth century memsahib61 (LAV 2000:3).  Graces identification with the 
colonizer shows how easy the recreation of the civilizing mission can be; developing 
the self requires an Other, even if that Other represents what the self used to be.   
Also shameful of her Singaporean roots, the main female character in The 
World Waiting to Be Made, whose name is never given, tries to distance herself.  
The world waiting to be made is an appropriate label for the narrator, since her 
name is never given; the implicationwhich conforms with the sentiments expressed 
in The Straits Times as the girl is prematurely plucked from her homeland of 
Singaporeis that her identity, her world, is waiting to be made. 
While Love and Vertigo and The World Waiting to Be Made both depict 
Singaporeans ashamed of their national identity after migrating, Tan Hwee Hwees 
Mammon Inc. portrays the uncultured aspects of the Singaporean way of life, while 
simultaneously idealizing and demonizing the merits of cosmopolitanism.  Chiah 
Deng, who attends university in England, wants to break away from the scripted life 
that Singapore offers for women: I was afraid that if I stayed in Singapore, I would 
become the typical Singaporean. I would end up in a marriage arranged by the 
governments Social Development Unit (MI 2001:54). Her education in England 
exposes her to ideas and concepts that thrill her imagination.  However, she has a 
difficult time reconciling this with her Singaporean identity: Most people in 
Singapore thought [Platos shadows, Edward Hoppers staring windows and Donnes 
bracelets] were dead boring.  So that was my plightto love the culture of a society 
that would never accept me.  I longed to find some special place, a world where I 
                                                
61 A respectful form of address for European women in colonial India. 
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would no longer feel alone and abandoned (MI 2001:14).  A truly cosmopolitan 
person, she no longer recognizes herself in the community of her own people. 
Chiah Dengs outsider status recalls Eves rejection from the Garden of Eden. 
Indeed, Mammon Inc. has the most number of allusions to Eve of any of the novels 
examined in this thesis.  Not only do these frequent allusions reinforce Chiah Dengs 
bond to the plight of all women, but also by negotiating directly with this crippling 
myth, she attempts to usurp its absolute power.  Cosmopolitanism is portrayed as the 
tempting fruit; while it gives access to new people and ideas, it also severs a person 
from ones original identity. Cosmopolitanism, embodied in the multinational 
Mammon Inc., is at odds with Chiah Dengs Christian and Singaporean identities. 
However, Chiah Dengs Christian and Singaporean identities predisposed her to 
wanting a job at Mammon: her Singaporean filial duty encourages her to accept the 
offer so she can support her family financially, while her Christian faith influenced 
her cosmopolitan, non-Singaporean elements that allowed her to be considered for the 
job. Christianity is at odds with her Singaporean identity as well, so Chiah Deng is 
pulled in many directions.  
The interview process makes Chiah Deng confront aspects of her Singaporean 
identity that she does not like.  For one of the tests, she trains her Singaporean sister 
to get along with pretentious Oxford students: 
Watching the test was like seeing both sides of my soul act out against 
each other.  It was like my soul was divorced, East from West. Cause: 
irreconcilable differences.  I didnt realize this until I saw it on stage, 
butI could see how much contempt my Western side had for my 
Eastern side.Racism in Oxford was immovably embedded in 
everything around me.I suddenly realized that there would be no 
place for me among the elite in England (MI 2001:197).   
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Unwanted in England, Chiah Deng also recognizes that she cannot go to Singapore: 
I had too much contempt for the stupidity and cultural cluelessness that I saw in 
Singaporeans like my sister. Even if I became Singapores answer to Milton, I 
wouldnt value that.You might be the ruler of your habitat but youre still at the 
bottom of the food chain (MI 2001:197-198).  Chiah Deng, like Grace Tay in Love 
and Vertigo, assumes the position of the colonizer in her criticisms and 
condescension she directs towards the country of her birth. 
Mammon Inc. gives Chiah Deng an opportunity to interact with other people 
who similarly feel detached from, or rather above, their national identities; Draco 
Sidious, the CEO of Mammon Inc., knew what I really hungered fornot money, 
but love.Mammon offered me eternal Communion with a tribe who loved me. How 
could I resist the bait? (MI 2001:275).  The company, Mammon, embodies the dual 
force of Christianity.  Christianitys connections with Mammon Inc. do not yield a 
simple dichotomy, but rather expose a complex denunciation of Christianitys 
ambivalence to enabling patriarchal structures. On the one hand, Christianity and 
Mammon provide Communion with a tribe who loved me, but at the same time 
they also distance Chiah Deng from her roots.  Furthermore, Mammon Inc. has 
sinister leanings. Draco Sidious has an attractive personality, but in many ways, his 
character resembles the persuasive serpent that lured Eve to eat from the tree.  
Despite some of the evil resonances of Mammon Inc., Chiah Deng explicitly links 
Christ with the company: Christ was like Mammon. He demanded that I give up my 
friends, family, my life itself before he would give me the kingdom, the pearl of great 
price. But what a painful price to pay (MI 2001:202).  This linkage insinuates a tacit 
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condemnation of Christianity for requiring suffering and womens inferiority in order 
to claim the reward of heaven.   
It is crucial to point out that Chiah Deng cannot choose both Christ and 
Mammon; each demands total commitment.  Yet Christianity represents a greater 
sacrifice than joining the ranks of Mammon. She reflects, All I had to do was to 
believe that two thousand years ago, God in Christ wrapped himself around a wooden 
pole to save me. But I couldnt. For to do so would make me as solitary as the man 
who hung from the cross, cursed and abandoned by all he loved.I wasnt Christ, but 
merely Eve. I didnt have the stamina to bear the cross (MI 2001:276).  She focuses 
on Christs suffering rather than on his glorious resurrection after his death.  
Assuming Eves position seems to be inevitable for Chiah Deng: And in those slick 
surfaces, I saw myself as Eve must have done after the Fall, realizing for the first time 
that I had been naked before this giant snake all along (MI 2001:276).  Chiah Dengs 
acceptance of being Eve is an acceptance of the lot of women, who are portrayed as 
too easily tempted and thus sentenced to a life of pain.   
The novel ends on very ambiguous terms that do not explicitly state whether 
or not Chiah Deng gives into temptation.  The final line hints at an ominous 
conclusionthat Chiah Deng will accept the Mammon Inc. offerbut does not 
confirm anything: The apple in Eves eye (MI 2001:278).  Chiah Deng has not yet 
tasted the fruit.  A glimmer of hope for Chiah Dengs salvation and redemption 
remains; like the thief crucified with Jesus, perhaps Chiah Dengs redemption is last 
minute. Chiah Deng originally turned down the Mammon Inc. job; shortly afterwards, 
she sent an email to Tock Seng, her Singapore childhood love: Maybe I dont need a 
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tribe, dont need the company of Mammon. Maybe one Adam is all Eve needs for her 
life to be Paradise (MI 2001:273). Unfortunately, the email bounces back.  This 
could be read as the irreversibility of the fall, but it is more complex than that. Since 
the novel ends with the apple still untasted, there remains the possibility for a 
different outcome, one where direction from a man is not involved.  This very 
possibility marks a deviation from the creation story in Genesis, because there still 
remains a chance for Eve, for all of womankind to have a different lot.  Mammon Inc. 
gives the story of Eve multiple possibilities, an unprecedented feat. Although it 
condemns the suffering entailed in living a Christian life, it co-opts the Christ 
narrative which allows for the redemption and rewriting of fallen women.   
Unlike womens writing which usurps the myth of Eve, having children 
recalls and perpetuates Eves sin. Eves punishment of painful procreation makes 
every mother a mother of a generation of tainted children. The spreader of original 
sin (MI 2001:277). This guilt about bringing a child into a painful world can create a 
disconnect between mother and child. Eve was the first woman to experience the 
foreigner within: a child.  Love and Vertigo portrays conception of a baby as akin to 
colonization: He invades her body and she has to make space for his colony.She is 
confined to her bed with this new I inside her O. She will never be human again 
until she expels this foreign I inside her (LAV 2000:124-125).  There is a feeling of 
not being human while she is pregnant, despite the fact that she is fulfilling her 
god-given and state-driven duty as a woman to bear children.  The characters in 
Singapore womens writing have differing feelings about their reproductive abilities; 
however, there is an overwhelming fear of sex, which is reflected in and magnified by 
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the pervasive trope of rape.  In the next chapter, we will see how the female 
characters negotiate rapethe ultimate penetration and denial of sovereign identity.   
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
NEGOTIATING RAPE 
You need not be a female or a feminist to deplore this particular violation of body 
and spirit. You only need to be a believer in that most basic of human rights, the right 
of every person to control the integrity and privacy of his or her own body. 
Rape: Weapon of Terror p. 8 
Rape: Weapon of Terror was published by the Association of Women for 
Action and Research (AWARE), a Singapore womens group founded in direct 
response to the Great Marriage Debate in 1985; in other words, AWARE is a by-
product of the Singapore governments project to separate the spheres.  The group is 
explicitly non-political, and it mentions this in its Constitution, as it is unlawful for 
societies in Singapore to engage in political activities.  AWAREs compulsory 
political ambivalence62 reproduces the compartmentalization of women in Singapore.  
As Deniz Kandiyoti explains, Feminism is not autonomous, but bound to the 
signifying network of the national context which produces it (Kandiyoti 1993:380).  
Given the limitations that AWARE faces, it is interesting to note that rape and 
violence against women is one of the most important issues for the group.  In addition 
to their publications on rape, AWARE also runs advertisement campaigns around the 
city against date rape and has an online interactive book Choices, which helps 
teenagers to analyze real-life situations involving rape and harassment. 
AWARE is not the only group that directs its attention towards rape.  
Christian Singaporean female writers also hone in on this disturbing trope. It is 
                                                
62 Please read Lenore Lyons A State of Ambivalence: The Feminist Movement in Singapore (2004). 
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surprising how many texts contain a sexual molestation,63 especially considering 
Singapores fame for being safe.  Following the Wrong God Home mentions this 
reputation: An expats wife rankedafter the fishhead currythe safety and 
security of the streets for women and young girls, even late at night.In another city 
in the world,their daughter would have been raped or drugged or had her throat 
slit (FTWGH 2001:65).  Despite this famed safety, the government warns low 
crime doesnt mean no crime [sic],64 and these novels show that Singaporean women 
are not safe from rape even in their own country. 
What does this reoccurring trope of rape reveal? I will attempt to make visible 
the context of these sexual molestations within the texts and show how these rape 
narratives are shaped by absent protective mechanisms within the national and 
religious frameworks.  Lynn A. Higgins argues, Rape exists as an absence or gap 
that is both product and source of textual anxiety, contradiction, or censorship.[I]t 
remains variously as a stain or a bruise, as a gap or absence, a failed attempt at 
repression that ensures the violence will return.the story that often gets told is that 
of an inability to tell the story (Higgins 1991:3). Rape reinforces and epitomizes the 
power of silencing and the strength of the gender imbalance at the intersection 
between Christianity and government policy.   
In the novels this chapter examines, the representations of rape are 
inextricably bound up with representations of national and religious boundaries.  
Since the identity of Singapore is constructed around a compartmentalized female 
                                                
63 The Bondmaid, Love and Vertigo, Rice Bowl, Foreign Bodies, Following the Wrong God Home, This 
Place Called Absence, Fistful of Colours, The Serpents Tooth, The Song of Silver Frond, The 
Teardrop Story Woman, The Womens Book of Superlatives, and Loves Lonely Impulses all contain 
rapes or sexual molestations of women. 
64 This is a famous government slogan in Singapore.  
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space, when the metaphoric bearer of that space is penetrated by force, by extension 
the integrity of the nation is also at stake, and the power of the supposedly protective 
masculinized authority is undermined. The same could be argued about a rape victim 
within the church; her violation represents the ultimate penetration and negation of a 
safe, feminized inner space of the virtuous Christian community that condemns the 
evil world outside.  
However, despite the threat that rape presents to the integrity of the core 
identities of the nation and the church, neither institution works particularly hard to 
prevent or to heal this injustice. The Singapore government and Christianity both 
perpetuate control over and thus devaluate womens bodies; rape must be viewed 
with this in mind. Within Singapore and Christian contexts, the virginal is 
emphasized.65 A paradox lies at the center of societal and religious glorification of the 
virginal: women are responsible for protecting the integrity of their bodies when it 
comes to virginity, but at the same time societal and religious constructions render 
women as vulnerable and in need of mens protection. These two expectations do not 
reconcile, and this lack of correspondence leaves room for rape, a heinous deed which 
negates both sides of the paradox surrounding womens virginity: women cannot 
always protect their virginity and men cannot always protect women from other men.  
Thus, we are not talking about the nation or the church as rapists, but rather they are 
                                                
65 While I acknowledge that some women in Singapore have sex before marriage, The Straits Times 
comments, The stress on purity and virginity still exists very much in Singapore, at least at a face-
value level (ST 22 Mar. 1993).  Although sex before marriage is more acceptable than it was years 
ago, on the surface level, most Singaporean women do not want to be considered loose, one of the 
rape stigmas (ST 22 Mar. 1993), and that label is inextricably bound up with the stress on the virginal. 
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both complicit in setting up structures that maintain women in vulnerable positions.66  
To fight against rape would be to fight against the same dynamics that place the 
woman in the weaker, vulnerable, victimized position that allows the patriarchy of the 
nation and of the church to stay in place.  
Furthermore, womens silence is tacitly condoned in Singapore and Christian 
contexts, especially when it comes to a sensitive issue such as rape. Women are afraid 
to report that they have been raped, out of fear and because of the stigma.  One 
psychologist estimates that nine out of 10 rape cases worldwide are never reported. 
Other reports quote rape experts as saying that in Singapore, an even smaller 
proportion of victims report a rape (ST 22 Mar. 1993). Many Singaporean women 
fear reporting rape, because a raped woman often comes across as soiled, 
irresponsible or loose (ST 22 Mar. 1993). These biases against rape victims are 
tacitly supported by societys stress on the virginal and the governments lack of 
action to change the situation. 
The situation within church history shows a similar degree of inaction. 
Theologians throughout the centuries rarely acknowledge womens sexual trauma, 
because sexual violence at home is a womens lot, a fate to be suffered rather than a 
problem to be solved (Livezey 1987:938). Famed theologian Augustine condemns 
the rapist as a sinner, but the rape victim may also be in sin if she experiences the 
rape with pleasure (Livezey 1987:938).  Augustines fourth century attitude bears 
                                                
66 It should be noted that all patriarchal structures, whether religious or governmental, maintain women 
in vulnerable positions that leave them more in danger of being raped. This is a subject that should be 
explored in greater depth. However, this thesis is focusing on womens writing in Singapore. The 
novels examined concentrate on the intersecting negligent culpability of the Singapore government and 
Christianity for reasons laid out in the first and second chapters, and that is where the analysis will 
focus as well. 
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resemblance to the She-Asked-For-It syndrome (ST 22 Mar. 1993) that allegedly 
plagues some Singapore rape victims. Both attitudes blame the victim and reflect the 
deep-seated patriarchal constructionsolidified by Eve and perpetuated furtherof 
women as temptresses.  Although some Christians, such as Lois Livezey, challenge 
others to break the silence on sexual abuseas it is unfaithful to our commission, 
Livezey ultimately puts forth: Our theological heritage is an accomplice to sexual 
violence and violation. For the most part, the complicity of the churches and 
theologians in sexual violence is a complicity of silence (Livezey 1987:938). She 
presents the example of Lot, who offers his daughters to be raped by the men of 
Sodom in order to protect a stranger; Lots legacy is that of a righteous man (2 Pet. 
2:7) in the New Testament. Although most if not all Christians are horrified by Lots 
dealings with his daughters, the Bible remains silent about wrongdoing on Lots part 
in this particular incident.   
Despite the silent workings of the patriarchal structure of institutional 
Christianity when it comes to rape, in this chapter, we will once again see the dual 
force of Christianity. Although the church in the novels does not provide a place for 
the characters examined to deal with the trauma of rape, Christian ideas of spirituality 
help the women to transcend the pain. These novels renegotiate the space that the 
nation of Singapore, the church, and the body of the woman all fear: penetration.  In 
doing so, the women writers enable a visionary order where they are not confined to 
being a vulnerable victim. 
There is a sense in the Singaporean womens writing of the illogical nature of 
the task of writing about rape, with the setup being the sites of struggleSingapore 
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and Christianitycreating another site of strugglethe textwhich creates another 
site of strugglethe raperather than any sort of resolution.  However, within this 
framework, rape becomes the generative event (Bal 1988:3) that Susan Gubar and 
Sandra Gilbert claim is lacking in the masculinized world of writing.67  In the rape 
narratives, [t]he young women who are the victims aredisruptive of the social 
structure as well as of the narrative; their rapeworks to cure bothto bring about 
social order and to lead the narrative to its next phase (Bal 1988:1).  Not only is the 
narrative created out of this pivotal event, but also it creates social order by 
proclaiming the injustice to the readers, and thus justice is achieved vicariously.   
Of course there is a risk in reading rape purely as a metaphor; indeed, in the 
case of these novels, rape is actually occurring in the narrative.  In this chapter, we 
will encounter fictional Singaporean women who, despite their wealth and education, 
are still disadvantaged by their gender. None of the rapists are brought to justice.  The 
only rapist who is even publicly accused is the monk in Catherine Lims The Song of 
Silver Frond, who maintains that a demon had taken over his body when he stole 
Silver Fronds virginity.  The women in these novels find themselves with no one to 
turn tono one in the family, no one in the community, no one in the church, and no 
one in the government.  It is interesting to note that justice is often portrayed in the 
form of a woman.  The fact that justice also makes use of the female body is 
particularly apt with regards to these novels, because in these narratives Lady Justice 
is incapable and unable to act. 
Most of the female characters were victimized by people close to them: Mei in 
Foreign Bodies, Chow Chat Mui in This Place Called Absence, and Sharifah in The 
                                                
67 Please see footnote number 32. 
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Serpents Tooth are raped by their fathers; Yin Ling in Following the Wrong God 
Home was raped by her fiancé whom she later married; Suwen in Fistful of Colours 
was sexually assaulted by her stepfather; and Pandora in Love and Vertigo is raped by 
her husband.  These experiences represent the reality that often the most dangerous 
place for a woman to be is at home (Hankey 1997:209); this remains true whether 
home is defined as the physical structure where one lives or defined as the nation, 
as all of the rapes occur within Singapores borders.  The territorial claims that are 
made by the rapists on the womens bodies take off from the territorial claims that are 
made by the nation and the church.  The idea that women are not safe within the 
compartmentalized spaces of Christianity and the nation of Singapore further 
complicates the notion of the impenetrability of the masculine authority that 
surrounds and supposedly protects a core, vulnerable inner space.  
Rape thrives on the boundary between inner and outer; this is also true of the 
imagination, which can be labeled as vision for Singapore and belief for 
Christianity.  Belief in the scriptures is literally the act of turning ones own body 
inside-outimagining, creating, the capacity for symbolic and religious thought 
begin with the capacity to endow physical, interior events with an external, non-
physical referent (Scarry 1985:190). Belief in the potential of a nation is also the act 
of turning ones own body inside outimagining, creating infrastructure, 
buildings, and thriving businesses when there is no visual evidence that they have the 
potential to exist.  After the literal penetration of their bodies, these women will turn 
their bodies inside-out and begin creatingfollowing in the footsteps of the nation of 
Singapore and the Christian church.  Rape reduces these women to nothing; thus, like 
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God, Raffles, and Lee Kuan Yew, these women generate something out of nothing, in 
overcoming their negation of identity. 
Despite the many examples that could be discussed, this chapter will focus on 
Tan Hwee Hwees Foreign Bodies and Catherine Lims Following the Wrong God 
Home.  The rapes in these particular novels are framed by and framed within 
Christianity and Singapore.  Yin Ling in Following the Wrong God Home is raped by 
her government-employed fiancé because of his disappointment in the immorality of 
a Catholic priest; Mei in Foreign Bodies is raped by her father on Red Hill, the site of 
national heroes deaths that is transformed into the hill of Christs crucifixion. Not 
only are the rapes in these stories firmly situated within national and Christian 
frameworks, but also the narrative itself mimics the compartmentalization of a female 
vulnerable space by hinting at the rapes in an earlier scene and then firmly situating 
the rape within the narrative; thus the most vulnerable scenesthe rapesare 
compartmentalized within the texts themselves.  Both of the rapes occur 
chronologically before the opening scenes of the novels, but are told much later in the 
narrative.  For discussions of both of the novels, we will explore the earlier scene first 
in order to enhance the analysis of the rape.  This earlier scene allows us to gain 
access and further understanding about the rape; this narrative technique calls 
attention to the interconnected nature of events and also to the hurtful patriarchal 
composite configurations that the writers are trying to reveal.   
Despite this firmly situated positioning by Singapore, Christianity, and the 
novel, the female characters overcome the trauma and begin the process of creation.  
Mei and Yin Ling both manage to transcend their suffering and negotiate rape in 
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order to reclaim the territory of their bodies and their identities.  Although sexual 
violence is existentially and spiritually destructive (Livezey 1987:938), Mei and 
Yin Ling resurrect and generate life in the territory of their bodies. 
FOLLOWING THE WRONG GOD HOME 
Instances of rape are found in an astonishing number of Catherine Lims 
works.  Women are violated by husbands, brothers, fathers, lovers, and strangers. In 
The Womans Book of Superlatives, the short story The Rest Is Bonus focuses on a 
husband who abuses and rapes his wife and wants to sleep with his daughter. In The 
Enemy from the same short story collection, a young girl, whose favorite quote is 
from the Bible, is molested by her stepfather, the true enemy. In Transit to Heaven, 
a famous feminist commits suicide and is confronted in transit to heaven by one of 
the less fortunate women; the beggar asks, Did your phallacy theory stop men from 
raping us again and again? (WBOS 1993:138). In a poem, To a young schoolgirl 
who was raped and killed from Loves Lonely Impulses, Catherine Lim gives a voice 
to a victim who obviously could not protect herself; the poem hauntingly says, 
Please dont. I am going to be late for school (LLI 1992:41).  The Bondmaid 
narrates the rape of Chu by a Reverend who ruins her body beyond any capacity for 
childbearing (TB 1995:183). Han, the central character, has a vision of Wu, the 
object of her infatuation, raping her.  She cries out to a goddess, but the goddess 
cannot help, because the goddess is being raped by Sky God who thrusts into her 
most mercilessly (TB 1995:286). 
 I list these examples in order to demonstrate that Catherine Lim makes it quite 
clear in her works that women are often reduced to mens possessions and territory
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reminiscent of the way the colonizers viewed the colonies.  The Teardrop Story 
Woman explicitly links a womans body with claiming territory: 
Big Brother knew the precise limits of his lust: she would still be 
passed on intact to her husband. A womans body was for pillage as 
long as [men] agreed among themselves on their territorial limits. 
Strangers exposed and waved their penises from a distance, brothers 
came close but stopped short of rupture, husbands claimed right of full 
invasionThe woman would cry out in protest, but it was no use. Her 
fate had been ordained from the beginning of time (TTSW 1998:215). 
 
The weaker and more penetrable nature of the female body is inescapable, ordained 
from the beginning of time.   
Despite the interesting implications of these stories, I will focus on the rape 
scene in Following the Wrong God Home, because it deals most explicitly with the 
intersection of the Singapore government and Christianity and the linking territorial 
nature of nationhood, Christianity, and mens claims on womens bodies.  Yin Lings 
ability to overcome these claims, get past the rape and forge a new identity for herself 
enacts the project of Singapore women writers: they are colonizing the text of the 
novel and creating new territories for themselves and womankind. 
First, we will explore the territorial claims that Christianity makes on non-
believers within Christian families in Following the Wrong God Home. Non-Christian 
family members, such as Yin Ling,68 are subsumed into the Christian lifestyle. Yin 
Ling is surrounded by Christians (her husband, her brother, her mother, and her 
mother-in-law) who make claims on how Yin Ling should act based on their faith, 
rather than hers. She is left with very little freedom to make her own decisions. Yin 
Lings mother espouses her daughter to fulfil her Christian duty to her husband to 
                                                
68 Yin Ling believed in the Christian God when she was young and attended a mission school. 
However, she lost her faith as she got older. This point was discussed in Chapter Four. 
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bear children; her mother says, I married. It was my duty to have children so I bore 
a son and a daughter. Her form of Christianityemphasized the sacrosanct quality 
of sacrifice and duty (FTWGH 2001:34). However, Yin Lings affair with the 
American Ben distances her from her mother, as her mothers Christian ties supersede 
those to her own child. Yin Ling cannot turn to her for help after the rape: Yin 
Lings mother met regularly with prayer groups from her church, who sought divine 
help for those in distress. Her daughter, an adamant unbeliever, was an outsider in the 
worst sense of the word (FTWGH 2001:158).  The ostracism Yin Ling experiences 
because she is not a practicing Christian makes her a foreigner within her own family 
and makes her ineligible to be included among the subjects for the prayers of the 
distressed. 
Yin Lings mother-in-law, Mrs. Chee, similarly makes demands on Yin 
Lings behaviour based on the Christian faith.  Mrs Chee confronts Yin Ling: I 
know youre not a Christian, said Mrs. Chee stiffly, but my son and I are. She took 
Yin Lings hand and placed it on the Bible. Swear, said Mrs. Chee,that you will 
not do anything to shame my son and our family name (FTWGH 2001:151).  
The Christian dynamic that empowers the husband over the wife allows 
Christianity to make territorial claims on the wife, if the husband is a believer, and 
this claim, as we shall see, sets up the rape in the novel. From the first scene, it is 
obvious Yin Ling doubts her decision to marry Vincent and that she also does not 
share his Christian beliefs; these two factors are interrelated, as Yin Ling dislikes the 
claims of superiority that Vincent asserts because of the patriarchal leanings of his 
Christian faith.  The novel reveals, On her way to the Cathedral of the Divine 
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Saviour for her wedding, [Yin Ling] wore, hidden in her dress, the powers of ancient, 
pagan gods (FTWGH 2001:6).  These gods embody a secret protest against the 
religion and lifestyle of her future husband.  This godhidden beneath her white 
wedding dressprovides a powerful metaphor of the female body as a site of 
contestation and cultural territorialization.  The Chinese domain is a kind of territory 
that is hidden, while the socially mobile Christianity is professed openly and 
symbolized by the white gown.  Yin Ling worships another god secretlyBen 
Gallagher, an unconventional American professor with whom she had a passionate 
love affair, as discussed in Chapter Four. 
The opening incident in Following the Wrong God Home not only provides 
clues that Yin Ling will one day break away and forge her own path, but also helps us 
to understand the penetrative forces that determine her identity.  In this initial scene 
we see that rape is an issue for many women in Singapore, including Yin Ling.  
Headed to the cathedral for the wedding, Yin Ling asks her driver to stop.  The 
gathered crowd surrounds a dead tiny newborn baby, still with its umbilical cord 
attached, its face blue, its little naked body remarkably well formed (FTWGH 
2001:11).  The baby is lying on crumpled newspapers, its head blocking out the 
smiling faces of George and Barbara Bush, its bottom a fiery speech by MTC69 to the 
Workers Union, its tiny toes touching the beautiful face of a young model in a 
Triumph bra (FTWGH 2001:11).  An abandoned newborn would never get so much 
press coverage literally, as it is so commonplace.  Rather than condemning the 
                                                
69 MTC is The Founder of Modern SingaporeMah Tiong Chin, known only by his awesome 
initials (FTWGH 2001:5).  MTC is a thinly veiled characterization of Lee Kuan Yew, who is 
popularly referred to as LKY. 
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mother as heartless, Yin Ling feels empathy for the horrible circumstances that must 
have confined the mother and left her with no other choice.  Yin Ling immediately 
imagines the baby as being conceived in rape: 
[Yin Ling] thought of sex: she had a vivid image of the precise 
moment of the babys conception, a moment of raw, brutal passion 
when a man, in the stealth of the night, broke through his daughters 
resistance and small, fragile body, then got up, zipped his trousers, 
warned her not to tell anyone, and left the room.She saw the girl 
getting up, pulling her clothes tightly around her, going to the 
bathroom to wash out the red, searing pain. More sexthe man 
meeting no resistance, came the night after and the night after that 
(FTWGH 2001:12). 
 
In this moment, she becomes aware that her overwhelming sadness was in some way 
connected with [the dead baby] and its desperate mother.The dead baby in her arms 
proliferated into a hundred dead babies and living children who might have been 
better off dead, away from the crushing weight of pain and deprivation (FTWGH 
2001:12).  The baby, the raped mother, and Yin Ling all represent people who are not 
free to create and determine their own identities.  Ying Ling  
looked up for the first time at the circle of faces watching her and was 
aware that the sadness was connected with them too.Birth, sex, life, 
death, betrayal, pain, hope. The gods brooding in the darkness of their 
shrines, temples, churches stopped their ears to the cries and said, 
Dont blame us. No longer an abstraction, no longer a topic for cosy 
discussion in a café or for the writing of clever poems in Yin Lings 
elegant, black notebook, the suffering poor came together in a 
shrieking coalescence and hit her hard (FTWGH 2001:13-14). 
 
In multireligious Singapore, Christianity is not the only religion blamed for peoples 
suffering, as gods in shrines, temples, churches all turn a deaf ear.  The buildings as 
metonymical devices come to stand for each religion, and we can see that every 
religion makes territorial claims literally with these buildings, but also figuratively 
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religions make territorial claims on peoples bodies. However, Christianity is the 
religion which specifically confines Yin Ling.  
This event with the dead baby is framed by the sighting of the Singapore 
Girl. On her way to the wedding, Yin-Ling sees a lifesize cut-out of the celebrated 
Singapore Girl (FTWGH 2001:7).  After Mrs. Chee drags her away from the dead 
baby, on their way to a temple to cleanse Yin Ling of the bad fortune, they see the 
ubiquitous Singapore Girl in her lovely sarong (FTWGH 2001:16).  This framing is 
crucial, because it demonstrates how the ideal, the metaphoric bearer, contains within 
itself an awareness of a bleak reality: like the dead newborn, women are not given the 
chance to live and define who they are. 
Perhaps Yin Ling imagines the baby as being conceived in rape, because she 
herself has been violated.  The blood stain left on Yin Lings wedding dress from 
cradling the dead newborn symbolizes Yin Lings own violationthe loss of her 
virginity by force.  Yin Lings rape reveals that a womans virginity is a mans 
construction that women frequently have no control over.  The rape exposes 
Vincents brute lust that was suppressed by the Christian guidelines on his physical 
relationship with Yin Ling: He stopped at her lower belly, where her panties had 
been pushed down and rucked up to a precisely drawn line at which his religion 
which advocated sexual intactness until the sacrament of holy matrimony said, Stop 
right there (FTWGH 2001:78).  One day, Vincent learns that his religious mentor, 
Father da Costa, all along was fucking his mistress in a love-nest in Johor Baru 
[sic] (FTWGH 2001:161).  Disillusioned by the hypocrisy of his spiritual guide, 
Vincent crosses the precisely drawn line, without Yin Lings permission:   
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With what sounded like a savage grunt, [Vincent] was upon her again 
and this time he pushed down her panties all the way, pulled them 
roughly off her legs, flung them aside, and was on her and in her, 
pushing with the frenzy of an unleashed animal.In the darkness, 
shocked by the assaultfor assault it wasshe shuddered under the 
weight of his attacking body and the exploding pain in hers (FTWGH 
2001:160). 
 
Yin Lings body becomes the site of religious turmoil.  The novel reveals, By a 
curious turn of logic, [Vincent] had decided that the best revenge was to join the 
priest, to subscribe to his philosophy of public uprightness and private fornication. As 
soon as he had made the decision, he lost not a second in taking revenge and he took 
it out on her body (FTWGH 2001:161).  In having sex with Yin Ling, Vincent is 
setting the boundaries of Christian faith for himself.  What is most amazing is that 
Vincent never realizes that in this moment of religious struggle, he is violating Yin 
Ling.  Vincent considers himself to be the victim of a false religious teacher, but he 
never considers the state of Yin Lings body or thoughts. This scene epitomizes how 
a mans ideas about territorial claims over a womans body can deny women a voice 
in the matter and lead to their victimization.    
 Despite having the feeling of being an expanse of staked territory (FTWGH 
2001:78), Yin Ling marries Vincent. The Straits Times reports that it is not 
uncommon for rape victims to marry their rapists (ST 22 Mar. 1993).  Yin Ling is 
trapped economically by the enormity of an unpayable debt (FTWGH 2001:84).  
Vincents family was very wealthy, and he frequently gave Yin Ling money, paying 
off all her debts and her familys debts.  Vincents financial power put Yin Ling in a 
situation where she feels she cannot leave him, as if she was in a silken trap, of a 
hundred fine, lovingly woven threads, a gilded cage in which she had been more than 
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pampered and indulged (FTWGH 2001:144).  She buys lottery tickets and dreams of 
winning, as the first prize, a huge sum, would have been more than enough to buy 
her freedom from the terrible cage (FTWGH 2001:145).  Subsequently, due to the 
economic framework, she tells no one about the rape. 
  Eventually, Yin Ling summons the courage to reclaim her body and live her 
life the way she wants to.  She leaves Vincent, much to the shame and disappointment 
of her family, and resumes her relationship with Ben.  In an effort to save face, 
Vincent accuses Ben of molesting a maid in Singapore, which is ironic because 
Vincent is the one who is guilty of raping his own wife.  Thus, Yin Lings body 
comes to stand for not only the boundaries of Christianity, but also of the nation.  
Vincent confronts Ben: You leave at onceand dont show yourself in Singapore 
again.You know the penalty for rape, dont you?...If you value your future, you 
will leave at once (FTWGH 2001:331).  Since Vincent can no longer claim the 
territory of his wifes body, he displays the power he has over the borders of the 
territory of Singapore; although Ben may now penetrate the body of Yin Ling (with 
her permission of course), Ben may no longer penetrate the boundaries of Singapore.  
To echo Homi Bhabhas label of the conceptual limits of the nation as a complex 
boundary, the figure of rapewhich marks the multiple limits of gender, religion, 
law, and classbecomes the site of writing the nation and writing Christianity. 
The appropriation of Yin Lings body to determine religious and national 
boundaries alienates her from these patriarchal institutions.  In the novel, we see Yin 
Ling drawn to and connecting with other people who are marginalized by society: 
A secretly rebellious married woman, an openly rebellious schoolboy, 
a defiantly deformed tree. She could add several more misfits to the 
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group clustered on the fringes of a society that was uneasy about them, 
and begged them not to be different and not to be so troublesome: an 
old servant who refused to die; a god who could not make up his mind; 
a foreigner who had dared to love somebody elses wife (FTWGH 
2001:251).  
 
This quote recalls former PM Goh Chok Tongs comment directed at Catherine Lim 
that his authority would not be challenged by writers on the fringe, as Yin Ling 
relates to people on the fringes of society. In this way, Yin Ling, like her creator
author Catherine Limcomes to represent anyone who tries to live life outside of 
institutional confinement.  Thus, the novel creates new territory for Yin Ling and 
presents the possibility of new territory for all women, a place where the woman is 
free to live her life as she pleases.   
FOREIGN BODIES 
The structure of Foreign Bodies alternates between narrators, thus creating the 
illusion of appearing and disappearing bodies.  Author Tan Hwee Hwee explains,  
Foreign Bodies was kind of different from Mammon Inc. in the sense 
that originally it was a collection of short stories.I tried to rewrite it 
into a novel. Its not so much evolutionary, but I used the frame of 
foreign bodies so in a sense the structure is more like a metaphysical 
poem than a novel, because the connection is actually based on the 
punyou have foreign bodies which deals with the idea of foreigners, 
and foreign bodies the medical term which links into the whole 
buried secrets theme (Toh 2001). 
 
Within the thirty-four chapters of the novel, Mei, a lawyer who is searching for her 
own lifes explanations, dominates the narrative with her seventeen chapters (exactly 
half); her voice begins and ends the story. Andy, a clueless British man who is falsely 
accused of a running a gambling syndicate, shares his story in fourteen chapters.  
Eugene, the Singaporean who takes justice into his own hands, only narrates for three 
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chapters.  Each narrator fills in the gaps from the stories of the other narrators and 
offers a different perspective on the events. 
 The main story within Foreign Bodies unfolds over a period of nine days.  
Andy finds himself in a Singapore jail, while Mei is scrambling to save him, and 
Eugenein his blinded efforts to punish murderous Loongis left with the not so 
crushing guilt of having planted the evidence that condemned Andy.  Not every 
chapter focuses on events within this nine day time span, but the chapters follow in 
sequence, except for Day 8, for which there is no chapter.  The absence of Day 8 
reveals a central theme and a problematic point in the novel: creation.  According to 
the creation story in the Bible, God rested on the seventh day.  The novels rest on the 
eighth day (creation for humans takes a little bit longer than for God) signifies only a 
rest for the creator of the novelTan Hwee Hwee.  It is crucial to recognize that Mei 
begins to take action and tries to create justice for Andy at the end of Day 7; she is 
picking up where God left off.  In this way, she shows that women can surmount the 
confines of Eve and contribute to the larger project of creation. She explains, My 
mother never understands how I can watch the news and eat at the same time. You 
see all those earthquakessoldiers shooting people, those childrenso skinnyhow 
can you eat? But disasters never dampen my appetite, they only fuel it (FB 
1997:255).  Meis desire to help Andy and create a new situation for him is fuelled by 
the disasters she sees not only in her own life, but in the lives of others as well.  This 
is a key passage about a body in pain (Mei) creating the world.  Mei is externalizing 
her pain, while internalizing the food that will fuel her imagination.  Scarry 
contends that work is the meeting point for pain and the imagination:  
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That pain and imagination are each others missing intentional 
counterpart, and that they together provide a framing identity of man-
as-creator within which all other intimate perceptual, psychological, 
emotional, and somatic events occur, is perhaps most succinctly 
suggested by the fact that there is one piece of language usedin 
many different languagesat once as a near synonym for pain, and as 
a near synonym for created object; and that word is work (Scarry 
1985:169).   
 
Meis hard work to save Andy is part of the work of creating to deprive the external 
world of the privilege of being inanimateof in other words, its privilege of being 
irresponsible to its sentient inhabitants on the basis that it is itself nonsentient 
(Scarry 1985:285).  Her chosen profession reflects her desire to make a difference in 
other peoples lives.  Mei remarks, Everyone wants to be a hero.Wasnt that why I 
wanted to become a lawyer? (FB 1997:234). In her own small way, by trying to 
create a solution for Andys literally imprisoned body, she is contributing to a new 
world order. Her project duplicates the project of the women writers examined in this 
thesis: creation allows her to transcend the lot of pain. 
The alternating narrative voices in Foreign Bodies simulate a sexual dance 
between Mei and Andy, with brief interruptions from Eugene.  We can see how this 
sexual dance is affected by the compartmentalizing powers of the Singapore 
government and Christianity.  Andy arrives in Singapore intent on finding a girl who 
fulfils his fantasies, [e]specially babes like those in the Singapore Airlines ads
Singapore Girl, youre a great way to fly. Yes, I would fly a Singapore girl anytime 
(FB 1997:201).  His attraction to Mei arises out of this dream girl that the national 
carrier bears as its icon: Singapore Airlines only chooses one out of eight hundred 
applicants to be a Singapore Girl. Mei looked like a Singapore Girl. Would she be a 
great way to fly? I couldnt wait to find out [sic] (FB 1997:212).   
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However, Andy soon learns Meis deeply held Christian beliefs might prevent 
the realization of this fantasy; he says, When I first asked Mei to go out with me, she 
told me that she couldnt be unequally yoked. When I asked her what the hell she 
meant, she quoted 2 Corinthians 6:14 at meDo not be yoked together with 
unbelieverswhich basically meant she wouldnt go out with anyone who wasnt a 
Christian [sic] (FB 1997:59). Meis attitude towards dating is typical for Christians, 
and this fear of being corrupted by an outside force extends into other facets of life.  
Robbie Goh explains, 
Christianity is a symbolic system which abjects the undesirable (sin, 
defilement, idolatry, unclean food) by means of a social logic and 
narrative of the chosen people of the true God.Specifically, 
abjection as a cultural logic which tends towards atopia, and which 
relies on a metaphysical order which is meant to shape and ultimately 
supplant the material one, establishes useful terms for the analysis of 
evangelical Christianity and its cultural-spatial strategies (Goh 
2004:96). 
 
Mei denies herself the physical and material possibility of a relationship with Andy in 
efforts to maintain her spiritual relationship with God.  She talks about this 
relationship in physical terms despite its existence in a spiritual dimension: [Gods] 
spirit filled me until He became my very breath and my only desire: when I breathed I 
was using His breath and all I wanted to breathe was Him. Thus, panting after him 
and panting him, I opened my mouth and felt the unutterable kiss (FB 1997:32).   
Meis Christian beliefs not only distance her from a physical relationship with 
Andy, but also from her family and Chinese tradition.  Her grandfather asks why Mei 
cannot bring food to his grave after he dies. She replies: 
Im a Christian. 
 
Since when? 




Who did this to you? He enquired in that shocked tone people 
reserved for victims of child abuse (FB 1997:20). 
 
Equating being a Christian with being a victim of child abuse demonstrates the 
invasive power that Christianity has on, what Meis grandfather believes, to be Meis 
inherited identity. Meis father also dislikes Meis disregard for tradition due to her 
Christian faith. He says, Ever since you started reading the Bible youve been like 
this. I got read in the New Paper today [sic]. All these cults they teach you to follow 
Jesus and forget about your family. This cult leader even quote the Bible, say 
whoever does not hate his father and mother cannot follow Jesus [sic] (FB 
1997:163). 
Despite the confines and sacrifices she makes for her relationship with God, 
Mei is attracted to Andy, and her attraction to him is influenced by the Singapore 
governments portrayal of family life.  She admits, I had a vision of myself smiling 
up at him, barefoot and pregnant, like some model out of a Ministry of Community 
Development poster. And I was likeHoly Jesus, whats happening to me? Why am 
I thinking these evil thoughts? Why have ten years of feminist education suddenly 
evaporated? (FB 1997:5).  She recognizes how this situation conforms with the 
governments ideal and confines her own life possibilities, but it seems that the 
impact is greater than her ten years of feminist education. 
 As readers watch the sexual dance between Mei and Andy progress, we see 
that Mei empathizes with Andy, because she knows what it is like to be innocent and 
helpless.  In chapter 29, Mei shares with the readers and Andy the story of her rape; 
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we know she tells Andy as well, because Andy mentions that Mei told me about 
what happened to her at Red Hill (FB 1997:250).  Sharing the story of the rape with 
a person within the frame of the novel and with the readers is significant, because it 
places the rape in a situation of exchange that defies the borders of the pages.  Scarry 
writes,  
If the conditions of sentience are objectified, made social, placed in 
universal exchange, one of the most essential facts about sentience has 
been eliminatedits deep privacy, its confinement of its own 
experience of itself to itself, its being felt only by the one whose 
feeling it is. In civilization, as in the early altars of a religious culture, 
the body is turned inside-out and made shareable (Scarry 1985:252). 
 
The word rape is never actually used as Mei describes her traumatic experience on 
Red Hill, but we can infer what has occurred.  Bal insists, There lies the deepest 
scandal of the speaking body: it is not permitted to speak (Bal 1988:21).  How can 
we interpret the signs of that unspeakable experience?  How can we get the body to 
speak?  Tan Hwee Hwee portrays another suffering body that is allowed to speak 
after death in order to help us understand the effects of the rape scene.  The 
grandfathers death after swallowing a fishbone is a means to begin to read and gain 
access to Meis rape. The grandfathers death appears in the narrative before the rape 
scene, but chronologically happens after the rape.  Mei narrates, Nearly twenty years 
ago, my grandfather accidentally swallowed a fish bone. He was rushed to General 
Hospital, where they x-rayed and ECG-ed him, but they couldnt find anything 
wrong (FB 1997:14-15). The doctors proceed to give him some barium, but he 
caught a fever. Panadol removed this, but two days later, a stroke struck him down 
(FB 1997:15).  His fingers began to gangrene.  The doctors then drain an abscess 
detected behind his pharynx. Mei describes, 
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My grandfather was in a terrible condition, so the doctors performed 
the operation quickly, and didnt look for a foreign body. He died from 
septic poisoning a few days later. He suffered for an entire month and 
nobody knew what caused it. We only discovered what killed him after 
the autopsy. There was a fish bone stuck in his oesophagus, the 
coroner told us.The bone caused all the infection..All the 
problems that came up on this present Sunday, all arose because of the 
foreign bodies within usthings happened in our childhood, some big, 
some small, but all significant; things that happened ten years ago, but 
still control our lives today; things from our yesterdays that will decide 
what we drink, dream and doubt, till the day we die. But you cant see 
those things because theyre not on the outside (FB 1997:15-16). 
 
Interpreted visually, the scene of the grandfathers swallowing the fishbone becomes 
a symbolic illustration of a rape scenea penetration by a foreign body that destroys 
the interior but cannot be detected visually.  Mei is able to describe the trauma that 
occurs within her grandfathers body, while she is unable to describe the physicality 
and the side effects of what happened to her at Red Hill. The grandfather was taken to 
the hospital knowing what was wrong with his body, but the significance of 
penetration by a foreign bodythe fishbonewas denied, and the grandfather 
suffered painful symptoms until his death.  Mei admits, The rape has always been a 
foreign body in my system, infecting all my life, its always with me (FB 1997:276). 
The interplay of these two scenes allows readers to picture the complex relationship 
between the construction of the interior and the exterior of the body; Foreign Bodies 
explor[es] how the subjects exterior is psychically constructed; and 
conversely, how the processes of social inscription of the bodys 
surface construct a psychical interior: i.e., looking at the outside of the 
body from the point of view of the inside, and looking at the inside of 
the body from the point of view of the outside, to reexamine the 
distinction between biology and culture and explore the way in which 
culture constructs the biological order in its own image. Thus what is 
shown is how the body is psychically, socially, sexually, and 
representationally produced (Grosz 1988:381). 
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The fishbonelike Meis rapeis an alien body, brought in violently and destroying 
the person from within.  Synecdoche suggests that the raped body part comes to stand 
for the whole body.  Can reading metonymically lead us to conclude that Meis 
experience comes to stand for the collective body of Singaporean Christian women?  
Let us take a closer look at the rape scene. 
The rape occurs at Bukit Merah, which the novel explains is Malay for Red 
Hill (FB 1997:244).  The setting recalls Golgotha, the hill where Jesus was 
crucified and which is often portrayed as red with Christs blood.  Mei informs the 
readers, That night, as the white moonlight powdered the red soil, I understood for 
the first time why Singaporeans called it the Hill of Blood (FB 1997:244).  By 
referring to the white moonlight and the red soil, Mei positions herself between 
two victimsChang-E, the maiden of the moon, and Abdul, the boy whose spilt 
blood gave Red Hill its name.  Meis learns about Chang-Es story and Abduls story 
the same night of the rape: Once upon a time, a bad emperor stole a magic drink 
from the Queen of Heaven. Chang-E, his wife, was afraid that if he drank the potion 
and lived forever, the people would suffer tremendously. She stole the potion, drank 
it, and floated to the moon (FB 1997:244).  Chang-Es story exemplifies self-
sacrifice in order to prevent injustice to others.  Her father then tells the story of Red 
Hill: a little boy, Abdul, told the Sultan how to stop the swordfish from killing his 
men. Abdul became the national hero, and the Sultan became jealous and ordered him 
to be killed: Blood gushed from the boys throat, chest, stomachit flowed like a 
river, and the soldiers tried to run away but the flood of blood was so great it drowned 
them. The hill flowed with blood for days, until all the soil was soaked red (FB 
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1997:247).  This story epitomizes the killing of an innocent and the power of his 
redeeming blood to bring about justice by becoming a visible reminder of the 
transgression. 
These two themesself-sacrifice in order to prevent injustice to others and 
the killing of an innocent whose blood has the power to redeemconverge in the 
story of Christ.  Mei is transformed into a Christ figure when the rape begins.  She 
says, My father pressed his body against mine, nailing me to the tree (FB 
1997:247).  Meis identification with Christ emphasizes her innocence and the 
injustice of the situation.  She was only six years old, hardly capable of defending 
herself against an adult man.  The ability to transpose the qualities of Christ onto a six 
year old Singaporean girl demonstrates Christs capability with the silenced and the 
victimized.  Despite the use of the Christ figure in colonizing the native people of 
Singapore and the women in society, the Christ figure can also be seen as the ultimate 
Redeemer and righter of wrongs.  As Norman R. Cary observes, The postcolonial 
Jesus becomes an indigenous Jesus. Breaking free from the strictures of Western 
Christianity, the newly incarnated Jesus figure has become an effective postcolonial 
character who protests against injustice (Cary 1994:171, 182).  Meis transformation 
into a Christ figure as she is being raped reflects some of the fundamental beliefs of 
Tan Hwee Hwee.  The author explains in an interview,  
You become what you contemplate. In 2 Corinthians Paul writes, we, 
beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being transformed 
into the same image.  This verse uses the metaphor of God as mirror: 
God is a mirror at which we are told to gaze, and in the mirror, we see 
ourselves, yet at the same time not ourselves, but God. As we look into 
the face of God, we become transformed. After gazing at the mirror 
face of God long enough, we see ourselves, having ourselves become 
images of God. When we gaze at the glorious, we become glorious. 
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We become an image of what we look at. Thats the profound truth: 
you are what your mind looks at. You are what you contemplate (Tan 
October 2001).   
 
Meis transformation demonstrates that her focus is on Christ.  As the rape is 
happening, Mei turns to her Christian faith to help her and give her strength:   
I used all the prayers I knewAfter the prayer, I didnt feel what was 
happening to me. The peace of God which passeth all 
understanding.So I prayed, and God lifted me to the moon, to build 
a haven for lost balloons. At the moon palace, I held Chang-Es hand, 
and watched what was happening to me below. My frock was dirty. I 
didnt know where the soil began, and the blood ended (FB 1997:248-
249).   
 
In this moment, Tan fuses the Christ story, Christian beliefs, and local folklore.  
Although Meis Christian prayers help her to transcend the situation, she also pictures 
herself holding hands with Chang-E, who is co-opted as a Christian figure in that she 
exemplifies self-sacrifice in order to prevent injustice to others. Chang-E is useful for 
understanding the connection between Singapore and Meis identity.  Chang-E had 
problems with her husband, and since he was the emperor, this problem spilled over 
and affected all the subjects of the empire.  Chang-Es self-sacrificing death embodies 
a domestic act that was turned into a major political issue. In Chang-Es case, the 
totally destroyed subject became the speaker to the whole nation (Bal 1988:18).  
Like Chang-E, Meis rape also is a domestic act, because her father is responsible. As 
Meis sense of self is destroyed, she assumes the position of Chang-E and also 
becomes the speaker to the whole nation.  Her life energy is fused with that of the 
nation: she didnt know where the soil began and the blood ended.  Her identity is 
so inextricably tied to the land that she cannot distinguish between the proof of her 
suffering (the blood) and the soil itself.  Dana Heller contends, Sexual trauma 
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produces the nation as narration through a performance of mimicry (Heller 
2000:345).  Meis rape mimics the suffering of the stories of Chang-E and Adbul, 
stories that made the land and contributed to the national character of Singapore.  
This recalls the Singapore Armed Forces advertisement of from this land we are 
made, the association of women with soil and land, and the crippling effects of 
feminizing the vulnerable, representative space of the nation. 
So what is the result of that symbolic equation of violated motherland and 
violated women?  Foreign Bodies portrays the outcome as an avenging Christ, who 
inverts the old world order and enacts just punishment.  The novel concludes with a 
powerful image: Christ, the pale rider, will return to claw the guilty out of the black 
earth and lift them against the ruby sky, and the land will groan its vengeance like it 
did that day for Abdul, the murdered boy. In the day of the Lord, blood will flow 
from the hill again (FB 1997:279).  Blood flowing from the hill again will no longer 
be the blood of innocent victims, but rather the blood of the perpetrators.  Thus the 
figure of Christ emerges as a subversive response to oppression and suffering.  Tan 
Hwee Hwee replaces the European Christian story, which is associated with the 
religious and cultural subjugation Foucault observed, with an indigenized or 
hybridized Christianity, which is associated with liberation and justice (Cary 
1994:180).  Mei envisions her final transformation:  
Now I see nothing, nothing but shadows, but then I shall see Him face 
to face. When the trumpet sounds, and the dead in Christ arise, when 
the old becomes new, and the corruptible, incorruptible, on that day, 
gazing into His golden face, I will be transformed into His likeness, 
from heart to heart, from blood to blood. And in that moment, I shall, 
finally, be set free from the flesh that hungers, released fromno 
longer trapped withthis foreign body (FB 1997:279).   
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The penetrable will become impenetrable, as all of Christs followers will be molded 
completely into his likeness. 
Andy quotes Mei as concluding her rape story with the words, Sometimes 
you can fight and win. Sometimes theres nothing you can do. You just have to leave 
it in Gods hands (FB 1997:250).  The mention of Gods hands symbolizes his 
power to create or make things happen.  This has a double meaning in this case, 
because Tan Hwee Hwee, a Christian Singaporean woman, is also creator and God 
in the case of this novel; she determines the outcome of the struggles.  Not only does 
Mei believe in and contribute to creating new and better situations for herself and for 
others, but also Tan Hwee Hwee negotiates these issues in the process of writing the 
novel. She transforms the Word and makes it her own, thus sharing how to overcome 
pain. 
In this chapter, we have seen negotiations of Singaporean and Christian 
identities taking place within the violation of womens bodies.  Although the women 
have been colonized by the patriarchal claims of nationhood and religion, Mei and 
Yin Ling ultimately rise above their suffering and create small measures of change in 
the world around them.  Furthermore, these authors have written novels which 
envision an imaginative new world where women can break free and rise above the 
acts of men that negate their autonomy. 
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CONCLUSION 
Employing the female body as a means to demarcate territory and define the 
female subject within the national or religious authority has crippling effects.  These 
authorities, in describing the womans role, also describe her physical selfshaping 
her social and sexual bodyin order to make her flesh a visible sign that is contained 
within the textually delineated space devoted to her role. 
However, the complexities of this combined sacred and secular alignment 
produce an unprecedented opportunity for women to slip through the cracks and 
challenge the dominant ideologies.  Women writers co-opt the liberating power of 
Christs body as Word in order to write stories about transcending suffering.  They 
redeem fallen women and are no longer tied to the lot of Eve.  
Women writers call attention to the disregarded femininity behind the act of 
creation itself, despite the connection between women and metaphors of weakness, 
vulnerability, and victimhood. In creating these novels, Singapore women writers are 
reclaiming their stake in creation, not as passive soil, but rather as colonizers of their 
own texts.  They show that they are not to be written on, but are rewriting womens 
bodies and thus confirming that the pain of the womens lot can be overcome.  
These novels are only the first step in womens reclamation of creation. 
Creativity is not a commodity. Creativity comes from people (Florida 2002:5).  
Since creativity is not a commodity and since women envision themselves as the 
metaphoric bearers of creativity, perhaps in this equation there is potential to 
transform the negative connotations of the feminine as victimized, colonized, and 
passive to creative, imaginative, and divine.  As Genesis established, divinity is 
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required in creativity. Thus these women writers confirm From this land we are 
made, but also We make this land.  They powerfully present a vision of a world in 
which women are creators, the initial step toward transforming that vision into 
practice.   
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